Sabin, Amber
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michelle Knox <michelle@windsolarusa.com>
Monday, May 20, 2019 5:00 PM
IRP
IRP Feedback

I support the shutdown of Dallman 1, 2, and 3 per the IRP presentation provided by The Energy Authority for
the simple fact that they do not make economical sense to continue operating. This was the second report that
stated that the utility would be better served to purchase power on the open market than to continue to produce
locally. The first study, whose findings were published in The Springfield Business Journal in October of 2017,
found the same. The TEA report presented was only from an economic aspect and didn't even include the
environmental effects. At present, there is legislation (SB9) that addresses the clean up of coal ash pits that may
also add additional economic concern to the utility that was likely not even included in TEA's
analysis. Dallman 4's continued operation only makes sense if the price of coal stays level or goes
down- marginal at best. Regarding the solar recommendations that were made, I am hopeful that CWLP will
act as advised and start looking to balance the portfolio with renewable integration. I'm also hopeful that the
value of Distributed Generation from home and business owners, with systems 25kW and less, will be
recognized. DG integration of small systems costs the city nothing in terms of infrastructure upgrades and
allows a very efficient means of distribution. I will address this further in additional comments to be made
under separate cover.
-Best Regards,
Michelle
Michelle Knox, Founder

WindSolarUSA, Inc.
ph. 217.825.4206
michelle@windsolarusa.com

www.windsolarusa.com
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Sabin, Amber
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michelle Knox <michelle@windsolarusa.com>
Monday, May 20, 2019 5:05 PM
IRP
Re: Automatic reply: IRP Feedback

Michelle Knox
104 North 6th Street, Suite 300
Springfield, IL 62701
On Mon, May 20, 2019 at 5:01 PM IRP <IRP@cwlp.com> wrote:
Thank you for your comment on the CWLP IRP. Please send your name and address if you haven't already done so.

For more information on the IRP, visit www.cwlp.com/IRP.

-Best Regards,
Michelle
Michelle Knox, Founder

WindSolarUSA, Inc.
ph. 217.825.4206
michelle@windsolarusa.com

www.windsolarusa.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daron
IRP
IRP Feedback
Thursday, May 23, 2019 7:08:46 PM

I quit my job at AT&T after 14 years because I wanted to get on with the city and have a secure job that I was proud
of.
I was so excited to get that opportunity at CWLP. I gave up a large pension at the phone company and have only
been with CWLP for 5 years. I still learn new things everyday. I love it. Please don’t close these units. It would be
detrimental to my family and the entire city.
Daron Searcy
Dallman Operator Engineer
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daron
IRP
IRP Feedback
Thursday, May 23, 2019 7:08:59 PM

I quit my job at AT&T after being there for 14 years. I wanted to find a job with the city that I could be proud of
and that would make me feel fulfilled. I was so excited to get that opportunity with CWLP. I gave up a good
pension to make that move. I have been at the plant for 5 years now and I still learn new things everyday. I love it.
Please don’t close these units. It would be detrimental to my family and the entire city.
Daron Searcy
Dallman Operator Engineer
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daron
IRP
IRP Feedback
Thursday, May 23, 2019 7:18:26 PM

I quit my job at AT&T after being there for 14 years. I wanted secure job with the city that I could be proud of and
that would make me feel fulfilled at the end of the day. I was so excited to get that opportunity with CWLP. I have
there for 5 1/2 years now and I love that I still learn new things everyday. I gave up a good pension to make the
move and now I am afraid I may have made a mistake. Please don’t close these units. It would be detrimental to
my family and the city of Springfield.
Daron Searcy
Dallman Operator Engineer
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David/Lila Heckelman
IRP
Public comment
Monday, May 20, 2019 9:33:52 AM

We urge the city council to quickly follow the recommendations of the
proposed IRP. Specifically the three oldest power plants need to be retired as
soon as possible. CWLP needs to transition from coal to renewables as
soon as possible regardless of coal prices.
David and Lila Heckelman
Springfield, IL

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

justin gresham
IRP
IRP Feedback
Thursday, May 23, 2019 5:52:00 PM

As an employee for the last 18 years, I am very concerned about my and my coworkers future
with cwlp.
I have to question why reports and documents have been generated by a company supporting
renewables and not by a coal company to compare with.
I also have to question how many jobs including minority jobs would be lost.
I am distraught by the fact that the employees of CWLP were kept in the dark about these
issues while the Sierra club and the mayor were apprised of the findings of the report prior to
the meeting on the 6th. We were supposed to have a meeting during the day on the 6th to let
us know about the report but they cancelled that meeting the end of the work day prior to said
meeting. I believe this was intentionally done to avoid the employees showing up to the
meeting the night of the 6th to discuss our opinion.
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Justin Gresham

justin gresham
IRP
Re: Automatic reply: IRP Feedback
Thursday, May 23, 2019 8:16:11 PM

Springfield il 62702

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
On Thu, May 23, 2019 at 5:52 PM, IRP
<IRP@cwlp.com> wrote:
Thank you for your comment on the CWLP IRP. Please send your name and address if you haven't
already done so.

For more information on the IRP, visit www.cwlp.com/IRP.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tom
IRP
IRP
Sunday, May 12, 2019 10:39:37 AM

Please don’t cave to progressive political pressure to incorporate renewables into CWLP. It’s
my understanding that the Sierra Club pushed for the IRP. The Sierra Club also sued CWLP
and caused utility rate increases for everyone in our community. Renewables MAY be the
future but please let a growing community with an expanding tax base be a canary in a coal
mine for the future of renewables. Your decision should solely be based on utility prices in the
short and medium term.
If something must be done then coal to natural gas conversions seem to be the
trend https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2017/07/11/the-largest-clean-coal-powerplant-in-america-turns-https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2017/07/11/the-largestclean-coal-power-plant-in-america-turns-to-natural-gas/#7f23c2c47d26to-naturalgas/#7f23c2c47d26
Tom Dart
Springfield, IL 62704

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amy McEuen
IRP
IRP Feedback
Friday, May 24, 2019 2:26:40 PM

CWLP
As a CWLP customer, I am thrilled that CWLP is planning for the future and that the future will
include more renewable sources of energy. As an ecology professor at UIS, I have lectured on
climate change for over a decade and it has seemed as if movement in the right direction was
sluggish at best. Climate change is only one of several negative impacts of coal burning, air pollution
and coal ash disposal being others. We have known that the transition to renewables needed to
happen but implementing it has proven challenging. Today, however, the price point for renewables
has dropped and I read reports such as the TEA report which suggest that shifting to renewables
makes both economic and environmental sense for our city, a win-win. I am writing so that you
know that I am in strong support of CWLP adopting the report recommendations and excited to see
our city taking this necessary step towards a sustainable future.
Sincerely,
Amy McEuen, Ph.D.
Springfield Illinois

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

IRP
citizen feedback on results of IRP
Saturday, May 25, 2019 4:18:07 PM

My name is Kevin Greene. The following are my comments on the Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) for
City, Water Light and Power.   I reside at 224 Old Tippecanoe Drive, Springfield, IL 62711. Thank you
for the opportunity to provide comments on the results of the plan.
The utility industry is undergoing significant transformation as it grapples with changing markets,
wholesale pricing reforms, evolving technologies and growing environmental concerns. I believe the
IRP provides a foundation for CWLP to meet these strategic challenges while maintaining high
quality services for its customers.  
I would like to encourage CWLP to create a citizens advisory committee to help the utility develop
the action plan that will lead to a more diverse, sustainable mix of generation resources and
efficiency programs in the future. Involving stakeholders from local businesses, environmental
groups, trade unions and community organizations early in the planning process will provide
valuable input on which technologies, programs and services can best meet the future energy needs
of the community.  
I would also like to encourage the utility to establish carbon reduction targets to help drive efforts to
address the mounting environmental and economic challenges posed by global climate change.   I
understand the Obama Administration’s Clean Power Plan did not go over well with many electric
utilities, but most recognized the decarbonization trend and many have started to make long-term
plans for a low-carbon future. These efforts include incorporating carbon reduction targets into
their strategic business plans that will lead to more renewables, distributed energy resources,
microgrids and battery storage.
Finally, I would like to recommend that CWLP host a series of neighborhood informational meetings
to better engage local citizens on how CWLP can best address future energy challenges while
providing reliable and resilient services. Being proactive on education and outreach will help the
utility better explain changing energy markets and conditions to residents, gather feedback on new
technologies and programs, and help identify partnership opportunities with local community
groups to better deliver services.
Thank you.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

IRP
Comments on CWLP Integrated Resource Plan
Sunday, May 26, 2019 12:12:35 PM

I agree that Dallman 1 and 2 should be retired due to their size, age and limited
operating range.
However, Dallman 3 should be retained at least five more years to mitigate risk
caused by Vistra Energy ‘s potential retirements of thousands of megawatts of
Illinois coal units.
As more coal units retire, the remaining coal units become more valuable as a
hedge against natural price volatility and the lack of renewables during peak
demand periods, primarily wind in the summer and solar in the winter.
A sensitivity case should be run considering large scale Illinois coal retirements
before any decision is made to retire Dallman 3. The transmission impacts of
these large scale retirements could create congestion which local resources
such as Dallman 3 could mitigate.
Dallman 3 has both a scrubber and an SCR which puts ahead of most Vistra
units.
The economic impact of the loss of jobs at both CWLP and the Viper Mine need
to also be considered.
Thanks for considering my comments.
Karl Kohlrus, P.E.
Springfield, Illinois 62702

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John & Kathy Lupton
IRP
IRP Feedback
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 10:51:56 AM

I have read various media reports and I have perused the IRP and I think its recommendations are a
“no-brainer.” The savings in retiring Dallman 1, 2 and 3 by avoiding future environmental
compliance costs alone has sold me, but the benefits continue through reducing greenhouse gas
emissions and, yes, employee costs. CWLP employees seem to have come out against this proposal
because it threatens their jobs. While I can sympathize with their situation I don’t see how that is a
logical or good financial argument not to follow the IRP’s recommendations. Natural resources and
technology are changing the workforce all the time. These employees are being given a heads-up, an
opportunity, to see what is inevitable, if not in the IRP then someday fairly soon with coal or
Springfield’s aging power plants. The IRP has not ignored the employee issue, suggesting retraining
and reassignment. Beyond this it is not the City of Springfield’s main responsibility to keep
headcount in CWLP. If the IRP’s recommendations will save the city money while keeping the cityowned utility operating, albeit with fewer employees and buying some power elsewhere rather than
creating its own power – I think the proposal ought to be implemented.
As far as power generation is concerned, it seems to me that the IRP offers a proposal that allows
CWLP to retain some local coal power generation and “energy independence” while eliminating the
costly maintenance and compliance of Dallman 1, 2 and 3. Additionally, the IRP pushes CWLP to
adopt some renewable energy generation which is becoming more standard, more accepted, more
necessary. Coal generation is not the future; Springfield needs to prepare itself for what future
energy generation looks like. The best way to adapt is slowly and willingly – in this case, by cutting
back on the reliance of coal and local generation, and introducing more wind and solar with a blend
of local and purchase-off-the-grid sourcing.   
The IRP, of course, focuses on local power generation and employee who might lose their jobs but I
think the city needs to also consider how the IRP’s recommendations could have a positive effect on
other city needs. For example, I presume the savings could have a role in reducing the city’s pension
debt. The city also needs to invest in sewers, street resurfacing and maybe in new projects like
burying utility lines and upgrading street lighting. The city currently doesn’t have the funds to invest
in itself to the scale needed. Could the savings from the IRP be part of the solution?
The TEA IRP seems to offer an opportunity to save costs at CWLP, to smoothly adapt Springfield to
modern energy policies, and to open up ways for the City of Springfield to invest in pressing
infrastructure needs, all with little downsides to local energy production and ownership, employees,
or reliance on outside power providers. A no-brainer.
Kathy Le Comte
.
Springfield, IL 62704
      

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Pam Partridge
IRP
Letter from Ann Ballesteros
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:40:18 PM
Xerox Scan 05282019142414.pdf

Good Afternoon,
Attached is a letter from Business Representative Ann Ballesteros regarding the future of power generation. Any
questions, feel free to contact me. Have a wonderful afternoon.
Sincerely,
Pamela Partridge
Administrative Assistant
District No. 9, I.A.M.A.W.
OPEIU#13

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Penny Shank
IRP
Comment on IRP Plan
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 7:48:44 PM

I have read the IRP proposal. I strongly urge CWLP to adopt and implement the
recommendations of the IRP for the following reasons:
It seems most economical for the rate-payers (citizens) of Springfield;
It decreases reliance on coal and other fossil fuels;
It returns CWLP to utilization of renewable energy resources;
Reduced use of coal for steam generation will ease demands on
Springfield’s water supply.
Impacts which should NOT be considered:
Loss of coal industry jobs…it is not the City’s or CWLP’s obligation to
maintain full-employment for the coal industry, or any particular coal
supplier;
Reduction of coal severance tax revenues for the County…it is not the
City’s obligation to concern itself with tax revenues to another local
government;
Potential reduction of the CWLP labor force, particularly in some of the
trade unions…again, it is not the City’s task to maintain full employment
for various occupations/trades. Labor is a major cost which can be
reduced.
Increased risks to wildlife from particular renewable energy sources:
those are properly the concern of the renewable energy generators, not
the City. Moreover, complete reliance on fossil fuels has its own
consequences to wildlife which will be reduced by adoption of the
recommendations.
Keith Shank
Springfield IL 62704

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stead, Zach
IRP
Public Comments
Wednesday, May 29, 2019 9:59:26 AM

Thank you for the opportunity to make comments on the findings of the IRP. For better or worse,
the results and conclusions seem to be pretty clear. However, I do have a few comments as the
process moves forward:
·

·

·

·

Obviously, natural gas “fracking” has been a game-changer for the production of natural
gas. Yet, with the volatility seen in the price of natural gas in the past decades, please keep
that volatility in mind as we move forward.
In regards to personnel, I believe this is a unique opportunity for CWLP and the labor unions
to find creative solutions to the problem of creating worthwhile roles for our valuable
employees.
I hope we can increase our investments in preventative maintenance and
system/equipment upgrades on our remaining power generators to ensure a diverse and
reliable portfolio.
Is there a way to look at the Carbon Capture Pilot Project that may have a long term
partnership with CWLP, if the technology proves scalable, or perhaps viable as a product to
sell in other industries?

Thanks

Zach Stead

Maintenance Planner
City Water Light and Power
Home Adress:

Springfield, IL 62712

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

don davis
IRP
IRP Feedback
Thursday, May 30, 2019 10:58:37 AM

The Integrated Resource Plan developed by The Energy Authority and presented to the City Council
Utilities Committee on May 6, 2019 recommended retirement of Dallman Units 31,32 and 33 by as
early as the year 2020.
An earlier progress report prepared by the consultant serving the Army Corps of Engineers and
CWLP presented on April 11,2017 listed the following retirement dates and the Lake Springfield
water ( untreated and treated ) no longer used and extracted by these electricity generating units:
2023 Potential Ash Pond Closure ( 5.4 million gallons per day-MGD )
2030 Potential Retirement of Dallman Units 31 and 32 ( 1.2 MGD )
2035-2040 Potential Retirement of Dallman Unit 33 (1 MGD )
All three units use Lake Springfield for cooling, increasing the rate of evaporation. The Illinois State
Water Survey Report 2011-08 states : “ For Lake Springfield, the forced evaporation is estimated to
have an average consumption rate of 2.3 MGD ( CWLP, 2007 ). “
These lake water removals add up to 9.9 MGD that will no longer be needed after the early
retirement of Units 31,32 and 33 in 2020 or shortly thereafter. This reduction in water demand from
Lake Springfield is a significant hedge against a 100 year frequency drought in the near , medium and
long terms should a large future water demand fail to materialize. Treated water demand has been
about 21 MGD for about he last 40 years.
The 9.9 MGD reduction in demand for Lake Springfield water is 82.5 per cent of the water yield
capacity of the proposed Hunter Lake ( 12 MGD ). Since most of the water yield capacity of Hunter
Lake will no longer be needed, the remaining 2.1 MGD( 12-9.9 ), should increased water demand
materialize in the future, could be purchased from existing public water supplies in the area.
Respectfully submitted,
Donald D. Davis
Citizens For Sensible Water Use
Pleasant Plains, IL 6267

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

humska2
IRP
IRP Feedback
Thursday, May 30, 2019 3:45:56 PM

Hello there. Below are some of my main questions and concerns regarding the IRP report.
•Job loss: shutting down units 31, 32 and 33 would not only result in job loss for
approximately 75% of the plant employees, the domino effect from such a move would be
tremendous. Jobs that would be lost include coal miners, truckers, electricians, maintenance,
machinists, fireman and oilers, material handlers, scrubber personnel, office people, engineers,
lab techs, etc. That's a lot of lives and families affected by such a move. Viper coal mine could
even shut down all together. I also keep seeing the word 'transition' into new jobs. If you close
down those three units, I'm not sure what jobs there would be left to transition into. If you're
buying energy off-the-grid, there's no jobs to transition into either. And if you are going green
with renewables, city employees would not be the ones installing windmills and solar fields.
So I'm not sure what the transition that they talk about actually is.
• RFP for coal: Just wondering why RFP's were conducted for natural gas, renewables and
capacity & energy but not one for coal? I truly believe one should be done in order to get a full
understanding of the proper moves that need to be made for the city's future energy needs. Not
only is coal an affordable re-source, our coal-fired units also produce much more energy than
any renewable source could. The solar field we put up last year alone produces only 198
kilowatts. That's enough to power only 35 homes for 1 year. Our smallest units, 31 and 32,
produce 62 megawatts alone, each. Wind power isn't much better than solar. Neither of them
produce the kind of energy our coal powered units can and do.
•Do we remember the last time we got into a power purchase agreement with wind power?
The city lost a lot of money and so did the customers. I remember us being happy to get out
from underneath that contract. Let's not rush into another one.
•31 & 32: I understand the economic desire to shut down units 31 and 32. However, as an
employee, there are many times 33 and 4 were both down for repairs and 31 and/or 32 have
been purring right along. Perhaps hanging on to them as a backup, just in case, would not be
the worst idea. Not suggesting running them daily but more as a reserve backup in case
something major comes up with units 33 or 4, pending unit 33 is kept on of course. This is at
least until the ash ponds need to be shut down.

•Shutting down three of four units not only limits and lowers our total energy capacity, it leads
us towards getting out of the generation business. If we get out of the generation business, how
will we afford to continue to pay for unit 4 and balance a budget as well? Getting out of the
generation business means getting out of the revenue business. What would the socioeconomic impact of that be like? Will the city buy energy off the grid and sell it back to the
customers at higher rates in order to generate revenue? Will the city raise property taxes?

Sales tax? Hotel tax? I don't want to see us handcuffing ourselves financially while passing
lost revenue expenses on to the public. Also, what will shutting down 31, 32 and 33 do to the
coal prices for unit 4?
• The Energy Authority: TEA is a "non-profit" group that reported $1.3 billion dollars in
revenue earnings back in 2013, only giving their members $93 million of that. That's less than
10%. That doesn't sound like a nonprofit group to me. Notice every one of those scenarios end
in NO COAL and moving towards natural gas and renewables? Natural gas and renewables
are what they deal in as they make money off of trading energy like a Wall Street brokerage
firm. They also claimed 16% ownership of their members, which are the municipalities they
work with. It seems to me they worked the numbers in their report to heavily-favor them and I
believe it boils down to them wanting a slice of our pie....to profit off of our utility.
In conclusion, I can understand the need to shut down units 31 and 32 but I do think it would
be in everyone's best interest to keep 33 on for the foreseeable future. (Much longer than the
proposed 4 or 5 year deadline). That way, we remain in the generation business, save money
on operating costs from 31/32 and retain jobs that are so very important to the employees,
their families and the city's economy. I think the city should look into taking that money saved
from the operating costs of 31 and 32 and apply that towards exploring converting unit 33 into
a dry fly ash system, in order to keep up with EPA federal and state regulations. CWLP has
been a leader in edge-cutting technology as far as emissions go and I don't see why that needs
to change. This power plant has been an integral part of the community since 1911. Let's keep
it that way!
Thanks!
Sean Neuber
Ward 6 resident and CWLP employee
Springfield, IL 62703

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S9+, an AT&T 5G Evolution capable smartphone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

PDGIACOMINI
IRP
Letter to CWLP on IRP Comments
Thursday, May 30, 2019 6:34:32 PM
Letter to CWLP on IRP Comments.docx

Patrick Giacomini, P.E.
Springfield, IL |

May 29, 2019
IRP @ cwlp.com

Dear CWLP Staff :
I am submitting the attached comments to the CWLP IRP Email address. Congratulations on
completing the study. Hopefully my comments will be seen as constructive and ultimately add
value to the IRP.

Sincerely,

Patrick Giacomini, P.E.
CWLP Engineer (Retired in 2017)

Attachment: Comments 1-xx

IRP COMMENTS SUBMITTED BY PATRICK GIACOMINI, P.E. MAY 29, 2019
1. These comments are given for constructive reasons and it is hoped that they will
ultimately add value to the IRP results and recommendations. I realize that these
comments have probably been addressed and even debated by the best CWLP
engineers and other staff, prior to the IRP report presentation. Many of my comments
are written as questions. I don’t expect answers to my questions but invite you to
consider these questions as you develop your final comments the IRP and ultimately,
set the new plan in motion.
This writer favors the retention of Dallman 3 and 4 due to the large amount of locally
purchased coal and power plant labor, which will keep a large amount of payroll in the
local economy. The Buy Local pledge should be considered. We must plan for the
future and balance our costs with these benefits in mind. I realize this is a complex
endeavor in any event and have great respect for those who have been tasked with this
effort.
2. Page 11, Paragraph 1.
A $120 million construction cost for a 198 MW Conventional Combustion Turbine has
been identified. This cost seems very low. Does this cost include all project
expenditures including the following:
a. Actual Construction Costs reported by other Public Power Utilities
b. Land acquisition
c. Engineering
d. Cost Over Runs and Contingency.
e. Testing
f. Permitting
g. Gas Main Extension
h. Utility Relocation and/or Connection
i. Other
3. Page 13, Figure 4
Maintenance costs for a new CT are not identified here or elsewhere in the report. They
can be significant as we have seen for Interstate CT over the years.
4. Page 13, Figure 4
How did the report prove that it was not feasible to reduce the power production costs
and increase the reliability of Dallman 3 and 4 by rebuilding boilers, etc?
5. Page 13, Figure 4
The “retain Dallman 4 option” appears to be a reasonable balance rather than retiring
all units.
6. Page 13, Figure 4
Page 2

The report or follow-up presentations should address the following considering how
many jobs would be cut from the Power Plant Site in the case of closing 2, 3 or 4 coal
units?
7. Page 13, Figure 4
Historically, the City has not cut jobs at this location. I know that it is a “tall order” to
work this out in the interest of all parties. How long will the employees be retained? Do
we have obligations with the coal contract for years to come? How would retaining the
power plant work force and coal contract, change the NPV numbers? What is the
sensitivity of these numbers in the study? What happens to the NPV numbers if the
units are retired but the work force is NOT trimmed. Again, I know these are not easy
questions and this is a difficult process.
8. Page 13, Figure 4
Where are the detailed calcs for the NPV of each case? These calcs should be available
to CWLP engineers for a detailed review and check of this landmark report.
9. Page 13, Figure 4
Can Dallman 3 be mothballed vs retired in case the Federal Government changes
Environmental Regulations to favor coal plants vs natural gas? Fracking may see tough
regulations in the future, which would drive up the price of natural gas. At that time, we
may want to put our coal units back in service. Gas has been scarce in the past and it
will happen in the future, it is just a matter of time.
10. Will CWLP present the “implementation plan” to the bond rating organization prior to
taking action on the plan?
11. Page 19, Figure 6
The reference figure show that CWLP only generates 1% of its power with natural gas.
If natural gas is priced so low, why isn’t more power generated from natural gas? Is the
efficiency of today’s improved CTs that much higher?
12. Page 53
CWLP currently has zero renewables in its generating portfolio, besides the recently
constructed solar farm. This page states that it will hold 400 MW of renewables in PPA’s
by 2031. This seems very unreasonable, since the wind contracts costs CWLP rate
payers well over $100 million. Page 62 even goes further to state that the wind power
will total 350 MW at some point in the future.
13. Page 70
Capital Costs to maintain environmental compliance is given as $48 million. Please
consider including the calcs for the $48 million in an appendix of the report. This may
be valuable in future IRPs for Dallman 4. Does the $48 million include new dry ash
Page 3

systems for Dallman 3 as well as FGD blowdown water treatment systems for Dallman
3 and 4?
14. Summary Power Point on IRP
The retirement of Dallman 3 may be unreasonable by 2020. Trump may have
postponed Ash Pond Regulations as well as other regulations. Is it possible to get
another 5 years out of Dallman 3 if these policies are postponed for another 5 years?
This may give employees enough time to retire or find other employment. I also realize
that we must balance this with other ash pond legislation.
End of Comments.

Page 4

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Allen

Scott Allen
IRP
Comments
Friday, May 31, 2019 1:19:33 PM

62704

Hello, and thank you for your consideration of these comments.
I support the recommendations that TEA made in its report to the Council, particularly those
related to closure of three coal-fired units to be replaced with renewable generation, grid
procurement, and more robust energy efficiency measures.  
People advocate in favor of, and opposition to the various environmental and economic
concerns, and each side makes more or less valid arguments. Arguments from both sides are
often influenced by ideology, political identity, profit motive, etc. I will spare you any of my
own. However, it would be naive and irresponsible not to recognize that coal is rapidly being
phased out, not just in this state, but across the nation, and globally as well.
CWLP and the City would be doing a disservice to the employees of the coal-fired plant if
they neglected to make transition plan, or give them any idea that coal fuel industry is
sustainable.
As energy efficiency is the logical first step toward transitioning to renewable generation,
implementing new rebates, incentives, and programs will not only reduce baseload, it will also
result in significant consumer savings. I hope that CWLP implements the efficiency
recommendations provided, and continues to develop new programs.
Thank you again for your time and consideration.
Scott Allen

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ryan & Kristy
IRP
IRP Feedback
Saturday, June 1, 2019 9:05:51 AM

Ryan Bietsch
Springfield, IL 62702
My name is Ryan Bietsch and I’ve worked for the City of Springfield for almost 14 years with the last
10.5 years at Dallman. I’ve enjoyed my time at the city and looking for many more years to come.
This job has been a blessing for me and I ‘ve been able to provide for my family and it has also
allowed me to be able to spend thousands of dollars in the city with a lot of that money going to the
city coffers. I am voicing in favor for at the very least converting unit 33 to dry ash and keep that
running for many more years to come. Working out there, I honestly see the need to retire 31/32 at
some point however I don’t see the hurry to do so by next year when in reality we have until
December 2023. At the very least we keep them for peaking units. Unit 33 is very clean and overall
pretty efficient and can be more efficient with a few minor upgrades. I think the economic impact
from the jobs out at the plant to the trucking jobs to possibly of the mine closing far outweigh
closing all the plants at this time. With natural gas prices due to rise in the future and fracking being
a big unknown, I believe there’s a lot of unknown factors. Now if cost is the big picture I think its
OWED to the unions to sit down and see if we can save money for now and into the future before
such decisions are made on the plants future, such as pay freezes for the whole length of contracts
maybe even a lower wage for current workers or even renegotiate overtime and other costly
measures. We were the first union to lower wages a lot for incoming people to try and set a bright
future for the power plant and just two years ago we agreed to live in the city of Springfield which I
think shows the commitment of our union.   We know we are very lucky to have these great jobs and
supply for our families and spend hundreds of thousand of dollars in the city each year. I do think if
the plants close you’ll see a huge drop in tax dollars and spending in the city that may cripple the
corporate side. Therefore I am voicing my opinion for keeping the plants open and converting 33 to
dry ash. I think the economic impact is to great at this time especially with all the unknows and do to
the fact I think the unions would be willing to negotiate to save a lot of money to do what we can to
ensure the future of dallman and also hoping that non union and management would follow
because we are all in this together. Thankyou
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ted Keylon
IRP
IRP Feedback
Sunday, June 2, 2019 7:51:28 AM

If the future is important to you, you know in your hearts that coal has to go and that it’s what a majority of people
want.
Ted
Ted Keylon

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ted Keylon
IRP
Re: Automatic reply: IRP Feedback
Sunday, June 2, 2019 7:54:57 AM

Ted Keylon
Springfield, IL 62704
Ted
Ted Keylon

On Jun 2, 2019, at 7:51 AM, IRP <IRP@cwlp.com> wrote:
Thank you for your comment on the CWLP IRP. Please send your name and address if you
haven't already done so.

For more information on the IRP, visit www.cwlp.com/IRP.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane McBride
IRP
Comment on IRP
Sunday, June 2, 2019 10:50:07 AM

With this email I would like to submit the following comment on the IRP report
I would like to see the City Council and mayor adopt the report's recommendations, set forth
on pages 69 and 70 of the report.
Ideally I would like to see the city retire all four of the units, to obtain the 98 percent
emissions reduction indicated in the report. However, I do not want to see the city build a
replacement thermal generation. I am in favor of delaying retirement of Dallman 4 for the
reason set out in the last bullet point under "Maintain Dallman 4", that being it will allow an
opportunity for technological advancements to eliminate the need for local, centralized,
thermal generation.
I believe the city should issue RFPs for renewable PPAs immediately. I find renewable
sources far more desirable than non-renewable, and I believe the city should take quick action
in order to retain some PTC/ITC benefits in responses from renewable resources.
I believe the city should retire Dallman 3 immediately. If the only consideration is the 80
employees associated with Dallman 3, the city has had plenty of lead time to consider this. It
has known for years these units need to be retired. The writing has been on the wall a long
time, the city should not be faced with continuing unnecessary cost, and be the source of
unnecessary emissions, because this issue has been poorly managed. The Dallman 3 capacity
can be replaced at lower cost.
I would like to see the city continue to fund existing and additional energy efficiency
programs.
I believe plans should be initiated immediately to construct the recommended FEJA-eligible
community solar facility.
I believe CWLP should be planning for implementation of advanced metering infrastructure.
It is very unfortunate that municipals are exempt from this state requirement. I believe
planning for the benefit of this technology should be implemented immediately.
I would like to add two comments. I would not want the city to entertain the JET proposal
regarding the EADS technology. Dallman 1, 2 and 3 should be retired immediately for a
multitude of reasons. Even though JET thinks it has a fix for past problems with the
technology, CWLP should not be a guinea pig for it. Too much is at stake. I sincerely hope
the city will not spend any more precious time considering coal fixes, and instead put all
resources toward energy efficiency, renewable/clean sources and also smart metering.
Secondly, I have roof top solar and an EV. I am very concerned about any action on the city's
part to move away from net metering. I ask the city not to eliminate net metering. If there is
any consideration of same, a full explanation needs to be put forward as to why the city is
considering this, the numbers that are the basis for any such consideration and the
ramifications for residents/ratepayers who currently have roof top solar.

Jane McBride
Springfield, IL 62704

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

John Mayer
IRP
[BULK] comment on the IRP report
Sunday, June 2, 2019 9:12:35 PM
Low

Hello!
With this email, I would like to submit the following comment on the IRP report
I would like to see the City Council and mayor adopt the report's recommendations, set forth
on pages 69 and 70 of the report.
Ideally, I would like to see the city retire all four of the units, to obtain the 98 percent
emissions reduction indicated in the report. However, I do not want to see the city build a
replacement thermal generation. I am in favor of delaying the retirement of Dallman 4 for the
reason set out in the last bullet point under "Maintain Dallman 4", that being it will allow an
opportunity for technological advancements to eliminate the need for local, centralized,
thermal generation.
I believe the city should issue RFPs for renewable PPAs immediately. I find renewable
sources far more desirable than non-renewable, and I believe the city should take quick action
in order to retain some PTC/ITC benefits in responses from renewable resources.
I believe the city should retire Dallman 3 immediately. If the only consideration is the 80
employees associated with Dallman 3, the city has had plenty of lead time to consider this. It
has known for years these units need to be retired. The writing has been on the wall a long
time, the city should not be faced with continuing unnecessary cost, and be the source of
unnecessary emissions because this issue has been poorly managed. The Dallman 3 capacity
can be replaced at lower cost.
I would like to see the city continue to fund existing and additional energy efficiency
programs.
I believe plans should be initiated immediately to construct the recommended FEJA-eligible
community solar facility.
I believe CWLP should be planning for implementation of advanced metering infrastructure.
It is very unfortunate that municipals are exempt from this state requirement. I believe
planning for the benefit of this technology should be implemented immediately.
I would like to add two comments. I would not want the city to entertain the JET proposal
regarding the EADS technology. Dallman 1, 2 and 3 should be retired immediately for a
multitude of reasons. Even though JET thinks it has a fix for past problems with the
technology, CWLP should not be a guinea pig for it. Too much is at stake. I sincerely hope
the city will not spend any more precious time considering coal fixes, and instead put all
resources toward energy efficiency, renewable/clean sources and also smart metering.
Secondly, I have rooftop solar and an EV. I am very concerned about any action on the city's
part to move away from net metering. I ask the city not to eliminate net metering. If there is
any consideration of same, a full explanation needs to be put forward as to why the city is

considering this, the numbers that are the basis for any such consideration and the
ramifications for residents/ratepayers who currently have rooftop solar.
Regards
John
----------John Mayer
Executive Director
Center for Computer-Assisted Legal Instruction/CALI
Home Address:
Springfield, IL 62704

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lydia Hicks
IRP
IRP Feedback
Sunday, June 2, 2019 8:09:00 AM

Please continue moving forward towards cleaner, renewable energy. The Illinois Coal Association is trying to buy
the council men and women. Don’t allow this. Please do what is best for us taxpayers-our wallets, our air and our
families. There is no reason to continue dumping money into repairing the smokestacks. It’s time to retire them and
move us forward to cleaner, renewable energy.
Lydia Hicks

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lydia Hicks
IRP
Re: IRP Feedback
Monday, June 3, 2019 3:59:02 PM

Rochester 62563
Sent from my iPhone
> On Jun 3, 2019, at 2:58 PM, IRP <IRP@cwlp.com> wrote:
>
> You can send me your street address to add to the record if you like. I don't have that in your email you've sent.
>
> -----Original Message----> From: Lydia Hicks
> Sent: Monday, June 3, 2019 1:04 PM
> To: IRP <IRP@cwlp.com>
> Subject: Re: IRP Feedback
>
> Sure
>
> Sent from my iPhone
>
>> On Jun 3, 2019, at 10:53 AM, IRP <IRP@cwlp.com> wrote:
>>
>> Thank you for your comment. Would you like to add your address to the record for your comment?
>>
>> -----Original Message---->> From: Lydia Hicks
>> Sent: Sunday, June 2, 2019 8:09 AM
>> To: IRP <IRP@cwlp.com>
>> Subject: IRP Feedback
>>
>> Please continue moving forward towards cleaner, renewable energy. The Illinois Coal Association is trying to
buy the council men and women. Don’t allow this. Please do what is best for us taxpayers-our wallets, our air and
our families. There is no reason to continue dumping money into repairing the smokestacks. It’s time to retire them
and move us forward to cleaner, renewable energy.
>>
>> Lydia Hicks
>>
>>
>>
>>

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brad Scott
IRP
IRP Feedback
Monday, June 3, 2019 10:13:42 AM

To the City of Springfield, IL,
On behalf of Jiangnan Environmental Technology, Inc. (JET), I would like to provide the following
comments on the recently issued Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) for The City Water, Light, and
Power of Springfield, Illinois (CWLP).
As was been reported by Mr. Doug Brown at the City Council Committee of the Whole meeting on
May 28th, JET and CWLP have had multiple conversations and meetings regarding JET’s Enhanced
Ammonia De-Sulfurization System (EADS) and its applicability to the coal fired units at Dallman
Station. In these discussions and in the proposals that were made to CWLP, JET laid out the benefits
that the EADS technology can provide to the units at plant. These include but are limited to the
following:
·
·
·
·
·

Lowering of the dispatch and O&M costs for these units through the elimination of FGD
related costs.
Generation of a valuable fertilizer by-product, Ammonium Sulfate, that can be sold for a
significant profit
Elimination of any liquid or solid waste associated with the current or future FGD systems
Elimination of any future investments required for compliance with the Effluent Limitation
Guidelines (ELG) for waste water associated with FGD systems.
Retention of existing jobs at CWLP and other external businesses as well as new jobs
associated with the fertilizer projects

These benefits would seem to warrant evaluation and consideration in the IRP process and their
impact on the future of the Dallman Units, based on our review of the IRP, it does not appear that
they were. The IRP only considers the current plant production costs and does not evaluate
opportunities for improving them. It should also be noted that JET participated in the recent Illinois
Flue Gas Desulphurization Task Force, and our EADS technology was an integral part of the final
report that the Task Force issued in December of 2018. CWLP was a member of the Task Force and
participated in the meetings and generation of the final report. A copy can be found at
https://www2.illinois.gov/epa/publicnotices/Documents/FINAL%20FGD%20Task%20Force%20Report%20and%20Appendix.pdf .
Thank you for the opportunity to supply these comments to the IRP process. JET continues to be
interested in working with CWLP and welcomes the opportunity to have further discussions Please
feel free to contact me at the address or phone numbers shown below.
Regards,
Brad Scott

VP of Power Generation
Jiangnan Environmental Technology, Inc. (JET)
65 Challenger Road, Ridgefield Park, NJ 07660, USA
(201) 641-3867 x219 (office)
(812) 582-3268 (cell)
Brad.Scott@jet-inc.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Sirak, Reed
IRP
IRP Feedback - Public Comment of Foresight Energy
Monday, June 3, 2019 1:23:38 PM
119060314232800329.png
Foresight CWLP Comment (6-3-19).pdf

To Whom It May Concern:
In response to CWLP’s request for public comments on Integrated Resource Plan found at
https://cwlp.com/IRP.aspx, Foresight Energy respectfully submits the attached comment for your
review and consideration.
Regards,

Reed W. Sirak
Associate
Real Estate & Environmental
Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan & Aronoff LLP
200 Public Square, Suite 2300
Cleveland, OH 44114-2378
Ph: 216.363.6256
Cell: 614.264.1532
Fax: 216.363.4588
Email: rsirak@beneschlaw.com
www.beneschlaw.com

Confidentiality Notice to Incorrect Addressee: www.beneschlaw.com/confidentialitynotice

211 North Broadway
Suite 2600
Saint Louis, Missouri 63102
FORESIGHT ENERGY LP

June 3, 2019

CWLP General Office
ATTN: CWLP IRP
800 E. Monroe St.
Springfield, IL 62701
RE: Foresight’s Comments on CWLP’s Integrated Resource Plan Dated May 6, 2019
To Whom It May Concern:
Foresight Energy LP (“Foresight”) vehemently opposes City Water, Light, and Power’s
(“CWLP’s”) 2019 Integrated Resource Plan (“IRP”) prepared by The Energy Authority (“TEA”).
The IRP is fundamentally flawed and must be redone before CWLP develops the Action Plan.
Foresight respectfully requests that CWLP amend the IRP to reflect the true cost of coal
before CWLP closes any of its coal-fired power plants1 by issuing a request for proposal (“RFP”)
for coal to ensure that Springfield ratepayers receive the best value for the coal they purchase.
Foresight also recommends that CWLP retain an independent consulting firm to review the revised
IRP so that City Council can make the best possible decision moving forward.
The IRP, among other things, makes three key recommendations based on inaccurate
information. First, TEA recommends that CWLP immediately shutdown Dallman units 1-3 and
either close Dallman 4—Springfield’s largest and most efficient power plant—or convert Dallman
4 to natural gas at a cost of approximately $120,000,000 by 2022. Second, TEA recommends that
CWLP solicit RFPs for renewable energy, capacity and natural gas to compensate for the
electricity lost by closing all of the City’s functioning coal plants. Third, TEA recommends that
Springfield ratepayers pay to construct a 2 MW, Future Energy Jobs Act (“FEJA”) eligible solar
facility even though the Act itself is currently under appeal and the CWLP may not be eligible to
receive funding.

CWLP owns and operates four coal-fired power plants known as Dallman units 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Dallman Unit 1 (“Dallman 1”) is a 61 megawatt (“MW”) power plant that was built in 1968 with
a capacity factor of 34.1%. Dallman Unit 2 (“Dallman 2”) is also a 61 MW power plant that began
operations in 1972 and has a capacity factor of 43.6%. Dallman Unit 3 (“Dallman 3”) is a 172
MW power plant that was constructed in 1978 with a capacity factor of 57.5%. Dallman Unit 4
(“Dallman 4”) is a relatively new 207 MW power plant built in 2009 with a 58.1% capacity factor.
These units are in good operating condition and are in compliance with all applicable
environmental rules and regulations.
1

CWLP IRP
June 3, 2019
Page 2
Foresight, as Illinois’ preeminent coal mining company, has a vital interest in how
Springfield generates power. Coal is the safest, most reliable, low cost, and fuel-secure source of
electricity in the world. Nevertheless, coal-fired power plants continue to close at an alarming rate
due to the current low cost of natural gas, highly subsidized power generation from renewables,
and the Obama Administration’s “war on coal.” But coal remains the backbone of our Nation’s
energy system. It provides the baseload capacity necessary to ensure that ratepayers have
electricity during extreme weather events. No other fuel source contributes more to overall grid
resiliency than coal. Should CWLP close the coal-fired power plants that provide ratepayers with
reliable electricity, Springfield will become susceptible to power outages during peak demand and
to market forces that cannot be accurately predicted. Foresight has over 2.1 billion tons of coal
reserves, including four mining operations in the Illinois Basin, that can provide the Springfield
with the coal it needs for generations to come, and at a lower cost than it currently pays to its
current coal supplier.
I.

The IRP is fundamentally flawed because the forecasted coal price scenarios are
priced at a premium over the spot market and therefore do not accurately reflect the
true benefit derived from closing the Dallman units.

An IRP is a planning study used to inform decision makers on the best possible course of
action. By considering a city’s load requirements, resource portfolio, supply options,
environmental and regulatory considerations and least cost resource analysis, an IRP looks far into
the future and analyzes how different scenarios will play out. The reliability of any IRP depends
on the accuracy of the assumption used to predict future outcomes. The price of coal used in
TEA’s IRP is the lynchpin, or key driver, in evaluating CWLP’s future resource options. TEA,
however, used coal price scenarios that are far above the actual market value of what Springfield
should pay for coal. Any recommendation based on inaccurate coal prices is fundamentally flawed
and should not be used as the basis for future planning.
Foresight knows that the flat coal, reference case, and high coal scenarios used by TEA are
flawed because Foresight submitted a bid on September 28, 2015, in response to RFP # UE16-14
to supply Springfield with coal.2 Foresight’s bid offered to provide coal at a price of $31.55 per
ton in 2016, $32.78 per ton in 2017, $34.00 per ton in 2018, and $35.25 ton in 2019. Moreover,
the 2015 price per ton used in Foresight’s bid was in line with the price quoted in the 2015 Coal
Procurement Evaluation (also known as the Ely Report) conducted independently for the City.
The Ely Report stated that the coal mined from CWLP’s current coal provider would garner a price
on the spot market lower than $32 per ton.
Foresight’s bid also provided higher quality coal and offered to enter into a long term partnership
with the City to provide financial assistance to support the operating, maintenance, and capital
costs associated with the Dallman units. The partnership would ensure that CWLP could comply
with future environmental regulations while providing reliable, low cost electricity to Springfield
ratepayers.
2

CWLP IRP
June 3, 2019
Page 3
Springfield did not accept Foresight’s bid even though CWLP paid its current coal supplier
$45 per ton in 2015 under the existing agreement. While Foresight’s bid was under consideration,
CWLP negotiated with its current supplier to reduce the contract price to $35.90 per ton, well
above the market value for Illinois Basin coal of approximately $32 per ton. CWLP, for reasons
unknown to Foresight, rejected Foresight’s lower bid and agreed to the current inflated contract
price—costing CWLP ratepayers approximately $30,000,000 over the contract term.
A.

The forecasted coal prices in the IRP are overstated, making plant retirement seem
more attractive.

The IRP is fundamentally flawed because it only considers buying coal at prices above
what CWLP could purchase from Foresight. Had the current supplier matched Foresight’s 2015
bid, as it had the right to do, the flat coal, reference case and high coal scenarios would each be
materially different and would likely alter TEA’s recommendations. For example, the flat coal
scenario would be $1.58/MMBtu, not $1.88/MMBtu. This would reduce the flat cost by
approximately 20%. A 20% reduction in the flat coal price dramatically alters the viability of the
Dallman units. This is especially true for Dallman 3 because TEA did not run a flat coal scenario
to show the Net Present Value of Revenue Requirements (“NPVRR”) or Levelized Cost of Energy
(“LCOE”) for the IRP period.
B.

TEA recommends RFPs for renewables, natural gas, and capacity, but does not
recommend a RFP for coal even though forecasted coal prices are the key drivers
for retiring the Dallman units.

TEA’s analysis does not consider lower market coal prices that are available to CWLP.
Yet the lynchpin for TEA’s ultimate recommendation that CWLP close the Dallman units is
premised primarily on forecasted coal prices. Suspiciously absent from TEA’s findings is the
recommendation that CWLP issue a RFP for coal through the IRP period. By issuing a RPF for
coal, CWLP can verify the actual price of coal used in the reference case scenario to more
accurately predict the long term viability of the Dallman units.
It is inexcusable that CWLP would consider laying off hundreds of workers by closing the
Dallman units without first verifying the key piece of information necessary to make an informed
decision. Springfield should issue a RFP for coal through 2039. The analysis of whether to keep
the Dallman units open requires a verified reference price to run an accurate LCOE and NPVRR
analysis. The hardworking men and women at CWLP that operate the Dallman units deserve to
know that the City considered the best available information before closing the coal plants.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Roger Dennison
IRP
IRP Written Comments - Roger Dennison
Monday, June 3, 2019 2:53:10 PM
IRP Written Comments - Roger Dennison.pdf


Please accept my written comments as it relates to the IRP shared with the public May 06,
2019.
Roger Dennison

Date: May 31, 2018
To:

CWLP – Attention IRP
CWLP General Office
800 East Monroe Street
Springfield, IL 62757
IRP@CWLP.com

From: Roger Dennison
Springfield, IL 62711
Re:

Written Comments in Response to CWLP Integrated Resource Plan

I appreciate the opportunity to provide written comments in response to CWLP’s Integrated Resource
Plan (IRP) presented at the Public Utilities Committee Meeting on May 6, 2019. Since it is clear from the
IRP data provided that Dallman Units #1 and #2 will retire as soon as it is feasible (given each unit’s
current capacity obligations), my comments are focused on retaining Dallman Unit #3 and further
enhancing the profitability of Dallman #4 (the KD or keep Dallman case).
While I am providing comments as a citizen of Springfield and a CWLP customer, for full disclosure I am
employed by Foresight Energy, the largest coal company in Illinois with over 2.1 billion tons of coal
reserves in the Illinois Basin. Foresight is the leading producer and marketer of thermal coal in the
Illinois Basin. Foresight currently operates two longwall mining complexes with three longwall mining
systems in southern Illinois: Williamson-one longwall mining system and Sugar Camp -two longwall
mining systems, one continuous mining operation: Carlinville, Illinois and additionally, Foresight has
recently resumed continuous miner production at its Hillsboro, Illinois complex. Foresight’s mines are
among the most efficient and productive underground mines in the country, as measured on a cleanton-per-underground man-hour work basis. In 2018, Foresight’s Williamson and Sugar Camp deep
mining complexes in southern Illinois ranked as the second and third most-productive mines in the
United States, generating 17.4 tons and 16.3 tons per underground man-hour worked respectively. On a
combined basis, the Foresight mines produced more than 17 tons per underground man-hour worked
during the fourth quarter of last year, 15.3 tons per underground man-hour worked for the full year as
compared to the national average for underground mines of 4.7 tons per man-hour worked during the
fourth quarter, and 4.6 for underground man-hour worked for all of 2018. Foresight is projecting sales
volumes to be between 20 and 22 million tons in 2019.
Foresight continues to strive to form a long term partnership with the City of Springfield and CWLP in
providing competitively priced fuel into the Dallman units #3 and #4 in order to allow for their continued
operations and to also lower CWLP’s operating, maintenance, and capital costs which enables the
Dallman units to provide reliable, low cost electricity to CWLP customers. Foresight also wants to
partner to ensure that CWLP has a competitive long-term fuel price which allows for required
equipment upgrades in order to meet all future environmental regulations. Foresight additionally wants
to ensure that the partnership drives CWLP’s Dallman units to once again become competitive in the
1

marketplace to allow maximum utilization of the facilities which will for external sales to the
marketplace and into the MISO (Midcontinent Independent System Operator) RTO (Regional
Transmission Organization) which continues to lower the fixed costs of the Dallman units and also
enhances CWLP’s debt coverage ratio requirement and overall profitability to provide long term security
for CWLP employees, the City, and the ratepayers.

Following are my comments as it relates to CWLP’s Integrated Resource Plan (IRP).

Assumption Comments:
•
•

•

•

The reference case coal price throughout the IRP period in no way comes close to reflecting the
current or future coal price available to CWLP.
There are no plans within the IRP to issue an RFP for a current (2021) or a long-term coal
contract (through the IRP period) as the IRP states, “CWLP expects to continue to burn
exclusively from the Viper mine”.
This brings to question, who provided the coal price inputs to TEA to model which closed
Dallman #3 as soon as it is feasible (given the unit’s current capacity obligations), which is
targeted for June 2020 (and which closed Dallman #3 in eight of the IRP scenarios including the
Reference Case)?
Is there an agreement already in place with Arch’s Viper mine throughout the IRP period (20212039) that the public and City Council is unaware of which immediately shuts down Dallman #3
in all scenarios ran except the KD (Keep Dallman) scenario?

2
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•

•

•

•

•

The IRP discloses no current or future coal prices per ton delivered except to state that the
retirement date of Dallman #4 coincides with the increase of CWLP’s coal price to $3.14 /MM
Btu delivered in 2039, which using the current provider Arch’s Viper coal mine equates to
$65.62 per ton delivered (IRP states 71% higher than the current CWLP coal price), which again
in no way reflects the coal price available to CWLP in 2039.
The current price CWLP is paying for coal from the Arch Viper mine is 20-30% above the current
market price available to CWLP on a $/MM Btu delivered basis.

The 2015 Coal Procurement Evaluation conducted for the City of Springfield – (ELY REPORT)
states: “the coal mined from the Elkhart mine would garner a price in the market lower than $32
per ton.” This report was not disclosed or available to the public until after the agreement with
Arch’s Viper mine was signed.
Ely Report also states “Based upon past coal quality analyses of the coal from the Elkhart mine,
it appears that it is of lower BTU content than the type of coal specified in a current market
price comparison. This requires, in a market price situation, that the lower quality coal be
subjected to a price adjustment that reduces the price in accordance with the lower quality.”
AN RFP MUST BE ISSUED FOR COAL PRICE FOR THE IRP PERIOD (2021-2036) to rectify the
closing of Dallman #3 and to correctly model all scenarios and provide for a revised reference
case to which all scenarios are compared. The reference case, nor any other case’s coal price is
accurate.

4

•

•

The IRP States: Price forecasts for natural gas and coal are key drivers in evaluating CWLP’s
future resource options. Yet, the IRP only recommends getting PPAs/RFPs for renewables,
natural gas, and capacity. There is no mention of an RFP for coal through 2039 when the over
inflated, incorrect coal prices used in the scenarios were the key drivers for retirement of
Dallman units.
The Flat Coal Price in 2039 most accurately represents the coal price available to CWLP, thus all
scenarios including the reference case need modeled to reflect the Flat Coal price through the
RFP period and then subsequent comparisons to other CWLP options/scenarios with revised
NPVRRs and LCOEs.

5

•

The Flat Coal Price in 2039 most accurately represents the coal price available to CWLP,
thus all scenarios including the reference case need modeled to reflect the Flat Coal
price through the RFP period.

6

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

The Flat Coal Price was not modeled to demonstrate the impact to Dallman 3 and its retirement,
yet the Flat Coal Price scenario was modeled for Dallman 4 to test the sensitivity to the
retirement as it relates to the Flat Coal Price.
The IRP did not run a Flat Coal Price scenario for Dallman 3 to show the NPVRR or LCOE for the
IRP period. Under the Reference Case Coal Price scenario, Dallman 3 is retired ASAP in 2020.
The Flat Coal Price scenario proved Dallman 4 could continue operating past the IRP period,
even with the 20-30% over inflated Flat Coal Price. The Reference Case coal price retired
Dallman 4 by 2020 (though the Reference Case coal price is 45% above the coal price on a $/MM
Btu delivered which could be provided to the Dallman units under a revised coal price which
could be verified by issuing an RFP for coal).
The IRP states in the Flat Coal price scenario explanation, “This scenario resulted in the third
lowest NPVRR and LCOE of all the scenarios studied and kept Dallman 4 in operation through
the entire study period as the low coal prices kept the unit in-the-money.”
If the Flat Coal Price used is 20-30% above market for coal prices, what coal price keeps Dallman
3 “in the money? Does a 20-30% reduction in fuel costs keep Dallman #3 operating?
The IRP states that Dallman 3 provides needed capacity. What is the effect of a 20-30%
reduction in the Flat Coal price case on the NPVRR and LCOE of Dallman 3 versus retiring in
2020?
A coal RFP must be issued for the IRP period to correctly model all scenarios in the IRP with a
focus on the KD (Keep Dallman) case, which maintains both Dallman units 3 and 4.
What are the current costs per MWh for each Dallman unit? What could the current cost per
MWh be reduced to considering a 20-30% reduction in current coal prices for the IRP period,
which could be provided by issuing an RFP?
What percentage of the total operating costs is tied to the fuel price for each of the Dallman
units?

7

Additional
Additional
NPVRR ($M) For NPVRR ($M)
IRP Period
Annually
Reference Case (Dallman 1,2,3 & 4 Retiring)
$101,200,000
$5,060,000
Keep Dallman Unit #4 NPVRR Impact To Reference Case
$30,000,000
$1,500,000
Keep Dallman Unit #3 NPVRR Impact To Reference Case
$210,000,000
$10,500,000
* Total NPVRR To Keep Dallman #3 & #4 Operating Through IRP Period
$240,000,000
$12,000,000

Original NPVRR & LCOE Summary
Before Adjustments To Revised Coal Prices

LCEO
($/MWh)
$43.98
$45.29
$53.39

The following scenarios were calcualted to show impact of using the Flat Coal Price and Revised
Coal Price via Issuance of an RFP for coal:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flat Coal Price for Dallman #4 for 2021 to show reduction in NPVRR and LCOE
REVISED RFP Flat Coal Price for Dallman #4 for 2021 to show reduction in NPVRR and LCOE
Flat Coal Price for Dallman #4 for 2039 to show reduction in NPVRR and LCOE
REVISED RFP Flat Coal Price for Dallman #4 for 2039 to show reduction in NPVRR and LCOE
Flat Coal Price for Dallman #3 for 2039 to show reduction in NPVRR and LCOE
REVISED RFP Flat Coal Price for Dallman #3 for 2039 to show reduction in NPVRR and LCOE
REVISED RFP Flat Coal Price for Dallman #3 for 2039 to show reduction in NPVRR and LCOE

* While the coal price is a large component of O&M costs at the Dallman units, the IRP does not define the
actual % of the LCEO to which coal is responsible for. Thus the LCEO adjustments due to decreases in coal
price were adjusted by an estimated % of LCEO the coal price which was derived from the CWLP 2020
Budget Presentation. Without the actual information in the IRP, the 2020 CWLP Budget Presentation provides
that 49% of the Electric Fund Expenses is made up of commodities and contracts. Thus calculating the current
coal price for 2020 and the estimated tons required, a 39% factor was used for the LCOE reductions until an
actual % can be provided.
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The following scenarios were calcualted to show impact of using the Flat Coal Price and Revised
Coal Price via Issuance of an RFP for coal:
•
•

Flat Coal Price for Dallman #4 for 2021 to show reduction in NPVRR and LCOE
REVISED RFP Flat Coal Price for Dallman #4 for 2021 to show reduction in NPVRR and LCOE
IRP Period (yrs)

20

* Estimated % Coal Price Component of CWLP Electric Fund O&M Expenses
(Used for LCOE Calculations)

2021 - 2025 - Dallman 4
Compare IRP Reference Case Coal Price
To IRP Flat Coal Price

39%

NPVRR ($M)

Reference Case (Dallman 1,2,3 & 4 Retiring)
Keep Dallman Unit #4 NPVRR Impact To Reference Case
% Increase to LCEO and NPVRR In Keeping Dallman 4 Operating
Current 2021 IRP Reference Case Coal Price ($/MM Btu)
Current IRP Flat Coal Price Scenario Coal Price ($/MM Btu)
Variance 2021 IRP Reference Case Coal Price Vs IRP Flat Coal Price ($/MM Btu)
Increased 2021 IRP Reference Case Coal Price versus IRP Flat Coal Price (%)
Impact To LCOE and NPVRR Of Increased Coal Price Using 2021 IRP KEEPING
DALLMAN #4 Case Vs Using IRP Flat Coal Price
2016 RFP Price Offered For Arch Viper To Match ($/MM Btu)
Variance Current Coal Price vs RFP Match Price ($/MM Btu)
Variance Current Coal Price vs RFP Match Price (%) (Increased Coal Price CWLP
Paying vs 2016 RFP Match)
CUMMULATIVE Impact of Increased Coal Price Using 2021 KEEPING DALLMAN
#4 Case Vs Using RFP Match Price To LCEO and NPVRR

$43.98
$45.29

Additional
NPVRR ($M)
For IRP
Period
$101,200,000
$30,000,000

$44.34

$28,404,255

$1,420,213

$40.95

$22,708,053

$1,135,403

LCEO
($/MWh)

$101,200,000
$131,200,000
29.64%
$1.98
$1.88
$0.10
5.32%

Additional
NPVRR ($M)
Annually
$5,060,000
$1,500,000

$1.58
$0.30
18.99%

The following scenarios were calcualted to show impact of using the Flat Coal Price and Revised
Coal Price via Issuance of an RFP for coal:
•
•

REVISED RFP Flat Coal Price for Dallman #4 for 2039 to show reduction in NPVRR and LCOE
Flat Coal Price for Dallman #3 for 2039 to show reduction in NPVRR and LCOE
2039 - Dallman 4
Compare IRP Reference Case Coal Price To
IRP Flat Coal Price

Reference Case (Dallman 1,2,3 & 4 Retiring)
Keep Dallman Unit #4 NPVRR Impact To Reference Case
% Increase to LCEO and NPVRR In Keeping Dallman 4 Operating
Current 2039 IRP Reference Case Coal Price ($/MM Btu)
Current IRP Flat Coal Price Scenario Coal Price ($/MM Btu)
Variance 2039 IRP Reference Case Coal Price Vs IRP Flat Coal Price ($/MM Btu)
Increased 2039 IRP Reference Case Coal Price versus IRP Flat Coal Price (%)
Impact To LCOE and NPVRR Of Increased Coal Price Using 2039 IRP KEEPING
DALLMAN #4 Case Vs Using IRP Flat Coal Price
2016 RFP Price Offered For Arch Viper To Match ($/MM Btu)
Variance Current Coal Price vs RFP Match Price ($/MM Btu)
Variance Current Coal Price vs RFP Match Price (%) (Increased Coal Price CWLP
Paying vs 2016 RFP Match)
CUMMULATIVE Impact of Increased Coal Price Using 2039 KEEPING DALLMAN
#4 Case Vs Using RFP Match Price To LCEO and NPVRR
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NPVRR ($M)
$101,200,000
$131,200,000
29.64%
$2.71
$1.88
$0.83
44.15%

$43.98
$45.29

Additional
NPVRR ($M)
For IRP
Period
$101,200,000
$30,000,000

$37.40

$16,755,319

$837,766

$34.01

$11,059,117

$552,956

LCEO
($/MWh)

Additional
NPVRR ($M)
Annually
$5,060,000
$1,500,000

$1.58
$0.30
18.99%

Original NPVRR & LCOE Summary
Before Adjustments To Revised Coal Prices
Reference Case (Dallman 1,2,3 & 4 Retiring)
NPVRR To Keep Dallman #4 Operating Through IRP Period vs Reference Case

Reductions To NPVRR & LCOE
AFTER Adjustments Due To Revised Coal Prices (2039)
Reference Case (Dallman 1,2,3 & 4 Retiring)
NPVRR To Keep Dallman #4 Operating Through IRP Period vs Reference Case

Revised NPVRR & LCOE Summary
AFTER Adjustments Due To Revised Coal Prices (2039)
Reference Case (Dallman 1,2,3 & 4 Retiring)
NPVRR To Keep Dallman #4 Operating Through IRP Period vs Reference Case
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Additional
Additional
NPVRR ($M) NPVRR ($M)
For IRP Period
Annually
$101,200,000 $5,060,000
$30,000,000
$1,500,000

Additional
Additional
NPVRR ($M) NPVRR ($M)
For IRP Period
Annually
$101,200,000 $5,060,000
($18,940,883) ($947,044)

Additional
Additional
NPVRR ($M) NPVRR ($M)
For IRP Period
Annually
$101,200,000 $5,060,000
$11,059,117
$552,956

LCEO
($/MWh)
$43.98
$45.29

LCEO
($/MWh)
$43.98
($11.28)

LCEO
($/MWh)
$43.98
$34.01

The following scenarios were calcualted to show impact of using the Flat Coal Price and Revised
Coal Price via Issuance of an RFP for coal:
•
•

REVISED RFP Flat Coal Price for Dallman #3 for 2039 to show reduction in NPVRR and LCOE
REVISED RFP Flat Coal Price for Dallman #3 for 2039 to show reduction in NPVRR and LCOE
IRP Period (yrs)

* Estimated % Coal Price Component of CWLP Electric Fund O&M Expenses
(Used for LCOE Calculations)

2039 - Dallman 3 - Versus Retiring
Compare IRP Reference Case Coal Price To
IRP Flat Coal Price
Reference Case (Dallman 1,2,3 & 4 Retiring)
Keep Dallman Unit #4 NPVRR Impact To Reference Case
Keep Dallman Unit #3 NPVRR Impact To Reference Case
% Increase to LCEO and NPVRR In Keeping Dallman 3 Operating
Current 2039 IRP Reference Case Coal Price ($/MM Btu)
Current IRP Flat Coal Price Scenario Coal Price ($/MM Btu)
Variance 2039 IRP Reference Case Coal Price Vs IRP Flat Coal Price ($/MM Btu)
Increased 2039 IRP Reference Case Coal Price versus IRP Flat Coal Price (%)
Impact To LCOE and NPVRR Of Increased Coal Price Using 2039 IRP KEEPING
DALLMAN UNIT #3 Vs Using IRP Flat Coal Price
2016 RFP Price Offered For Arch Viper To Match ($/MM Btu)
Variance Current Coal Price vs RFP Match Price ($/MM Btu)
Variance Current Coal Price vs RFP Match Price (%) (Increased Coal Price CWLP
Paying vs 2016 RFP Match)
CUMMULATIVE Impact of Increased Coal Price Using 2039 IRP KEEPING
DALLMAN UNIT #3 Vs Using RFP Match Price To LCEO and NPVRR

20
39%

NPVRR ($M)
$101,200,000
$131,200,000
$311,200,000
207.51%
$2.71
$1.88
$0.83
44.15%

$43.98
$45.29
$53.39

Additional
NPVRR ($M)
For IRP
Period
$101,200,000
$30,000,000
$210,000,000

$44.09

$117,287,234 $5,864,362

$40.10

$77,413,816

LCEO
($/MWh)

$5,060,000
$1,500,000
$10,500,000

$1.58
$0.30
18.99%

The NPVRR required to keep Dallman #3 operating ($210 M) includes all costs to
convert from the current wet ash system to a dry system and includes all
environmental equipment or upgrades required to comply with all currently known
environmental regulations. The NPVRR for Dallman #3 provides needed updates to
allow the unit to run through the IRP period.
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Additional
NPVRR ($M)
Annually

$3,870,691

Original NPVRR & LCOE Summary
Before Adjustments To Revised Coal Prices
Reference Case (Dallman 1,2,3 & 4 Retiring)
NPVRR To Keep Dallman #3 Operating Through IRP Period vs Reference Case

Reductions To NPVRR & LCOE
AFTER Adjustments Due To Revised Coal Prices (2039)
Reference Case (Dallman 1,2,3 & 4 Retiring)
NPVRR To Keep Dallman #3 Operating Through IRP Period vs Reference Case

Revised NPVRR & LCOE Summary
AFTER Adjustments Due To Revised Coal Prices (2039)
Reference Case (Dallman 1,2,3 & 4 Retiring)
NPVRR To Keep Dallman #3 Operating Through IRP Period vs Reference Case

Original NPVRR & LCOE Summary
Before Adjustments To Revised Coal Prices
Reference Case (Dallman 1,2,3 & 4 Retiring)
Keep Dallman Unit #4 NPVRR Impact To Reference Case
Keep Dallman Unit #3 NPVRR Impact To Reference Case
Total NPVRR To Keep Dallman #3 & #4 Operating Through IRP Period

Reductions To NPVRR & LCOE
AFTER Adjustments Due To Revised Coal Prices (2039)
Reference Case (Dallman 1,2,3 & 4 Retiring)
Keep Dallman Unit #4 NPVRR Impact To Reference Case
Keep Dallman Unit #3 NPVRR Impact To Reference Case
Total NPVRR To Keep Dallman #3 & #4 Operating Through IRP Period

Revised NPVRR & LCOE Summary
AFTER Adjustments Due To Revised Coal Prices (2039)
Reference Case (Dallman 1,2,3 & 4 Retiring)
Keep Dallman Unit #4 NPVRR Impact To Reference Case
Keep Dallman Unit #3 NPVRR Impact To Reference Case
Total NPVRR To Keep Dallman #3 & #4 Operating Through IRP Period
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Additional
Additional
NPVRR ($M) NPVRR ($M)
For IRP Period
Annually
$101,200,000 $5,060,000
$210,000,000 $10,500,000

Additional
Additional
NPVRR ($M) NPVRR ($M)
For IRP Period
Annually
$101,200,000 $5,060,000
($132,586,184) ($6,629,309)

Additional
Additional
NPVRR ($M) NPVRR ($M)
For IRP Period
Annually
$101,200,000 $5,060,000
$77,413,816
$3,870,691

Additional
NPVRR ($M)
For IRP Period
$101,200,000
$30,000,000
$210,000,000
$240,000,000

Additional
NPVRR ($M)
Annually
$5,060,000
$1,500,000
$10,500,000
$12,000,000

Additional
Additional
NPVRR ($M) NPVRR ($M)
For IRP Period
Annually
$101,200,000
$5,060,000
($18,940,883)
($947,044)
($132,586,184) ($6,629,309)
($151,527,067) ($7,576,353)

Additional
NPVRR ($M)
For IRP Period
$101,200,000
$11,059,117
$77,413,816
$88,472,933

Additional
NPVRR ($M)
Annually
$5,060,000
$552,956
$3,870,691
$4,423,647

LCEO
($/MWh)
$43.98
$53.39

LCEO
($/MWh)
$43.98
($13.29)

LCEO
($/MWh)
$43.98
$40.10

LCEO
($/MWh)
$43.98
$45.29
$53.39

LCEO
($/MWh)
$43.98
($11.28)
($13.29)

LCEO
($/MWh)

2017
Capacity
Factor

$43.98
$34.01
$40.10
$36.74

58.10%
57.50%

Revised Reference Case - Flat Coal Price
IRP Period (yrs)
* Estimated % Coal Price Component of CWLP Electric Fund O&M Expenses

2039 - Compare IRP Reference Case Coal Price To
Revised IRP Flat Coal Price Reference Case
Reference Case (Dallman 1,2,3 & 4 Retiring)
Current 2039 IRP Reference Case Coal Price ($/MM Btu)
Current IRP Flat Coal Price Scenario Coal Price ($/MM Btu)
Variance 2039 IRP Reference Case Coal Price Vs IRP Flat Coal Price ($/MM Btu)
Increased 2039 IRP Reference Case Coal Price versus IRP Flat Coal Price (%)
Impact To LCOE and NPVRR Of Increased Coal Price Using 2039 IRP KEEPING
DALLMAN UNIT #3 Vs Using IRP Flat Coal Price
2016 RFP Price Offered For Arch Viper To Match ($/MM Btu)
Variance Current Coal Price vs RFP Match Price ($/MM Btu)
Variance Current Coal Price vs RFP Match Price (%) (Increased Coal Price CWLP
Paying vs 2016 RFP Match)
CUMMULATIVE Impact of Increased Coal Price Using 2039 IRP KEEPING
DALLMAN UNIT #3 Vs Using RFP Match Price To LCEO and NPVRR
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NPVRR ($M)
$101,200,000
$2.71
$1.88
$0.83
44.15%

20
39%

$43.98

Additional
Additional
NPVRR ($M)
NPVRR ($M)
For IRP
Annually
Period
$101,200,000 $5,060,000

$36.32

$56,521,277

$2,826,064

$33.03

$37,306,087

$1,865,304

LCEO
($/MWh)

$1.58
$0.30
18.99%

All Revised Scenarios Summary:
•
•
•

•

•

•

Revised Flat Coal Price (Revised via RFP) for Reference Case, Keep Dallman #4, and
Keep Dallman #3
Original NPVRRs Which Include Reference Case + Keep Dallman #4 Case + Keep
Dallman #3 Case = $341,200,000 Total or $17,060,000 Annually (20 years)
Revised NPVRRs Which Include Reference Case + Keep Dallman #4 Case + Keep
Dallman #3 Case = reduces required NPVRR by $215,779,020 Total or $6,288,951
Annually (20 years). Over 63% reduction in NPVRRs.
Revised Coal Price Scenarios Using Flat Coal Price and Revised Flat Price (via RFP)
(Reference Case + Keep Dallman #4 Case + Keep Dallman #3 Case) Have a nearly
25% reduction in the LCOE.
By revising the coal prices via and RFP, the overall NPVRR which includes keeping
Dallman 3 & 4 in addition to revising the Reference Case NPVRR brings the revised
NPVRR to keep the fleet is nearly the same NPVRR as the initial Reference Case
which shut down both all Dallman units ($1.2M per year more). The LCEO in the
Keep Dallman units revised case is over 16% lower than the initial Reference Case
which shut down all units.
There was no consideration for what impact new technologies would have on the
Revised Scenarios in further reducing the LCOE.
Original NPVRR & LCOE Summary
Before Adjustments To Revised Coal Prices

Reference Case (Dallman 1,2,3 & 4 Retiring)
REVISED Reference Case (Dallman 1,2,3 & 4 Retiring) - Flat Coal Price
Keep Dallman Unit #4 NPVRR Impact To Reference Case
Keep Dallman Unit #3 NPVRR Impact To Reference Case
Total NPVRR To Keep Dallman #3 & #4 Operating Through IRP Period
Total CWLP NPVRR Including Reference Case - (ORIGINAL IRP)

Reductions To NPVRR & LCOE
AFTER Adjustments Due To Revised Coal Prices (2039)
Including Adjusted Reference Case
REVISED Reference Case (Dallman 1,2,3 & 4 Retiring) - Flat Coal Price
Keep Dallman Unit #4 NPVRR Impact To Reference Case
Keep Dallman Unit #3 NPVRR Impact To Reference Case
Total CWLP NPVRR Including Reference Case - (REVISED IRP FLAT COAL PRICE)

Additional
NPVRR ($M)
For IRP Period
$101,200,000
$37,306,087
$30,000,000
$210,000,000
$240,000,000
$341,200,000

Additional
NPVRR ($M)
Annually
$5,060,000
$1,865,304
$1,500,000
$10,500,000
$12,000,000
$17,060,000

Additional
NPVRR ($M)
For IRP Period

Additional
NPVRR ($M)
Annually

(63,893,913)
(3,194,696)
($18,940,883)
($947,044)
($132,586,184) ($6,629,309)
($215,420,980) ($10,771,049)

Revised NPVRR & LCOE Summary
AFTER Adjustments Due To Revised Coal Prices (2039)
Including Adjusted Reference Case

Additional
NPVRR ($M)
For IRP Period

Additional
NPVRR ($M)
Annually

REVISED Reference Case (Dallman 1,2,3 & 4 Retiring) - Flat Coal Price
Keep Dallman Unit #4 NPVRR Impact To Reference Case
Keep Dallman Unit #3 NPVRR Impact To Reference Case
Total NPVRR To Keep Dallman #3 & #4 Operating Through IRP Period
Total CWLP NPVRR Including Reference Case - (REVISED IRP FLAT COAL PRICE)

$37,306,087
$11,059,117
$77,413,816
$88,472,933
$125,779,020

$1,865,304
$552,956
$3,870,691
$4,423,647
$6,288,951
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LCEO
($/MWh)
$43.98
$33.03
$45.29
$53.39

LCEO
($/MWh)
(10.95)
($11.28)
($13.29)

LCEO
($/MWh)

2017
Capacity
Factor

$33.03
$34.01
$40.10
$36.74

58.10%
57.50%

Closing Comments:
•

•

•

•

•

•

The IRP Recommendation Summary contains no recommendation to issue a coal RFP which
insinuates there an agreement already in place with Arch’s Viper mine throughout the IRP
period (2021-2039) that the public and City Council have not been made aware of.
The overinflated coal prices in the IRP are causing the demise of the Dallman units, loss of jobs
and puts CWLP customers at risk along with the rate uncertainty due to hypothetical prices in
the IRP for wind, solar, and natural gas for the entire IRP period.

CWLP MUST ISSUE AN RFP FOR COAL FOR THE IRP PERIOD to solidify the most competitive coal
price available to CWLP to allow for the continued operation of Dallman units 3&4 wile lowering
CWLP’s operating and maintenance costs which would enable the Dallman units to provide
reliable, low cost electricity to CWLP customers and to compete in the marketplace which
provides long term security for CWLP employees, the City, and the ratepayers.
The IRP States: Price forecasts for natural gas and coal are key drivers in evaluating CWLP’s
future resource options. Yet the IRP Recommendation Summary recommends only requesting
PPAs/RFPs for renewables, natural gas, and capacity, which most likely CWLP will not receive
guaranteed pricing for the PPAs and RFPs throughout the RFP period. CWLP can secure a coal
price for the IRP period.
CWLP needs to define exactly what risk is associated with not knowing the natural gas price
for the IRP period and the associated impacts prior to shutting down any Dallman units.

CWLP MUST ISSUE AN RFP FOR COAL FOR THE IRP PERIOD. CWLP CAN’T AFFORD NOT TO.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roger Dennison
IRP
Re: IRP Written Comments - Roger Dennison
Monday, June 3, 2019 2:55:56 PM


Roger Dennison
Springfield, IL 62711
My name and address are included in my comments also. Thank you.
Roger Dennison

From: IRP <IRP@cwlp.com>
Sent: Monday, June 3, 2019 2:53 PM
To: Roger Dennison
Subject: Automatic reply: IRP Written Comments - Roger Dennison
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Foresight Energy. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Thank you for your comment on the CWLP IRP. Please send your name and address if you haven't
already done so.
For more information on the IRP, visit www.cwlp.com/IRP.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Williams
IRP
IRP Feedback
Monday, June 3, 2019 2:54:55 PM

CWLP IRP comments

I generally support TEA’s recommended scenario. CWLP and the Council should, too. Where
does CWLP come down on TEA’s reference scenario?

Closures and Workers
There’s no question that units one, two and three should be closed to soon as possible. The
Synapse and Chamber reports support such. Now we have TEA recommending it. How much
more money has to go down the proverbial toilet? Tens of millions of overcharges a year over
how many years? With this indisputable information in public, ratepayers will no longer
accept the status quo and its gouging. Also, it’s time to stop breathing coal air. But take the
time to devise the best plan to take care of the affected workers. Where transitioning and
retraining won’t work, use the savings from the closings to give the best possible golden
parachutes.
By the way, how many and what jobs are associated with each unit? What’s the current
timetable for the closings and layoffs for each unit? What are the plans for dealing each?
What’s the associated costs? What is CWLP proposing for the City Council to vote on?
Regarding the closing of unit three, how much time and money is first needed to beef up the
connection to outside grid?

Energy Efficiency and Jobs
Related to jobs is the high job potential in the recommended Energy Efficiency programs on
the demand side — to move from a current negligible contribution to a 3% contribution in
2033. Because jobs both within the city and small business are highly and rightfully valued,
thoughtful and detailed planning also needs to be undertaken to ramp programs and personnel
in this least costly but labor intensive resource. This part of the ideal scenario makes the
Energy Services Office a central player in planning and implementation. And so it should be.

Coal Ash
The coal ash pits need to be addressed to be safely closed. Why? An IRP is a comprehensive,
long-term plan. Other IRP’s address such. Need to quit kicking the can down the road. Costs
will only rise along with health dangers. Options and costs have already been spelled out in
the latest Burns and McDonnell study. What is CWLP recommending to the city Council?

Addressing this issue is not outside the scope of our IRP and should be specifically addressed.

Water and Lake Two
With the imminent closings of units one through three, water usage and the need for Lake Two
needs to be looked at. Why? Because IRPs are comprehensive, long – term energy plans.
Other IRPs tackle the energy – water nexus. Why take on needless and costly projects? The
huge reduction in both raw lake water as well as drinking water from the close severely
undercuts the primary rationale for another lake. I have not been convinced that the
implications of those closings have not been adequately addressed before the public. This is
another can that shouldn’t be kicked further down the road.
This is not outside the scope of our our our IRP and should be specifically addressed.

IRP Terms
The length of our IRP term should be fewer years and not more — 2 to 3 years and not more.
A rapidly changing energy scene demands it. Delays like the adoption of this IRP has cost
ratepayers untold amounts of money. Shorter rather than longer IRP terms with help avoid
further blunders.

Public Process
Why? To ensure CWLP’ and the city council acts on the community’s best interests in both
the short and long term for both economic and public health reasons. Without the public
demanding long-term, comprehensive planning, who knows how long it would’ve taken to
stop overcharging customers with costly and dirty plants. Heck, mismanagement may continue
if the right action plan is not adopted. But, nonetheless, building in periodic, serious exchanges
with the public goes a long way to creating the best path forward. It’s a process driven by both
content and form, data and vision, and mechanisms to prevent or minimize shortsightedness
and that entails regular and broad-based input or public participation, among other things.
It also builds public support and gets ratepayers, through countless daily decisions, to act
accordingly and thus contribute to successful outcomes. Vigorous public participation is a
necessary part of an IRP.

Reconceptualizing the Role of a Utility

Look at how quickly things are changing.
What was the view when D 4 was conceived? Now it’s a millstone — still owe half $1 billion
paid annually to the tune of over $130 million. And we’ve got unsellable power. Things are

changing at an even more rapid pace. I like the analogy of an air traffic controller who
coordinates between incoming and outgoing. Utilities of the future will be less producers and
distributors of power than controllers of a dizzying array of new technologies to met customer
needs. So we’ve got to start thinking about the role CWLP as a community asset will be
playing by the end of our 20 year plan if we are to stay ahead of the curve.
John E Williams

Springfield, Illinois

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark
IRP
Fw: Comments on CWLP IRP
Monday, June 3, 2019 3:59:36 PM

From: Mark
Sent: Monday, June 3, 2019 3:56 PM
To: IPR@cwlp.com
Subject: Comments on CWLP IRP

All in all, I believe the recommendation in the IRP to close Dahlman units 1-3 and retain unit 4
for the next IRP cycle is probably sensible and will benefit CWLP ratepayers by lowering
electric costs and harmful emissions from the plants. From what I understand in the report it
is necessary to keep about 200 MW of generation in the area due to transmission constraints.
Keeping Unit 4 running is probably the best approach to dealing with that necessity until
transmission can be beefed up or a more economic and environmentally friendly source of
power can be developed locally. But I hope that when the next IRP cycle comes along, it is
remembered that the investment in Unit 4 is a sunk cost and continued operation should not
looked at critically merely because the plant isn't that old.
I anticipate there will be comments to the effect that CWLP should attempt to generate its
complete needs for power locally here in Springfield. I don't believe that is necessary and I'm
not sure it would totally desirable to do so. With the development of the interstate
transmission organizations and organized electric markets, the wholesale electric market is
more robust than the situation that existed prior to this century with things like the Enron
debacle, etc. Procuring power through PPAs will allow CWLP more flexibility to meet changes
in load than in developing generation resources locally and hoping to get a good price for any
excess capacity that is developed should load drop more than expected. Always having some
local generation owned by CWLP is a good idea but I think trying to cover every last bit of load
through local capacity is excessive.
Finally, retiring the old steam turbines will reduce the need to do Hunter Lake. I have lived in
Springfield for 15 years and I never have understood the rationale for Hunter Lake. In addition
to expanding energy efficiency and demand side management programs as suggested by the
IRP, CWLP should also expand water conservation programs which will reduce any future need
for Hunter Lake.
As someone who went through a corporate downsizing in my career, I believe it is critical that
programs be developed to assist affected CWLP transition to the next stage of their working
lives. I know that the assistance I received from my former employer made my transition

much easier and I am grateful for that. However, I also believe it is futile to resist the obvious
economic trends in the energy markets and regulatory arenas and CWLP must move from the
20th century to the 21st century with respect to satisfying the electric needs of the
ratepayers.
I commend CWLP and the City for conducting the IRP process and allowing ratepayers and
citizens to comment on it. Thank you.
Mark Hanson
Springfield, Illinois

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark
IRP
Fw: Comments on CWLP IRP
Monday, June 3, 2019 4:01:49 PM

From: Mark
Sent: Monday, June 3, 2019 3:56 PM
To: IPR@cwlp.com
Subject: Comments on CWLP IRP

All in all, I believe the recommendation in the IRP to close Dahlman units 1-3 and retain unit 4
for the next IRP cycle is probably sensible and will benefit CWLP ratepayers by lowering
electric costs and harmful emissions from the plants. From what I understand in the report it
is necessary to keep about 200 MW of generation in the area due to transmission constraints.
Keeping Unit 4 running is probably the best approach to dealing with that necessity until
transmission can be beefed up or a more economic and environmentally friendly source of
power can be developed locally. But I hope that when the next IRP cycle comes along, it is
remembered that the investment in Unit 4 is a sunk cost and continued operation should not
looked at critically merely because the plant isn't that old.
I anticipate there will be comments to the effect that CWLP should attempt to generate its
complete needs for power locally here in Springfield. I don't believe that is necessary and I'm
not sure it would totally desirable to do so. With the development of the interstate
transmission organizations and organized electric markets, the wholesale electric market is
more robust than the situation that existed prior to this century with things like the Enron
debacle, etc. Procuring power through PPAs will allow CWLP more flexibility to meet changes
in load than in developing generation resources locally and hoping to get a good price for any
excess capacity that is developed should load drop more than expected. Always having some
local generation owned by CWLP is a good idea but I think trying to cover every last bit of load
through local capacity is excessive.
Finally, retiring the old steam turbines will reduce the need to do Hunter Lake. I have lived in
Springfield for 15 years and I never have understood the rationale for Hunter Lake. In addition
to expanding energy efficiency and demand side management programs as suggested by the
IRP, CWLP should also expand water conservation programs which will reduce any future need
for Hunter Lake.
As someone who went through a corporate downsizing in my career, I believe it is critical that
programs be developed to assist affected CWLP transition to the next stage of their working
lives. I know that the assistance I received from my former employer made my transition

much easier and I am grateful for that. However, I also believe it is futile to resist the obvious
economic trends in the energy markets and regulatory arenas and CWLP must move from the
20th century to the 21st century with respect to satisfying the electric needs of the
ratepayers.
I commend CWLP and the City for conducting the IRP process and allowing ratepayers and
citizens to comment on it. Thank you.
Mark Hanson
Springfield, Illinois
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All in all, I believe the recommendation in the IRP to close Dahlman units 1-3 and retain unit 4
for the next IRP cycle is probably sensible and will benefit CWLP ratepayers by lowering
electric costs and harmful emissions from the plants. From what I understand in the report it
is necessary to keep about 200 MW of generation in the area due to transmission constraints.
Keeping Unit 4 running is probably the best approach to dealing with that necessity until
transmission can be beefed up or a more economic and environmentally friendly source of
power can be developed locally. But I hope that when the next IRP cycle comes along, it is
remembered that the investment in Unit 4 is a sunk cost and continued operation should not
looked at critically merely because the plant isn't that old.
I anticipate there will be comments to the effect that CWLP should attempt to generate its
complete needs for power locally here in Springfield. I don't believe that is necessary and I'm
not sure it would totally desirable to do so. With the development of the interstate
transmission organizations and organized electric markets, the wholesale electric market is
more robust than the situation that existed prior to this century with things like the Enron
debacle, etc. Procuring power through PPAs will allow CWLP more flexibility to meet changes
in load than in developing generation resources locally and hoping to get a good price for any
excess capacity that is developed should load drop more than expected. Always having some
local generation owned by CWLP is a good idea but I think trying to cover every last bit of load
through local capacity is excessive.
Finally, retiring the old steam turbines will reduce the need to do Hunter Lake. I have lived in
Springfield for 15 years and I never have understood the rationale for Hunter Lake. In addition
to expanding energy efficiency and demand side management programs as suggested by the
IRP, CWLP should also expand water conservation programs which will reduce any future need
for Hunter Lake.
As someone who went through a corporate downsizing in my career, I believe it is critical that
programs be developed to assist affected CWLP transition to the next stage of their working
lives. I know that the assistance I received from my former employer made my transition
much easier and I am grateful for that. However, I also believe it is futile to resist the obvious
economic trends in the energy markets and regulatory arenas and CWLP must move from the
20th century to the 21st century with respect to satisfying the electric needs of the
ratepayers.
I commend CWLP and the City for conducting the IRP process and allowing ratepayers and
citizens to comment on it. Thank you.

Mark Hanson
Springfield, Illinois
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To Whom It May Concern
Please find attached the comments of the Sierra Club, NAACP and Prairie Rivers Network on
CWLP's 2019 Integrated Resource Plan. If you have any questions, please contact me.
Thank you,
--

Andy Knott
Senior Campaign Representative, Manager

Sierra Club

Beyond Coal Campaign - IL, KS, MO, NE

2818 Sutton Boulevard

St. Louis, MO 63143
E-Mail: andy.knott@sierraclub.org
Cell: 314.803.4695

June 3, 2019
Doug Brown
Chief Utility Engineer
4th Floor, Municipal Center East
800 E. Monroe Street
Springfield, IL 62701
Dear Mr. Brown,
Following are the comments of Sierra Club, NAACP and Prairie Rivers Network on City Water
Light & Power’s (CWLP) 2019 Integrated Resource Plan (IRP). We encourage CWLP to
immediately develop and then implement an action plan to carry out the recommendations of
the IRP.
Introduction
After years of community engagement and thoughtful conversations to select the right
consultants to balance the unique needs of Springfield and its local utility, The Energy Authority
(“TEA”) has produced a thorough IRP for CWLP that charts a clear path forward to maximize
customer savings, reduce risk, and take advantage of exciting and unprecedented shifts in the
way we make electricity nationwide, and here in Illinois. In particular, TEA’s examination of the
economics of Units 1, 2, and 3 at the Dallman Power Plant provide a compelling confirmation of
the conclusions reached by two energy consulting firms in 2017: Synapse Energy Economics,
commissioned by Sierra Club, and The Power Bureau commissioned by the Greater Springfield
Chamber of Commerce. These studies found that CWLP can save millions of dollars by retiring
its coal units.
These years of hard work, engagement, and analysis have told us that CWLP must plan for a
transition away from coal, and TEA’s report makes the overwhelmingly clear point that the
transition should happen as soon as practicable for Units 1-3. We look forward to working
closely with the City to effectuate a transition plan that maximizes savings for ratepayers as
quickly as possible while ensuring a thoughtful plan that minimizes hardship for the hardworking
staff at the Dallman facility. We strongly believe these two goals must guide the City’s
implementation plan of TEA’s recommended action steps.
Below, we provide additional comment on TEA’s analysis, including areas of analysis that we
believe warrant further consideration, amended analysis, or further explanation. Of particular
concern is TEA’s medium-term financial projection for Unit 4 at Dallman that might lead to a
“wait-and-see” posture. Even if it does not commit to retiring Unit 4 by 2020 (as it should for
Units 1, 2, and 3 at the Dallman Site), CWLP should start thinking about a transition plan now
for the overall site. This will help the city ensure that any retiring generation is replaced by the
best and least-cost generation possible, while also giving it the time it will likely need to develop
a transition plan for the staff who have served the city at Dallman for the last several decades.
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Furthermore, we urge CWLP and the City not to jump into any specific replacement generation
plan for any coal units that will retire in the next 2-5 years. Instead, the City should conduct an
open and comprehensive RFP process to identify potential replacement power generation
projects, in particular making sure that renewable energy providers are granted equal
opportunity to bid into the process. We agree with TEA that the City should expand energy
efficiency efforts, and that it should take advantage of funding through the Future Energy Jobs
Act (FEJA) where possible to meaningfully expand solar development in the area.
Response to IRP Scenarios
As noted by TEA in its “Key Considerations and Risk Factors” overview, the advancements in,
and the falling cost of, new technology are among the most important considerations impacting
an analysis like this one. We believe that even TEA’s “Accelerated Fleet Change” (AFC)
scenario is potentially too conservative to understand the full impact of renewable energy
penetration in the MISO region. We request clarification as to how much penetration by
renewables like wind and solar power that the base and “Accelerated Fleet Change’ (AFC)
scenarios assumed would occur (i.e., how much of the total generation in those two scenarios
comes from wind and solar power). Page 36 of TEA’s report references the Annual Energy
Outlook’s projection that renewables will account for 25% of energy generation nationwide by
2036; does this reference mean that the base case assumed this level of renewables
penetration? And building off of this, when TEA notes that the AFC case adds 15% renewables,
is this on top of the base case’s preexisting renewables predictions (so 40% total by 2036)?
These questions are important because they help ground and provide context for the rest of the
analyses TEA conducted, and affect the magnitude of the risks associated with various
retirement schedules. In our initial comments on the IRP process in June 2018, We
recommended that CWLP (through TEA) model at least two scenarios that assumed high
penetration of wind and solar power across the MISO region by 2036: one with 31% wind and
solar by 2036 (“increased renewable penetration”) and one with 57% wind and solar by 2036
(“very high renewable penetration”). It appears that TEA did include scenarios modeling
reasonably high renewable penetration, but that they ignored scenarios with very high
renewable penetration. As an initial matter, we would like clarification on this point; but
assuming this read is correct, we would encourage TEA to include a new scenario in any
updated modeling that assumes a more aggressive penetration timeline.
We believe this feedback is particularly relevant because, as TEA notes, renewables
performance (on price and generation) has consistently exceeded base forecasts. Thus, we
believe at least the AFC case should be more ambitious in its assumptions, modeling at least at
the median of our recommended scenarios, 44% wind and solar by 2036.
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Unit Retirements
We agree with TEA that there is no possible justification for keeping Units 31, 32, and 33 at
Dallman (or Units 1, 2, and 3 in TEA’s analysis) operational for any longer than strictly
necessary to meet CWLP’s load and contractual obligations. In particular, as cited in the
Synapse and Power Bureau reports mentioned above, we note that Units 1, 2 & 3 are losing
large amounts of money every day they remain operational. As such, we support TEA’s
recommendation in encouraging the City to require CWLP to develop and implement a
retirement date for Units 1 & 2 of no later than December 31, 2020, and a retirement date for
Unit 3 of no later than December 31, 2023, the deadline for compliance with the Clean Water
Act’s “Effluent Limitation Guidelines” for power plants, which will require a significant financial
investment in coal ash waste disposal technology that can be avoided in part through
retirement. The IRP estimates that retiring Units 1 - 3 will avoid $48 million in environmental
compliance costs.
Figure 36 of TEA’s report, which lays out all of the scenarios modeled and their conclusions
about whether and when to make different decisions, highlights this point well: literally every
scenario TEA ran that was allowed to consider retirement of Unit 3 as an option recommended
retiring the unit as a Near-Term Actionable decision. Moreover, Scenario KD, in which TEA
forced Unit 3 to remain open for purposes of the analysis, was the poorest performing scenario,
costing $210 million over other scenarios where Unit 3 was retired. The City should waste no
time in developing a plan to retire Unit 3, quickly deliver cost-savings to customers, and develop
a replacement generation plan.
We also believe that the City should start the process now to plan for the inevitable eventual
retirement of Dallman Unit 4 (or Dallman 4 in TEA’s analysis). Again, although TEA is more
circumspect about the proper course of action for Unit 4, turning to the summary of TEA’s
scenarios and their modeling conclusions reveals that of the 11 scenarios that were allowed to
consider retiring Unit 4, more than half (six) of them, including the reference scenario that
presumably applies TEA’s most defensible set of assumptions, recommended the closure of the
Unit as a “Near-Term Actionable” item. Another two scenarios (bringing the total to 8 of 11)
recommended retiring and replacing Dallman Unit 4 with new generation as a Long-term
Directional strategy. See TEA Report Figure 36. To be clear: if you operate from the
assumption that each of these scenarios is equally likely, TEA’s own study indicates that CWLP
is more likely to save money than lose money by retiring Dallman Unit 4 by 2022.
Even if that conclusion is not crystal clear in TEA’s analysis (and as explained above, we
believe that conclusion might have been stronger if TEA modeled a more appropriate range of
scenarios), at the very least it is clear that Unit 4 will need to retire in the next ten years to avoid
CWLP overcharging its customers by millions of dollars. Indeed, TEA recommends revisiting
Unit 4 retirement in the next IRP cycle in 3-5 years. Given that, according to TEA’s analysis,
Unit 4 is about as likely as not to be losing the utility money (and indeed the Synapse report
found that Unit 4 is losing money), CWLP should commence planning how best to completely
retire Dallman with minimal disruption to CWLP’s workers, and the people of Springfield.
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The IRP posits that Unit 4 would need to be replaced due to transmission constraints and
discusses a potential peaking gas combustion turbine at a cost of $120 million. CWLP’s
average peak demand is not that much higher than the current limit on transmission import 394 MW vs 325 MW. As CWLP plans for Unit 4 retirement, it is imperative that that analysis
consider the impacts of increased demand-side programs to reduce CWLP’s peak demand, as
well as the costs of potential transmission upgrades relative to replacement generation including
the continued declining costs of clean energy.
All Source Request for Proposals
As CWLP undergoes the process of retiring its existing coal units at the Dallman site, We also
urge the City to ensure that CWLP promptly conducts a fair and open process to identify
replacement generation to the coal that will come offline. As explained above, this is important
to ensuring that all energy sources are offered a fair playing field for competition. But it is also
important because it could help CWLP transition almost completely to renewable energy.
It is widely studied and reported that the electric power industry has reached a tipping point,
where renewable energy is cheaper to build and run than the cost of merely running existing
coal plants.1 In recognition of this trend, utilities (including regulated utilities) across the country
are beginning to work harder and harder to replace outdated fossil fuel plants with renewable
resources that will save their customers money. For instance, in neighboring Indiana, the
Northern Indiana Public Service Company (NIPSCO) unveiled a plan to retire its last coal plants
within 10 years and replace them with renewable energy (no new gas), saving customers $4.3
billion. And Colorado recently approved a plan by its biggest utility, Xcel Energy, to accelerate
by a decade the closure of two coal units at its Comanche plant, and to replace that power
exclusively with clean energy (no new gas), saving customers $200 million versus running the
coal plant.
Energy Efficiency
We fully support and agree with TEA’s recommendation that CWLP continue to actively pursue
additional buildout of energy efficiency as a load and cost-saving measure, both with the current
programs mentioned on pages 26-27 of the report (CityLights, Retro-Commissioning,
Refrigerator Roundup, Helping Homes, Home Energy Audit, Heat Pump Rebate), and the
additional programs modeled on page 51 (Smart Thermostats, Social Behavior Change, MultiFamily All Electric, Air Conditioning Rebate). However, we also have a question about how TEA
came up with its suggestions: we encourage CWLP and TEA to share more information about
the modeling that underlies its suggestions of specific programs. Specifically, we ask that TEA
explain how these four programs were selected for modeling, and whether a larger list of
program alternatives was analyzed before settling on these four. This is relevant because we
believe there may be a broader range of energy efficiency programs that could bring significant
benefits to the City and CWLP’s ratepayers.

1

Energy Innovation Policy & Technology LLC. “The Coal Cost Crossover: Economic Viability Of Existing
Coal Compared To New Local Wind And Solar Resources”. Link.
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In any event, the cost-effectiveness of all such programs depends on the way CWLP plans to
structure its rates in the future. The 2015 rate restructuring more than doubled the meter
charge and decreased the energy charge, reducing the benefit of energy-efficiency investments
by all customers, program participants and non-participants alike. CWLP has announced its
intent to perform a cost-of-service study in the near future. We encourage that analysis to
examine structures that encourage and not discourage energy efficiency as well as distributed
solar generation.
Battery Storage Pricing
We want to correct a possible misconception TEA apparently has about battery storage pricing,
as discussed on pages 38-41 of its Report. We request that CWLP and TEA reconsider the
most recent version of Lazard’s Levelized Cost of Storage Analysis (version 4.0) in its analysis
(link), because we believe the discussion on page 41 of storage economics with respect to
wholesale price arbitrage is missing the potential revenue streams of frequency regulation and
resource adequacy that can make battery storage installations meaningful and economic
contributors to local power grids. Lazard’s analysis includes a case study (p. 30) that is
illustrative of battery storage’s ability to provide wholesale market arbitrage, frequency
regulation, and resource adequacy, which in concert can justify spending money on these
batteries. In addition, Lazard’s most recent analysis examines additional symbioses that can
result when you combine storage options with renewable generation facilities like solar and wind
plants.
That said, however, at least some of this confusion would be resolved with a fair and open allsource procurement process, because such a process would likely elicit proposals to provide a
mixture of grid services at a potential net savings to CWLP customers.
Renewables Pricing
While we agree with TEA that solar and wind can provide much of the replacement power that
will likely come off of the local grid when Dallman Units 1 - 3 retire, we still believe TEA is too
conservative in its discussion and assumptions around renewable generation pricing. In
particular, TEA’s representation of the costs of different new renewable resources in Table 5 on
page 48 of its report is too high. Bloomberg New Energy Finance’s latest levelized cost of
energy (LCOE) analysis indicates that solar PV systems have a capital cost of $1,030-1,090/kW
for both tracking and fixed axis systems. By contrast, TEA’s table indicates it has modeled solar
costs over 50% higher, at $1,653/kW.
Similarly, TEA indicates that wind Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) could surge in cost by
upwards of $20/MWh once the Production Tax Credit (PTC) disappears; but this far exceeds the
actual value of the PTC, and TEA does not explain how the price could go up more than that,
especially since the price of wind power has been steadily dropping for decades. By contrast, a
BNEF analysis indicates the difference in LCOE for wind projects with and without PTC is
currently around $10/MWh and that even this $10 premium will be eliminated by continuing
downward trends in wind production prices by 2025. This is partly because, as the tax credit
expires, more financiers (i.e., not just tax equity providers) will be able to finance large wind
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farms, which will increase competition pretty quickly and thereby significantly reduce financing
costs.
And finally, with respect to solar PPA costs, even the lowest cost range ($39/MWh) offered by
TEA is above actual market experiences in neighboring midwest markets. For instance,
Northern Indiana Public Service Company’s recent RFP saw 1,911 MW of solar proposed with
an average bid price of $36/MWh.
Worker Transition
We have made no secret of our concern that CWLP has failed to act on clear economic signals
that have led to over-charging Springfield residents hundreds of millions of dollars. We have
also been very clear that good planning not only requires a transition plan for the coal plants
that are losing money, but also a just transition for the Dallman workforce. CWLP should
develop and implement a worker transition plan that ensures not just that workers are given
sufficient advance notice of changes that could impact their jobs, but also that they are offered
early retirements, retraining opportunities, severance pay and other services that minimize to
the greatest extent possible the disruptive effect retiring Dallman would have on their lives.
Fortunately, as TEA has highlighted, retiring these units will save significant amounts of money.
We urge CWLP to develop a savings sharing plan, to take the immediate savings TEA has
identified as attributable to retiring Units 1, 2, and 3 and to apportion savings to ratepayers and
to fund worker transition programs that are co-designed by the workforce to ensure that those
most affected by the Dallman retirements are properly cared for.
Coal Ash Clean Up
While remediation of groundwater contamination caused by Dallman’s coal ash ponds is not
part of the IRP, CWLP should begin planning for clean closure of the ash disposal sites now.
That planning process should include use of a portion of the savings accrued from unit
retirements to fund ash disposal site remediation.
Jiangnan Environmental Technology (JET) Proposal
On May 30, we learned that the Springfield CIty Council would hold a Public Utilities Committee
meeting on June 5 in order to receive a presentation by Jiangnan Environmental Technology
(JET) on a highly questionable scrubber technology. Our understanding is that the Illinois Coal
Association (ICA) requested this presentation in an apparent effort to derail the IRP’s
recommendations for retiring Units 1 - 3. We have serious concerns about this proposal.
In summary, this technology has never been permitted or constructed in the United States. This
technology was not endorsed by the Illinois Flue Gas Desulfurization Task Force, and in fact,
that group’s 2018 final report raises more questions than answers around JET’s proposal,
permitting difficulties and air quality impacts (PDF page 15). The report also points out that
Vistra (formerly Dynegy) declined to engage with JET (PDF page 132). And, last year,
proposals by JET were rejected by both Vectren and Northern Indiana Public Service Company.
Given JET’s proposal was not part of the IRP, we will address these concerns in more detail in a
separate letter.
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Conclusion
For a city that relies on coal for 90% of its electric generation, TEA’s irrefutable conclusion that
coal is causing unnecessary and burdensome risk and expense to Springfield residents signals
the need for a big change. With strong city leadership, CWLP can take a leap forward and
revamp its electric system to better serve the Springfield community. Maintaining robust public
engagement in the tradition of a public power system is essential to ensuring a transparent and
fully-informed outcome.
We strongly encourage CWLP to develop and implement an action plan that will turn TEA’s
recommendations into action.
Respectfully submitted,

Gregory E. Wannier, Staff Attorney
John P. Romankiewicz, Senior Analyst
Sierra Club
2101 Webster St., Suite 1300
Oakland, CA 94612
415.977.5646
greg.wannier@sierraclub.org
john.romankiewicz@sierraclub.org

Teresa Haley
President, Springfield Branch
President, Illinois State Conference
NAACP
P.O. Box 1524
Springfield IL, 62705
thaley@springfieldnaacp.org

Andrew Rehn
Water Resources Engineer
Prairie Rivers Network
1605 South State Street, Ste. 1
Champaign, IL 61820
arehn@prairierivers.org
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IRP
IRP Comments
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CWLP IRP Comments.docx

Please reference IRP comments below. I have also attached an MS Word file
copy for your convenience.
Thank You,
- Pete
Pete Wagne
Springfield, Illinois    62712-8920
Phone:

   CWLP IRP Comments
“In 2018 the City of Springfield began a process for an Integrated Resource Plan (IRP), which
would identify the best resource options for CWLP to provide reliable and competitively
priced electrical power to meet Springfield’s future energy needs. The Energy Authority, Inc.
(TEA) has conducted the IRP by compiling and analyzing economic data of CWLP’s existing
electric resources along with the economic data of other options such as wind, solar, and
natural gas combustion turbine.”(CWLP IRP Q&A, May 2019) CWLP and the City of
Springfield should be commended for looking at the economic aspects of the management and
operation of its electric generation assets. Further CWLP and the City should also be lauded
for providing this opportunity for public comment.
In response to this opportunity I am providing the following 4 recommendations to CWLP and
the City:
1) In addition to accepting the generation retirement recommendations of TEA, CWLP
should explore the sale of Dallman 4.
The minimum sale price of Dallman 4 should be set at an amount that retires Dallman 4
construction debt and provides for CWLP upgrade metering for market-based electric rates for
its customers. Market-based electric pricing is discussed further in the following
recommendation.
Benefits of implementing this recommendation include removal of the financial impairment
while reducing the City’s interest costs. Further, the upgrade of metering could remove market
risk from the City and the utility.
2) Implement “real-time” market-based pricing for CWLP customers throughout its
service territory.
Regional power market prices and local costs increase substantially when demand is high, yet
CWLP customer rates stay the same. Currently if CWLP customers use electricity
unnecessarily during these times of high demand, the risk of bearing this cost placed upon
CWLP (and eventually other customers). For example, if a customer is running a dishwasher,
running an empty hot tub, and boiling water in the kitchen, all while their air-conditioning is
straining during a hot July afternoon places a great cost on the utility. If this same customer
was to run the dishwasher overnight in summer and limit non-essential heat-generating
activities during these times, the customer could reduce system demand and costs

significantly. Market-based customer pricing provides a fair, common sense financial
incentive to reduce demand and help control costs throughout the entire electric system.
Further, in cases of emergency or critical needs customers, CWLP could identify them and
provide a safe harbor rate. Requisite metering acquisition could be funded in part or in whole
by implementation of Recommendation 1.
There are a number of wide-ranging, substantial, and permanent benefits from market-based
pricing to end-use electric customers. Real-time pricing would provide an unprecedented
opportunity for CWLP customer control of their electric costs while removing power market
risks from the City and the utility.
3) Revisit the City’s and CWLP’s water supply planning preferences in light of the
generation retirements recommended by TEA.
The latest CWLP water supply projections and preferences focus on questionable high-cost
assumptions and outcomes. Among these include the extreme assumption that its coal-fired
power plant fleet dating back to the mid 20th century, not only will be in service through
2065, but also will be operating at full capacity in off-peak demand conditions.
Updating planning will re-focus Lake Springfield and its marginal lands as a more healthy,
public friendly resource, while providing a stable, least-cost, reliable water supply.
4) Utilize existing CWLP personnel to address under-resourced areas and to implement
recommendations 2 and 3.
The impact of changes to the CWLP workforce should be leveraged to address underresourced areas and pursue opportunities for improvement.
CWLP’s investment in its dedicated public servants should be focused on retraining and
reassignment of these employees.
More specifically, to the extent feasible, CWLP employees to implement new meter
installation, beach and lake operation and management, and an in-house ongoing dredging
operation to restore and maintain Lake Springfield.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Respectfully,
/S/
Peter J. Wagner 3 June 2019
Springfield, IL 62712

CWLP IRP Comments
“In 2018 the City of Springfield began a process for an Integrated Resource Plan
(IRP), which would identify the best resource options for CWLP to provide reliable and
competitively priced electrical power to meet Springfield’s future energy needs. The
Energy Authority, Inc. (TEA) has conducted the IRP by compiling and analyzing
economic data of CWLP’s existing electric resources along with the economic data of
other options such as wind, solar, and natural gas combustion turbine.”(CWLP IRP
Q&A, May 2019) CWLP and the City of Springfield should be commended for looking at
the economic aspects of the management and operation of its electric generation
assets. Further CWLP and the City should also be lauded for providing this opportunity
for public comment.
In response to this opportunity I am providing the following 4 recommendations to
CWLP and the City:
1) In addition to accepting the generation retirement recommendations of
TEA, CWLP should explore the sale of Dallman 4.
The minimum sale price of Dallman 4 should be set at an amount that retires
Dallman 4 construction debt and provides for CWLP upgrade metering for
market-based electric rates for its customers. Market-based electric pricing is
discussed further in the following recommendation.
Benefits of implementing this recommendation include removal of the
financial impairment while reducing the City’s interest costs. Further, the
upgrade of metering could remove market risk from the City and the utility.
2) Implement “real-time” market-based pricing for CWLP customers
throughout its service territory.
Regional power market prices and local costs increase substantially when
demand is high, yet CWLP customer rates stay the same. Currently if CWLP
customers use electricity unnecessarily during these times of high demand,
the risk of bearing this cost placed upon CWLP (and eventually other
customers). For example, if a customer is running a dishwasher, running an
empty hot tub, and boiling water in the kitchen, all while their air-conditioning
is straining during a hot July afternoon places a great cost on the utility. If this
same customer was to run the dishwasher overnight in summer and limit nonessential heat-generating activities during these times, the customer could
reduce system demand and costs significantly. Market-based customer
pricing provides a fair, common sense financial incentive to reduce demand
and help control costs throughout the entire electric system. Further, in cases
of emergency or critical needs customers, CWLP could identify them and
provide a safe harbor rate. Requisite metering acquisition could be funded in
part or in whole by implementation of Recommendation 1.

There are a number of wide-ranging, substantial, and permanent benefits
from market-based pricing to end-use electric customers. Real-time pricing
would provide an unprecedented opportunity for CWLP customer control of
their electric costs while removing power market risks from the City and the
utility.
3) Revisit the City’s and CWLP’s water supply planning preferences in
light of the generation retirements recommended by TEA.
The latest CWLP water supply projections and preferences focus on
questionable high-cost assumptions and outcomes. Among these include the
extreme assumption that its coal-fired power plant fleet dating back to the mid
20th century, not only will be in service through 2065, but also will be
operating at full capacity in off-peak demand conditions.
Updating planning will re-focus Lake Springfield and its marginal lands as a
more healthy, public friendly resource, while providing a stable, least-cost,
reliable water supply.
4) Utilize existing CWLP personnel to address under-resourced areas and
to implement recommendations 2 and 3.
The impact of changes to the CWLP workforce should be leveraged to
address under-resourced areas and pursue opportunities for improvement.
CWLP’s investment in its dedicated public servants should be focused on
retraining and reassignment of these employees.
More specifically, to the extent feasible, CWLP employees to implement new
meter installation, beach and lake operation and management, and an inhouse ongoing dredging operation to restore and maintain Lake Springfield.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Respectfully,
/S/

Peter J. Wagner 3 June 2019
5 Pickering Lane
Springfield, IL 62712
217 585-2703
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IRP; Ernest Nielsen; John Williams; Jane McBride
comments on IRP
Monday, June 3, 2019 9:37:26 PM
COMMENTS TO CWLP june 2 2019.pages

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Brown, Doug
Bushnell, Micah; Sabin, Amber
FW: IRP Report Comments
Monday, June 24, 2019 1:25:30 PM
CWLP IRP Observation.pdf

FYI
Regards, Doug

Douglas A. Brown, P.E. | Chief Utility Engineer
City Water Light and Power
City of Springfield | Municipal Center East, 800 E. Monroe Street, Springfield, IL 62701
217-789-2116 ext. 2659
THE ABOVE MESSAGE, INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS, IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE ADDRESSEE AND MAY CONTAIN
INFORMATION THAT IS PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL AND PROHIBITED FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW. YOU ARE
HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT ANY DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION, OR COPYING OF THIS COMMUNICATION IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. IF
YOU RECEIVE THIS E-MAIL IN ERROR, RETURN TO THE E-MAIL ADDRESS LISTED ABOVE.

From: Smith, Rowdy <RoSmith@archcoal.com>
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2019 1:18 PM
To: Langfelder, Jim <Jim.Langfelder@springfield.il.us>; Zerkle, James
<James.Zerkle@springfield.il.us>; Brown, Doug <Doug.Brown@cwlp.com>; Davis, John
<John.Davis@cwlp.com>
Cc: Gardiner, Bob <BGardiner@archcoal.com>
Subject: IRP Report Comments
All,
Please see the attached comments from Arch replying to the city’s recent IRP Report. I have
removed the discussion of Arch’s recent coal proposal prices from our response on Friday so you
may share our comments on the IRP Report to outside parties.
Should you have any questions please let me know.
Thanks, and I look forward to hearing from you soon.

Rowdy L Smith
Senior Vice President – Domestic Thermal
Arch Coal Sales

***Email Disclaimer: The information contained in this e-mail, and in any accompanying documents, may

constitute confidential and/or legally privileged information. The information is intended only for use by the
designated recipient. If you are not the intended recipient (or responsible for delivery of the message to
the intended recipient), you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, copying, or other use
of, or taking of any action in reliance on this e-mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail
communication in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the message from your system.

June 21, 2019
Subject: Observations to CWLP’s 2018 Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) Prepared by TEA
Arch Coal’s Value Proposition favors City of Springfield Taxpayers
Arch Coal has been and will continue to be a trusted partner to City of Springfield. As taxpayers we have
a vested interest in ensuring the well-being of the community. We believe that CWLP can continue to
provide reliable and low cost coal-based electricity to City of Springfield for many years to come. Arch
Coal’s Viper mine has abundant, low cost coal reserves to supply City of Springfield for decades to come.
Our current agreement has been of mutual benefit to Arch Coal, CWLP and the community. Arch Coal’s
offer presented on 5/15/19 ensures that CWLP will continue to benefit from a low cost, consistently
reliable fuel.
The 2018 IRP is Biased, Does Not Accurately Present the Facts
The 2018 IRP presents biased alternative generation scenarios that could put at risk the energy security
City of Springfield rightfully enjoys and ultimately increase household utility bills.
Arch Coal believes the 2018 IRP does not accurately reflect facts in such a way that decision-makers can
objectively review all options. Assumptions included in the IRP favor certain scenarios over others “on
paper” and leave out costs of switching away from coal. The true costs and challenges from retiring
existing coal assets, and dedicating capital to new resources, do not appear to be fully included in the
IRP.
Integrated Resource Plan Disclaimer
 The IRP prepared by TEA disclaims all warranties and any liability with respect to the information
and recommendations. Refer to Page 14 of the 2018 IRP for the full text.
 Coal prices, capital costs, and social impacts of switching to other generation are among the key
information that is not fully or accurately covered in the report.
According to the IRP’s Reference Case Dallman 1, 2, and 3 would retire in June 2020 while Dallman 4
would retire as soon as a Replacement Resource could be Built, by 2022
 Retiring Dallman Units 1, 2, and 3 one year from today is arguably far too soon for an orderly and
cost efficient transition.
 Any scenario that contemplates retiring Dallman 4, especially under an accelerated timeline, runs
the risk of compromising the financial well-being of taxpayers. Dallman 4, as CWLP’s newest unit,
could operate for decades to come.
 The recommended replacement resource for Dallman 4 is a 198 MW gas plant at a construction cost
of $120 mm. The logistical, operational, construction and cost assumptions merit scrutiny.
 Among TEA’s recommendations are purchasing power to replace coal generation. Market prices,
contract prices, availability and other factors could force taxpayers to purchase power at higher
prices compared to the “status quo.”

Fuel Price Volatility
 Natural gas markets are highly variable and have ranged from a low of $1.49 to a high of $8.03 per
mm BTU in the past 10 years.
 Coal supply on the other hand, is highly predictable and can be locked in – as evidenced by the
existing contract – for 10 years or more.
 Natural gas prices are particularly volatile in periods of extreme temperature, as is deliverability.
Recommendation to Retire Dallman 1, 2, and 3 is Part of Just about all IRP Scenarios
 CWLP, with its current coal generation resources, already has the necessary installed back up
generation at no incremental cost.
 Dallman 3 is the second largest unit and would not reach 55 years until 2033. Keeping Dallman 3 for
the next two decades means keeping reliable and needed capacity without significant capital
spending.
 Alternative generation scenarios that exclude these units could hurt taxpayers.
Reliance on Renewables
 Based on available technologies, renewables alone cannot serve as baseload generation.
 Factors such as availability and variability of wind or sun limit the consistency of low cost generation.
It is well documented that there is a timing imbalance between peak demand and renewable energy
production.
 In many energy markets peak demand occurs after sunset, when solar is no longer available. Coal
generation can act as a baseload, as well as serve as backup, when solar resources are not available.
 In the future, battery storage could be a way to mitigate the imbalance between demand and
renewable generation; however, such storage is currently not commercially available at a utility
scale.
Coal Sources for CWLP
 Arch Coal has proven to be the lowest cost supplier to CWLP.
 Arch Coal is not just a commercial partner, we are a community partner to City of Springfield
representing hundreds of families through direct and indirect employment.
 The current agreement will save City of Springfield ~$2 mm in 2019 and 2020 when comparing it to
the alternative coal supply. (The savings are calculated based on the difference between current
contract prices and the offer presented by Foresight Energy on September 28, 2015.)
All-In Coal Price Comparison: Arch Existing Offer vs. Foresight Proposed Offer 09/28/15

Arch Coal Offer ($/ton)
Foresight Energy Proposal ($/ton)
Arch Offer Savings ($/ton)
Tons Delivered (mm)
Arch Offer Savings ($mm)
Sources: public information, estimates

2018
$38.32
$38.82
($0.50)

2019
$39.17
$39.25
($0.08)

2020
$39.17
$40.50
($1.33)

1.2

1.2

1.2

($0.60)

($0.10)

($1.60)

2018-2020 Savings

($2.29)

Reference Case Assumptions for Coal Prices are Misleading
 Modeling commodity prices can be a very complicated task that carries error. When possible actual
information should be used to make informed decisions.
 Arch Coal believes contracted coal prices would be significantly cheaper compared to coal prices
illustrated in the 2018 IRP.
 TEA’s modeled Reference Case coal prices overstate what City of Springfield would spend on coal
purchases by an estimated ~$120 mm from 2021 to 2039.
 Arch Coal does not favor City of Springfield paying above market prices under any scenario.
Jobs Lost and other Social Impacts from Retiring Coal Plants are not Fully Vetted
 Retiring CWLP’s coal units could have a deep impact on the social fabric of City of Springfield
 This IRP does not evaluate “social costs.”
 CWLP, Viper Mine, and local suppliers would be impacted based on scenarios presented in the IRP.
Indirect jobs lost should also be considered.
 At Viper mine alone the workforce reduction would be ~275 employees. These 275 families are part
of the community.
 Although other generation sources might require less labor, City of Springfield should consider other
social implications.
Levelized Costs of Energy (LCOE)
 As described above the Reference Case includes certain forecasts that do not reflect reality and thus
LCOE’s for scenarios that maintain CWLP’s coal generation should not be viewed as complete or
accurate.
 The 2018 IRP models higher LCOE’s for coal scenarios, making them appear to be less competitive
“on paper.”
 LCOE estimates per the 2018 IRP do not factor social impacts of retiring coal units such as direct
jobs, indirect jobs, and tax base loss.
 It is not clear if or how the IRP includes coal decommissioning costs, land acquisition costs for
renewables, transmission costs for renewables, or other elements integral to the LCOE calculation.
These “other costs” should be evaluated thoroughly.
 The IRP does not appear to thoroughly consider a “status quo” scenario of keeping all four Dallman
units in operation.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Phil Gonet
IRP; Bushnell, Micah
New Study
Thursday, June 6, 2019 12:15:42 PM
The Levelized Cost of Electricity from Existing Generation Resources.pdf

Attached is a new study that was released on June 3. The study finds that, on average, the LCOE for
the existing coal fleet is less than the LCOE for new sources of electricity.
It is my opinion that the coal prices in the IRP Reference Case are not realistic. In light of this study, I
recommend TEA be instructed to analyze costs for the Dallman units with realistic coal prices and
report back to CWLP.
Phil Gonet
1616 Cressa Court
Springfield, Illinois 62704

Phil Gonet

Phillip M. Gonet
President
Illinois Coal Association
212 S. 2nd Street
Springfield, IL 62701
W: 217-528-2092
C: 217-971-7766
www.ilcoalassn.com
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Phil Gonet
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Comments on the CWLP Integrated Resource Plan 060319.pdf
FINAL FGD Task Force Report and Appendix.pdf

Attached are my comments on the Integrated Resource Plan. Also attached is the FGD Task Force
Report of December 2018 referenced in the comments.
Contact me if you have questions or need more information.
Phil

Phil Gonet

Phillip M. Gonet
President
Illinois Coal Association
212 S. 2nd Street
Springfield, IL 62701
W: 217-528-2092
C: 217-971-7766
www.ilcoalassn.com
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Executive Summary
The Flue Gas Desulfurization (“FGD”) Task Force Act (20 ILCS 5120) created the FGD
Task Force “to increase the amount of Illinois Basin coal use in generation units,” and to
“identify and evaluate the costs, benefits, and barriers of new and modified FGD, or other
post-combustion sulfur dioxide emission control technologies, and other capital
improvements, that would be necessary for generation units to comply with the sulfur
dioxide National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) while improving the ability of
those generation units to meet the effluent limitation guidelines (ELGs) for wastewater
discharges and enhancing the marketability of the generation units' FGD byproducts.” The
purpose of this document is to provide background and analysis necessary for policy makers
to arrive at informed decisions regarding Illinois coal use in Illinois electrical generation.
The FGD Task Force convened on five occasions. These meetings were publicly noticed
and were conducted in accordance with the Public Meetings Act. Meetings were held on
September 26th, October 10th, October 24th, November 11th, and December 17, in 2018.
Members of the Task Force included Illinois House Representatives Avery Bourne, Linda
Chapa LaVia, Anna Moeller, and Dave Severin; Illinois Senators Dale Fowler, Andy Manar,
and Paul Schimpf; Alec Messina, Director of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency;
Tom Benner, Director of the Department of Natural Resource’s Office of Mines and
Minerals; William Matuscak, Archer Daniels Midland Company ; Doug Brown, City, Water,
Light & Power; and Phil Gonet, Illinois Coal Association.
At these public meetings, relevant information was brought forth by Task Force Members
and their representatives, as well as from interested parties. This report has been drafted by
staff of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, contains all relevant information
brought forth and presented to the Task Force by Task Force Members and interested parties,
as well as minutes of the meeting in the Appendix to this document.
This report contains a history of the decline in the use of Illinois coal in electricity generation
and the factors leading to this decline. These factors include regulations limiting sulfur
dioxide (“SO2”) emissions from power plants, the economics of controlling the emissions of
SO2 in coal-fired electrical generating units (“EGUs”), and the use in Illinois power
generation of low-sulfur coal from the Western United States.
This report also discusses a relatively new technology for SO 2 emission control whose
proponents claim is extremely well-suited for application to coal-fired powered EGUs
combusting Illinois coal, and the barriers to new technologies for emission control.
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Background
The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 and the environmental regulations since then have
contributed to a significant detrimental effect on the Illinois coal industry. A major
component of these regulations is the reduction of sulfur dioxide (“SO 2”) emissions from
coal burning power plants, as SO2 is a pollutant that can be harmful to the human respiratory
system and is conducive to rain acidification. The sulfur content of coal mined in Illinois is
high relative to other sources of coal, which leads to higher emissions of SO2 when
combusted in the absence of add-on SO2 emission control.
Power plants have had several options to comply with SO2 limits in these regulations. The
plants could install pollution control equipment such as flue gas desulfurization (“FGD”)
systems, purchase allowances to permit SO 2 emissions, switch to lower-sulfur sources of
coal (primarily sub-bituminous coal from the Powder River Basin in Wyoming), or cease
operation. While some Illinois power generators did install pollution control equipment to
allow them to continue to burn Illinois coal, the majority of the coal-fired generators in the
state chose to switch their fuel source to low-sulfur coal. Additionally, some power plants
choose to burn low-sulfur western coal at generation units that have SO 2 controls, but this is
attributable to stringent Illinois SO2 requirements discussed in more detail in later sections of
this report.
The Illinois utilities choosing to switch fuel sources were led by Commonwealth Edison
Company (“Com Ed”) which operated several coal power plants at the time, in addition to
operating nuclear power plants in Illinois. Com Ed was having difficulty in receiving
approval from the Illinois Commerce Commission (“ICC”) in incorporating those nuclear
plants fully into its rate base. Faced with the cost of hundreds of millions of dollars for
scrubbers requiring approval by the ICC in a lengthy, contentious rate case, Com Ed opted
for alternatives to meet the SO2 limits. Com Ed determined it could meet the SO 2 limits by
switching to low-sulfur Western coal. A key factor in this decision was an order from the
ICC which approved transportation costs as part of the fuel costs meaning these costs were
immediately recoverable in electric sales through the Fuel Adjustment Clause. This decision
was based on the Interstate Commerce Clause prohibiting laws and rules that would support
Illinois coal to the detriment of competition from products produced outside Illinois.
The impact on the Illinois coal industry was immediate and negative. Coal production
declined 50% in 13 years, from 62 million tons in 1990 to 31 million tons in 2003. Since the
mid-1990s, roughly 30 - 50 million tons per year of coal from Western states have been
transported to be burned in Illinois power plants. Over the same period, 85% of the coal
produced in Illinois has been exported for use out of state.
Since 1990, efforts to encourage Illinois power plants to switch to Illinois coal have faced
two major hurdles, neither of which has been overcome. First, in 1991 the General
Assembly enacted legislation that ordered the ICC to approve the construction of four
scrubbers at unspecified power plants. The law was challenged by interests from the
Western states as interfering with the free flow of interstate commerce in violation of the
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Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution. In 1995, the U.S. Court of Appeals in the
Seventh District struck down the 1991 Illinois law. This precedent presents difficulties for
the state in providing incentives or subsidies encouraging the use of Illinois coal in Illinois
power plants.
Second, a law enacted in 1997 provided for the deregulation of electric generation in Illinois.
Utilities no longer could request rate increases from the ICC to pay for the construction of
new power plants or large capital expenditures for existing power plants such as pollution
control equipment. In fact, utilities own very little generation in Illinois, with most
generation owned by merchant generation companies that must recover their costs in a
competitive market that includes other states. In many cases, investments in pollution
control equipment such as FGD cannot be recouped or repaid while remaining competitive in
Illinois’ deregulated electric market. Together these factors have led to the continued decline
in Illinois coal production.
Illinois Coal Industry
Illinois sits atop much of the Illinois Coal Basin, and coal underlies 65% of the state. Illinois
has the largest reported bituminous coal resources of any state in the U.S., totaling 38 billion
tons of recoverable coal reserves. This represents one quarter of the nation’s bituminous
coal reserves. The heating value of the coal reserves in Illinois is greater than for all the oil
reserves of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait.
Currently, 85% of coal production in Illinois comes from two coal seams, the Herrin No. 6
and the Springfield No. 5, and there are 18 active coal mines in 13 counties in Illinois. These
seams average from 4.5 to 8 feet in thickness, and the heating value is between 10,200 and
14,000 Btu per pound.
Between1990 and 2007, Illinois coal production declined from over 61,000,000 tons to
32,000,000 tons mined per year. In that same period, consumption of Illinois coal in Illinois
facilities declined from 15,598,500 tons per year to 5,690,400 tons per year, or from 59% to
9%. Yet, in that same period, total coal consumption in Illinois from all sources (Illinois
coal and non-Illinois coal) increased from approximately 25,000,000 tons to over 60,000,000
tons.
Of the 15 power plants in Illinois that are significant consumers of coal, 12 are located
within 50 miles of an Illinois coal mine. However, use of coal mined in Illinois at these
facilities has declined dramatically, presumably due to the environmental and economic
factors discussed in this report.
A more detailed description of Illinois’ coal production and utilization in Illinois can be
found in the presentation to the FGD Task Force given by the Department of Natural
Resources.
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Figure 1.

Coal-Fired Electrical Generation in Illinois
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As can be seen in Table 1, the majority of Illinois’ coal-fired generation capacity is
combusting coal from the Powder River Basin (“PRB”) located in the Western states of
Wyoming and Montana. The following sections of this report provide a more detailed
analysis of the environmental and economic factors that have led to these fuel choices. As
prefaced in the Background section of this report, the high sulfur content of Illinois coal
seemingly remains the primary barrier to its use in power generation in Illinois and
elsewhere.
Air Quality Issues and Regulations Related to Sulfur Dioxide Emissions
While the aforementioned Clean Air Act Amendments addressed SO2 emissions and their
impact on acid rain, more recent regulations for SO 2 emissions have been aimed at impacts
on human health and other environmental quality impacts. Acid rain is no longer a
significant consideration in limiting emissions of SO 2.
Currently, the primary consideration related to SO 2 emissions from coal-fired EGUs is
meeting the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (“NAAQS”) that limit allowable
concentrations of pollutants in ambient air in any area that is accessible to the public.
The NAAQS for SO2, revised in 2010, is 75 parts per billion, assessed on a 1-hour basis.
Areas of concern for the SO2 NAAQS are generally localized near large emitters of SO2,
such as large coal-fired facilities. In 2015, Illinois adopted new rules for reducing SO2
emissions in two areas of the State that were determined to be in nonattainment of the SO 2
NAAQS. Both of those areas were impacted by SO2 emissions from coal-fired power plants,
and the adopted rules contained new emission limits for those plants. Currently, those
nonattainment areas have SO2 concentrations that meet the NAAQS, and will be
redesignated to attainment of the standard in the near future.
SO2 also reacts in the atmosphere with other pollutants, such as ammonia, to form fine
particles that are regulated as a different pollutant known as PM2.5, or particulate matter
with particles being 2.5 micrometers or less in diameter. PM2.5 is known to have human
health effects, including respiratory and cardiovascular impacts, and there is also a NAAQS
for PM2.5. The PM2.5 NAAQS, established in 2012, is 12.0 micrograms per cubic meter
(µg/m3) on an annual basis, and 35 µg/m3 on a 24-hour basis. All areas of Illinois are
currently monitoring PM2.5 concentrations that are in attainment of these standards.
Once PM2.5 is emitted or formed in the atmosphere, it can also travel to other areas and
other states. This is generally called pollutant transport. Transport of PM2.5 can contribute
to nonattainment of the NAAQS in other areas or other states, and also may contribute to
visibility impairment or hazy atmospheric conditions. Control of SO 2 emissions to limit
formation of PM2.5 is a key goal of the Regional Haze Rule. The Regional Haze Rule is
aimed at reducing visibility impacts in National Parks and other areas designated by the
USEPA as “Class I Areas” under the rule. The Regional Haze Rule was designed to return
all Class I Areas in the United States to natural visibility conditions by the 2065. Illinois is
currently meeting all of its obligations related to the Regional Haze Rule.
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Federal Regulations Limiting SO2 Emissions
Emissions of SO2 in Illinois and the United States, in general, have been drastically reduced
since the 1990s. Much of this reduction is a result of a series of federal “cap and trade”
programs that continue today. In a cap and trade program, a total SO2 emissions budget, in
tons, is set for an entire region of the United States, and that number of one-ton emission
allowances is created. At the end of a year, an emission source, such as a power plant, must
hold a number of allowances equal to its emissions in that year. These allowances are
allocated to sources based on a number of factors, including historical emissions. The
allowances can be traded between sources to meet their emissions in that year. This cap and
trade system encourages control of emissions in the most economically efficient manner. A
source may choose to control emissions using control equipment, such as FGD where it is
economical to deploy, or a source can simply purchase allowances to cover its emissions. A
source with SO2 controls may be able to offset a portion of the cost of those controls by
selling excess allowances that are not needed due to the controls at that source. This
incentivizes the installation of control equipment where it is most economically viable. In a
cap and trade program, the availability and price of allowances may fluctuate, but the total
emissions in the affected region can be guaranteed to be less than the emission budget.
These cap and trade programs have been very successful in ratcheting down SO 2 emissions
in the Eastern United States since 1995.
The Acid Rain Program, beginning in 1995, was designed with a budget of 8.95 million tons
of SO2. At the time, this budget amounted to a reduction of approximately 7 million tons of
SO2 annually. The next iteration of SO2 cap and trade program was the Clean Air Interstate
Rule (“CAIR”). CAIR began with an emission budget of 3.6 million tons in 2009, which
was reduced in Phase II to 2.5 million tons. The current SO 2 cap and trade program in place
is the Cross-State Air Pollution Rule (“CSAPR”), which began with an emission budget in
line with CAIR, but starting in 2017, the SO2 emission budget is set at 1.4 million tons.
Thus, in the years between 1995 and 2017, SO2 emissions from affected facilities in the
Eastern United States have been reduced from approximately 17 million tons annually to less
than 1.4 million tons annually.
The reduction in SO2 emissions from these programs was achieved in the power sector by a
combination of pollution control installations, the use of low-sulfur PRB coal, and the
retirement of less economically viable and older coal-fired facilities. In recent years, as
reductions have occurred, the cost for emission allowances has plummeted as excess
allowance are available. This has led to less incentive to install FGD, and a greater incentive
to use low-sulfur coal and to purchase allowances if necessary.
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Figure 2.

Allowance Prices in Federal Trading Programs

As can be seen in Figure 2, allowance prices remained steady in the range of $150 to $200
per ton until 2004. Allowance prices then increased sharply due to the uncertainty of the
impact of lower budgets when CAIR was proposed. This meant that power plants could elect
to install emission controls to reduce their emissions and thereby also reduce the number of
allowances required to be surrendered for compliance. Any subsequent surplus in allowances
from those allocated compared to allowances required to be surrendered could be sold to assist in
offsetting a portion of the costs associated with installing and operating the new emission control
device. However, since that time allowance prices have continued to decline precipitously to
$2 a ton or lower today.1 At such a low price, the federal trading program is no longer an
incentive for the installation of FGD.
State Regulations Limiting SO2 Emissions
Illinois regulations aimed at attaining the NAAQS for SO 2 near power plants and other large
sources of SO2 emissions can be found in Title 35 of the Illinois Administrative Code (“35
IAC”) in Part 214.603. These limits are source-specific and are in terms of pounds of SO2
emitted per hour to ensure that SO2 concentrations around those sources remain below the
NAAQS. These rules assist in bringing all areas of Illinois into attainment of the NAAQS
for SO2.
Additional limits for SO2 from power plants are found in 35 IAC Part 225 in the MultiPollutant Standard (“MPS”) and Combined Pollutant Standard (“CPS”). The MPS and CPS
contain rate-based SO2 limits in terms of pounds of SO2 per million Btu (“lb/mmBtu”) of
heat input to a unit. These limits are evaluated on the basis of average emissions from an
entire fleet of EGUs controlled by a single owner or operator. Current emission limits in the
MPS and CPS range from 0.11 lb/mmBtu to 0.23 lb/mmBtu. These emission rates are much
1

2011 average SO2 allowance prices at auction were $2.81 and have not exceeded $1 since.
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lower than can be achieved from the uncontrolled combustion of Illinois or PRB coal, but the
emission averaging means that not all units in a given fleet need additional SO2 control
equipment for that fleet of units to comply with the average limits.
These state regulations are currently a more significant driver for SO 2 emission control in
Illinois than the federal trading programs. These limits apply to all of the units listed in
Table 1 that are currently operated by Vistra and Midwest Generation, and also account for
all of the facilities on that list burning PRB coal.
Compliance Measures for Meeting SO2 Limits
As previously noted, SO2 emission limits applicable to units, and to fleets of units, range
between 0.11 lb/mmBtu and 1.2 lb/mmBtu. Uncontrolled emissions from coal combustion
range from 0.5 to 5.0 lb/mmBtu depending on the source of the coal and other factors.
The primary method of emission reductions for these power plants is the use of low-sulfur
coal from outside of Illinois and post-combustion FGD.
Comparison of Illinois Coal and PRB Coal
Again, a major factor in the decline in Illinois coal use has been the availability and cost of
low-sulfur PRB coal. A comparison of Illinois coal to PRB coal and their respective
suitability for use in Illinois EGUs must include the heating value of the fuels, fuel costs,
transportation costs, and the sulfur content of each coal type. The following comparison uses
data from the Energy Information Administration (“EIA”) and contains approximate values
that can be applied generally to Illinois coal and PRB coal. These values vary depending on
more specific locations from which a particular coal has been produced.
Illinois coal is a bituminous coal with a heating value around 11,800 Btu per pound. PRB
coal is a subbituminous coal with a heating value around 8,800 Btu per pound. This amounts
to an average heating value for Illinois coal that is 34% greater than PRB coal.
Recent spot prices for Illinois coal from EIA have been approximately $32 per ton, while
spot prices for PRB coal have been approximately $12 per ton. These relatively low costs
for PRB coal can be attributed to its lower production costs due to the coal’s relative
proximity to the surface and recoverable coal seams that can be as much as 80 – 100 feet
thick. However, the delivery cost to transport PRB coal to users in Illinois is around $21 per
ton, increasing the delivered price of a ton of PRB coal to around $33 per ton. As such,
Illinois coal and delivered PRB coal are roughly equal in terms of cost in dollars per ton, and
delivered Illinois coal can be more expensive than PRB coal on a per-ton basis. However,
given the higher heating value of Illinois coal noted above, Illinois coal is generally less
expensive than PRB coal on a dollar-per-Btu basis, although some comments to the Task
Force have suggested that the cost for Powder River Basin coal is comparable or even less
than that for Illinois coal on a dollar-per-Btu basis.
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The major factor in the use of PRB coal rather than Illinois coal is the sulfur content of each
fuel. SO2 emissions from uncontrolled combustion of Illinois coal are in a range between 3
and 5 lbs/mmBtu, while emissions from combustions of uncontrolled PRB coal are in a
range between 0.4 and 0.9 lb/mmBtu. It is this difference in sulfur content that outweighs
the heating value advantage of Illinois coal in most economic considerations. Many power
plants can comply with SO2 regulations by using PRB coal without the capital expenditures
and operating costs associated with installing FGD pollution control equipment. FGD
systems are unquestionably necessary when burning Illinois coal. Common FGD
technologies and the costs associated therewith are discussed in the following section.
Technology for Controlling SO2 Emissions
In Illinois and elsewhere, the most common and effective compliance measures for reducing
SO2 emissions from coal combustion is the use of low-sulfur coal and the use of postcombustion FGD systems.
In general, FGD systems remove SO2 from combustion gases by using an alkaline reagent to
absorb the pollutant and produce a solid compound that can be removed. Three different
types of FGD are typically used today to reduce SO 2 emissions from EGUs: wet scrubbers,
dry scrubbers, and dry sorbent injection (“DSI”).
Wet scrubbers use a wet slurry, usually of limestone or lime, to react with SO2 in the flue
gas. This reaction of the calcium in the slurry and the SO 2 in the flue gas forms gypsum
(CaSO) that can be removed, but must be dewatered, creating wastewater from the process.
Wet scrubbing is the most expensive type of FGD due to the high capital cost of installation,
but is also often the most appropriate type for large coal-fired boilers. Wet scrubbing also
achieves the highest SO2 control efficiencies, typically in a range of 90 to 95%, but
potentially up to 99%. Additional annual operation costs include the cost of lime or
limestone sorbent, the energy required to operate the control, and costs associated with
wastewater treatment. Further, there are considerable annual maintenance costs as well as
additional wastewater regulations, the Effluent Limitation Guidelines, that are imposed on
wastewaters associated with scrubbing activities.
Dry scrubbers, or spray dryers, use a sorbent slurry similar to those used in wet scrubbers to
react with SO2in the flue gas, however, in a dry scrubber the flue gas heat evaporates all of
the added water in the slurry, and the salts formed by the SO2 and sorbent are collected
downstream by a particulate control device such as an electrostatic precipitator (“ESP”) or a
fabric filter baghouse. Dry scrubbing typically achieves SO 2 control efficiencies in a range
of 80 to 90%, but can also achieve higher efficiencies. Dry scrubbing is generally less
expensive than wet scrubbing because handling and treatment of wet waste products is not
required, but like wet scrubbing, there are operation and maintenance costs.
DSI systems remove SO2 by injecting a dry sorbent directly into the combustion chamber,
into the flue gas duct ahead of the particulate control, or into an additional reaction chamber
designed specifically for sorbent injection. DSI systems are often the lowest-cost option for
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SO2 control due to lower installation costs, but typically only achieve control efficiencies in
a range between 50 and 80%. DSI is effective for units of any size, but additional sorbent is
required for greater SO2 removal. Costs for DSI are heavily dependent upon the cost and
usage rate of the sorbent, and can vary greatly due to the size of a unit, the desired control
efficiency, and a number of other factors specific to any given power plant. Again, there are
operating and maintenance costs associated with DSI systems.
Economics of FGD
The most relevant measures for the cost of SO 2 control by FGD are the costs in dollars per
ton of SO2 removed, and the annualized costs of installing and operating an FGD system.
The dollars per ton of SO2 removed figures are useful in comparison to prices for emission
allowances. Annualized costs of controls include capital costs amortized over the life of the
system and the operation and maintenance costs associated with the control, and provide an
understandable estimate of the actual costs to a power plant operators. Estimates for costs
have been taken from USEPA information, and the following estimates are based on a unit
with a capacity of 500 megawatts. Coal-fired units in Illinois range between 78 and 800
MW, but a 500 MW unit could be considered a unit of typical size in Illinois for the purposes
of these estimates.
Wet scrubbing system capital costs range from $50 to $125 million per unit controlled, and
annualized costs range from $10 to $25 million annually. Control costs are in a range of
$200 to $500 per ton of SO2 removed. It should be noted that many power plants operate
several generating units and total capital costs and annualized costs can be much higher than
the estimate above for control of an entire power plant with multiple units.
Dry scrubbing system capital costs range from $20 to $75 million per unit controlled, and
annualized costs are also range from $10 to $25 million annually. Control costs are in a
range of $150 to $300 per ton of SO2 removed. As with the cost estimates given for wet
scrubbing systems, it should be noted that many power plants operate several generating
units and total capital costs and annualized costs can be much higher than the estimate above
for control of an entire power plant with multiple units.
DSI system capital costs range from $3 to $15 million, but as previously stated, control costs
and annualized costs are heavily dependent upon factors specific to the power plant and their
target control efficiency. Again, there are associated operating and maintenance costs.
Capital costs for wet and dry scrubbers in recent years have proven to economically
discourage plant owners from installing those FGD types. Recent installations of FGD in
Illinois have been the lower-cost DSI systems applied to units that are also burning lowsulfur coal to meet Illinois SO2 regulation limits, as well as to control other acid gases.
Because allowance prices have fallen to the $2-per-ton range, and cost of control with FGD
remains in the $150 to $500-per-ton range, the federal trading program is no longer an
incentive to install controls. Additionally, with annualized costs in the range of $10 to $25
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million, the use of low-sulfur coal from outside Illinois in lieu of installing and operating
controls outweighs the advantage Illinois coal would provide with its higher heating value.
Alternative SO2 Control Technology
At the October 10th meeting of the FGD Task Force, a presentation was made by
representatives of Jiangnan Environmental Technology Inc. (“JET”), a company that reports
it has been installing and operating ammonia-based FGD systems outside the U.S.
According to JET, these ammonia-based FGD systems have many advantages over
conventional limestone/lime wet scrubbers and can increase revenue at a power plant
through the sale of the byproducts of the systems. JET representatives suggested that use of
higher-sulfur Illinois coal in their systems was actually preferable to low-sulfur coal because
it would produce more byproduct which is potentially saleable.
According to JET, advantages of ammonia-based FGD systems include: SO2 control
efficiencies of 99% or greater; no wastewater or solid waste; lesser power consumption by
the controls and thus lower operating costs; and profits through the sale of ammonia sulfate
as a fertilizer.
The company’s business model involves financial support for the cost incurred by EGU
owner related to installation of the technology, for the costs associated with the packaging
and sale of the fertilizer byproduct, and for operation of the control at the plant. JET posits
this arrangement provides for essentially no-cost control of SO2 emissions in addition to a
share of the revenue to the plant from the sale of the byproduct.
JET does not currently operate any ammonia-based FGD systems in the U.S., however, the
company apparently has installed the technology in over 150 projects worldwide, and claims
that the technology is mature and suitable for use in the U.S. Issues of concern for
installation of this technology in the U.S. are the permitting difficulties presented by a thirdparty control operator, potential additional emissions of ammonia and particulate matter,
ensuring that there are indeed no issues requiring water permitting, and the issues involving
accumulation of byproduct in the event it is not marketable.
Also at the October 10th meeting of the FGD Task Force, an FGD Task Force member
representing City Water Light & Power in Springfield presented information regarding new
control technologies from the perspective of a power plant operator. The presentation
included concerns for power plant operators associated with risk in meeting capacity
requirements, compliance risk (since the EGU owner/operator remains responsible for
meeting emission limits even if the FGD owner is contractually running the control device),
risk from future regulations that could apply to new technologies, permitting (including that
the technology would require an application for and issuance of an air pollution control
permit from the Bureau of Air, and that the owner/operator would be responsible for the
permit of a control device being run by another company), and the ultimate liability of the
plant operator for projects at their plants (such as a situation where the company responsible
for the control device were to go out of business, all liability for compliance and future
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operation of those controls would run to the power plant operator). It was suggested that
grants to incentivize installation of new technologies may be needed to mitigate some of
these risks, and other aspects would require cooperation with government bodies for
permitting and regulatory issues.
Public Comments at Meetings of the FGD Task Force
In public comments to the FGD task Force, David Repp, a representative of JET, suggested
that the Task Force Report should provide legislative pathways for Illinois to support
alternative technologies that would incentivize use of Illinois coal in power generation in
Illinois.
In response to these comments, Julie Armitage, Chief of the Illinois EPA’s Bureau of Air,
suggested that companies offering alternative technological solutions would be best served
by communicating directly with power generators in Illinois. Ms. Armitage added that these
EGUs have an existing approach for compliance with all requirements regarding emissions
of SO2, and it is ultimately the responsibility of their owners to determine whether an
alternative technology is technically and economically appropriate for their emission
sources.
Also in Response to Mr. Repp’s comments, Phil Gonet, FGD Task Force member and
President of the Illinois Coal Association, concurred with Mr. Repp that the Task Force
should encourage power generators in Illinois to explore alternative technologies if they
could lower compliance costs and assist Illinois’ fleet of EGUs.
JET also provided written public comments to the Task Force that have been included in the
Appendix to this document.
Peabody, an entity that operates multiple underground coal mines and surface mining
operations in the Illinois Basin and the Powder River Basin, also provided the Task Force
with written comments.
Vistra, an entity that owns and operates nine coal-fired power plants provided written
comments to the Task force discussing the coal price information in this report, additional
barriers to use of Illinois coal, and remarks on the comments provided by Peabody and JET.
Input and information provided by FGD Task Force Members and in public comments by
interested parties has been incorporated into this report where appropriate and are included in
full in the Appendix to this report.
Conclusions
The FGD Task Force was created to examine and identify ways to increase the use of Illinois
coal in Illinois power plants. Several reports and presentations were made to the Task Force
in its public meetings.
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A presentation was given to the Task Force by Jiangnan Environmental Technology (JET),
Inc. during one of its meetings about its ammonia-based FGD system, which has been
installed and is in operation at over 300 coal-fired units in China. The success of JET’s
technology could possibly be assessed by way of a third-party, independent evaluation
conducted for a utility in Indiana.
A key component of the JET proposal is that JET is committed to building and operating the
FGD system. This could provide significant economic benefits to the power plant:
• If it is currently operating an FGD system, the current costs for that system could
possibly be eliminated as they relate to the actual scrubber, depending upon a number
of factors.
• Fuel switching to Illinois coal could possibly decrease some operating costs.
Research conducted for this report indicates that, when analyzed on a dollar-per-Btu
delivered basis, Illinois coal cost is less than for coal from the Powder River Basin.
However, in some cases Illinois coal use may cause higher operation and maintenance
costs, and some comments to the Task Force have suggested that the cost for Powder
River Basin coal is comparable or even less than that for Illinois coal on a dollar-perBtu basis.
• The JET proposal provides for potential sharing of profits with the power plant from
the potential sale of fertilizer manufactured from the FGD system byproduct,
assuming that buyers can be found for this type of fertilizer.
• The JET technology has a closed loop water system with no discharge of waste off the
power plant property, which is an environmental benefit.
From the information gathered for this report, the FGD Task Force acknowledges the
challenges to sustaining and increasing the use of Illinois coal, and is encouraged by
technological developments that could prove useful in achieving that goal. In the Illinois
deregulated electricity market, the cost of constructing, operating, and maintaining FGD
systems on independent generating units has been one of the biggest obstacles to the use of
Illinois coal. While it would require further site-specific evaluation by EGU owners and
operators, the ammonia-based FGD technology presented by JET could possibly overcome
hurdles to Illinois coal usage. Currently the investor-owned power plants in Illinois are
owned by Vistra Energy and NRG Energy. Accordingly, the Task Force urges Vistra Energy
and NRG Energy to seriously consider this technology for its Illinois power plants.
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Appendix
I.

Agendas and Minutes of the FGD Task Force Meetings

II.

Presentations to the FGD Task Force

III. Written Public Comments to the FGD Task Force

I.

Agendas and Minutes of the FGD Task Force
1. September 26, 2018
2. October 10, 2018
3. October 24, 2018
4. November 19, 2018
5. December 17, 2018

PUBLIC NOTICE

of Meeting
Flue Gas Desulfurization Task Force
Wednesday, September 26, 2018
10 a.m. – Noon
Illinois EPA
1021 North Grand Avenue East
Springfield, IL

AGENDA
1. Welcome and introduction of Task Force members
2. Purpose of Task Force
3. FGD Presentation
4. Future topics for discussion
5. Scheduling of future Task Force meetings
6. Opportunity for public comment and questions
7. Adjourn

MINUTES of the
FLUE GAS DESULFURIZATION TASK FORCE MEETING
Held on SEPTEMBER 26, 2018
•

Meeting commenced at 10:03 a.m.

•

Task Force members present:
o Director Messina, IEPA
o Tom Benner, IDNR
o Representative Bourne
o Doug Brown, CWLP
o Representative Chapa LaVia (phone)
o Phil Gonet, Illinois Coal Association
o William Matuscak (ADM)
o Senator Schimpf
o Representative Severin (phone)

•

Welcome

•

Recitation of the Purpose of the Task Force

•

Brief discussion of proposed elements of FGD report

•

Flue Gas Desulfurization presentation by Rory Davis, IEPA

•

History of Coal presentation by Phil Gonet, Illinois Coal Association

•

Suggestions for future testimony:
o Gonet: Proposed presentation by JET, Inc. regarding ammonia-based FGD
system that would be constructed and operated by Jet, who would sell the byproduct as a high-grade fertilizer; currently operating 300 units in China
o Brown: Proposed presentation of overall costs to operate EGUs
o Benner: Proposed presentation regarding coal reserves in Illinois
o Bourne: Proposal to utilize first half of proposed October 24 Task Force meeting
for additional testimony

•

Future Task Force meetings scheduling:
o Agreed to next meet on October 10
o Agreed to proposed schedule of additional meetings including October 24,
December 5, and December 19 at 10:00 a.m. at the Springfield IEPA office
o Proposed to meet the afternoon of November 13 or the morning of November 14

•

No public comment

•

Adjourn:
o Motion: Gonet
o Second: Severin

PUBLIC NOTICE
of Meeting

Flue Gas Desulfurization Task Force
Wednesday, October 10, 2018
10 a.m. – Noon
Illinois EPA
1021 North Grand Avenue East
Springfield, IL

AGENDA
1. Welcome and introduction of Task Force members
2. Approval of 9/26/18 meeting minutes
3. Presentations
o Summary of Coal Industry: Tom Benner, IDNR
o Economic Considerations: Doug Brown, CWLP
o JET, Inc.: David Repp
4. Future topics for discussion
5. Scheduling of November Task Force meeting
6. Opportunity for public comment and questions
7. Adjourn

MINUTES of the
FLUE GAS DESULFURIZATION TASK FORCE MEETING
Held on OCTOBER 10, 2018
•

Meeting commenced at 10:03 a.m.

•

Task Force members present:
o Director Messina, IEPA
o Senator Schimpf
o Representative Bourne (phone)
o Senator Fowler (phone)
o Representative Severin (phone)

o
o
o
o

Tom Benner, IDNR
Doug Brown, CWLP
William Matuscak, ADM
Phil Gonet, Illinois Coal Association (phone)

•

Approval of 9/26/18 meeting minutes:
o Motion: Tom Benner
o Second: Senator Schimpf

•

Presentations:
o Summary of Coal Industry: Tom Benner, IDNR - Overview and discussion of Illinois coal mines
including production, consumption and reserves, and coal-fired plants
o Economic Considerations: Doug Brown, CWLP - Overview and discussion of market conditions,
barriers and considerations, and new technology
o JET, Inc.: David Repp - Overview and discussion of Ammonia Based Desulfurization

•

Discussion:
o Senator Schimpf: questioned reach out to Illinois Farm Bureau, as the JET model is based on
demand for new fertilizer.
- JET: No reach out to IFB, but performed own market research.
o Matuscak: questioned typical term of agreement.
- JET: 8-10 years.
o Gonet: requested that the Task Force support the exploration of JET’s proposal and make it the
foundation of the Task Force report.
o JET: willing to host Illinois delegation in China to tour plants and view technology.

•

Suggestions for future meetings:
o Bourne: questioned the current legislative and regulatory environment including any regulatory
hurdles.
o Gonet: requested the IEPA Bureau of Air staff verify numbers and discuss permitting.

•

No public comment

•

Next Meeting:
o Wednesday, October 24, 2018
10am
Illinois EPA, Springfield

•

Adjournment:
o Motion: Senator Schimpf
o Second: Tom Benner

PUBLIC NOTICE

of Meeting
Flue Gas Desulfurization Task Force
Wednesday, October 24, 2018
10 a.m. – Noon
Illinois EPA
1021 North Grand Avenue East
Springfield, IL

AGENDA
1. Welcome and introduction of Task Force members
2. Approval of 10/10/18 meeting minutes
3. Presentation and discussion of draft report
4. Scheduling of November Task Force meeting
5. Opportunity for public comment and questions
6. Adjourn

DRAFT MINUTES of the
FLUE GAS DESULFURIZATION TASK FORCE MEETING
October 24, 2018
•

Meeting commenced at 10:05am

•

Task Force members present:
o Director Messina, IEPA
o Senator Schimpf
o William Matuscak, ADM
o Dan Wheeler (for Tom Benner), DNR

o
o
o
o

Representative Bourne (phone)
Representative Severin (phone)
Representative Chapa LaVia (phone)
Phil Gonet, Illinois Coal Association (phone)

•

Approval of 10/10/18 meeting minutes:
o Motion: Senator Schimpf
o Second: William Matuscak

•

Presentation and discussion of draft report:
o Gonet: commented that draft lays out the issues and challenges well, but suggested the Task
Force consider inviting NRG or Vistra to comment.
o Schimpf: asked how we might incorporate public comment.
- Messina: we will add a section to reflect that the meetings were public noticed, and
opportunity was provided for public comment.
- Gonet: final report will be recommendations to the General Assembly and not necessarily
final action; public will still have opportunity to be involved in any potential legislation.
- Bourne: on other Task Forces, we have viewed the report as a document to the public that
outlines the current state of affairs on an issue and directs the General Assembly to act as
necessary.
- ChapaLaVia: concurs with Rep. Bourne.

• Scheduling of next meeting:
o Tentatively plan for November 13th at 2pm, IEPA will secure a room in either the Capitol or
Stratton Building.
• Public Comment:
o David Repp, JET: suggests that the Executive Summary include pathways for legislation or
roadmap for Illinois to support alternative technologies.
- Julie Armitage, IEPA: JET also needs to be effectively communicating this info to the facilities;
it is ultimately up to them to see if it makes technical and economic sense. It is important to
remember that all of the EGUs are currently in compliance.
- Gonet: understand Julie’s point, but we should do what we can to save the existing coal fleet
by lowering the cost to comply. The Task Force should encourage the EGUs to explore
alternative technology.
• Adjournment:
o Motion: Senator Schimpf
o Second: Phil Gonet

PUBLIC NOTICE
of Meeting

Flue Gas Desulfurization Task Force
Monday, November 19, 2018
2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Illinois EPA
1021 North Grand Avenue East
Springfield, IL
(Via Conference Call)
AGENDA
1. Welcome and introduction of Task Force members
2. Approval of 10/24/18 meeting minutes
3. Discussion of draft report
4. Scheduling of final Task Force meeting
5. Opportunity for public comment and questions
6. Adjourn

MINUTES of the
FLUE GAS DESULFURIZATION TASK FORCE TELECONFERENCE MEETING
Held on NOVEMBER 19, 2018
•

Meeting commenced at 2:03pm.

•

Task Force members present by phone:
o Director Messina, IEPA
o Senator Schimpf
o Senator Fowler
o Representative Bourne

o
o
o
o

Representative Chapa LaVia
Tom Benner, IDNR
Doug Brown, CWLP
William Matuscak, ADM

•

Approval of 10/24/18 meeting minutes:
o Motion: Tom Benner
o Second: Representative Bourne

•

Discussion of draft report:
o Director Messina: Staff will include in Executive Summary information related to the Task Force
and its meetings (public notice, membership, etc). Comments from JET and Peabody, as well as the
presentations will be included in the Appendix.
o Discussion of JET comments:
▪ Director Messina: staff will also include JET’s third-party report in the Appendix.
o Discussion of Peabody comments:
▪ Rep. Bourne: the legislative intent was to focus on Illinois EGU.
▪ Sen. Schimpf: good to include that Illinois coal is being used in out of state EGUs; we
don’t want to do anything to discount Illinois companies’ work in other states.

•

Scheduling of final Task Force meeting:
o Director Messina: Look at week of December 10th for final Task Force meeting and vote on final
report.

•

No public comment

•

Adjournment:
o Motion: Senator Schimpf
o Second: Tom Benner

PUBLIC NOTICE
of Meeting

Flue Gas Desulfurization Task Force
Monday, December 17, 2018
2:00 p.m.
Illinois EPA
1021 North Grand Avenue East
Springfield, IL
AGENDA
1. Welcome and introduction of Task Force members
2. Approval of 11/19/18 meeting minutes
3. Discussion of draft report
4. Opportunity for public comment and questions
5. Vote on approval of report
6. Adjourn

MINUTES of the
FLUE GAS DESULFURIZATION TASK FORCE TELECONFERENCE MEETING
Held on DECEMBER 17, 2018
•

Meeting commenced at 2:03pm.

•

Task Force members present:
o Director Messina, IEPA
o Representative Bourne
o Phil Gonet, IL Coal Association
o William Matuscak, ADM

o
o
o
o

Tom Benner, IDNR
Senator Schimpf (phone)
Representative Chapa LaVia (phone)
Doug Brown, CWLP (phone)

•

Approval of 11/19/18 meeting minutes:
o Motion: Phil Gonet
o Second: William Matuscak

•

Discussion of draft report:
o Director Messina: IEPA received comments from JET, Vistra, Peabody, and the IL Coal
Association. The approach of IEPA staff drafting the report was to incorporate opposing viewpoints
into the report, and not to be the ultimate arbiter.
o Phil Gonet: asked staff to identify the section of the report that incorporated alternative comments on
the coast of PRB coal.
▪ William Matuscak: cost of coal is a moving target and depends on many variables,
including the company, time of year, supply chain, and transportation costs. Believes the
report provides a fair assessment.

•

No public comment

•

Approval of Task Force Report
o Motion: Tom Benner
o Second: William Matuscak

•

Adjournment:
o Motion: Representative Bourne
o Second: Tom Benner

II. Presentations to the FGD Task Force
1. Flue Gas Desulfurization for Illinois – Illinois EPA
2. Summary of the Illinois Coal Industry – Illinois DNR
3. Economic Considerations – CWLP
4. Ammonia Based Desfulfurization – JET

Agenda
• Market Conditions
• Barriers & Considerations
• New Technology

2

Market Conditions
• Unprecedented Load Decline
• Decreasing Costs of Gas, Wind & Solar
• Low Energy & Capacity Prices

3

Barriers & Considerations

• Reliability
• Risk
• Municipal Owned Generation

– Alternative Investments (Transmission & Gen.)
– Cost of Capacity, Energy and Ancillary Services

4

Barriers & Considerations

• Cost of Capital Improvements or Major
Maintenance
• Environmental Compliance
– Cost of capital improvements
– Risk of non-compliance
– Risk of future regulation

• Access to fuels (pipelines, coal, wind, solar)

6

New Technology
• Commercial Terms of an Agreement
– Risk for Capacity Requirements

• Environmental & Reliability Compliance
– Risk is born by Power Plants
– Future Regulations
– Permitting

• Benefit
– Greatly reduce costs to Power Plants
– No waste water

• Grants to Incentivize New Technology
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III. Public Comments to the FGD Task Force
1. Public Comments of Peabody
2. Public Comments of JET
3. Public Comments of Vistra
4. Technical Evaluation of an Ammonia-Based SO2
Scrubbing Technology’s Potential Applicability to
Vectren’s A.B. Brown Generating Station –
Submitted by JET

November 16, 2018

Alec Messina
Director
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
1021 North Grand Ave. East
PO Box 19276
Springfield, IL 62794
Dear Mr. Messina:
Jiangnan Environmental Technology Inc. (JET Inc.) is providing comments to the draft report from the Flue
Gas Desulfurization Task Force, “Analysis of the Illinois Coal Industry and Electrical Generation in
Illinois.” The FGD Task Force Act (20 ILCS 5120; Section (10(a)) was created to “increase the amount
of Illinois Basin coal use in generation units” and “identify and evaluate the costs, benefits, and barriers of
new and modified FGD…while improving the ability of those generation units to meet…ELGs for
wastewater discharges…and enhancing the marketability of the generation units FGD byproducts”. Our
company’s mission is closely aligned with this directive. Our mission is to keep coal fired assets
operational, lower the overall emissions, maintain employment, and provide the ability to operate these
facilities at an economic advantage by eliminating the cost of sulfur dioxide removal and generating a profit
from the sale of a valuable byproduct.
Our Comments are:
1. We were graciously invited to present our technology to the Task Force, and we feel it is important
for the Task Force to provide sufficient detail and discussion regarding our technology and proposal
to help the Electrical Generation Units. On Page 1 of the draft FGD Task Force report, it states
that “The purpose of this document is to provide the background and analysis necessary for policy
makers to arrive at informed decisions regarding Illinois coal use in Illinois electrical generation.”
One General comment about the report is that there is a need to provide additional information
regarding the Ammonia Based Scrubbing technology that is introduced in the draft report so that
stakeholders can make the most informed decision possible. A third party, independent evaluation
of Ammonia Based Desulfurization was performed and submitted in Testimony for Vectren’s AB
Brown Generating Station’s Cause 45052. The evaluation is submitted alongside these comments
to provide the additional information necessary to make informed decisions.
The title of the report is “Technical Evaluation of an Ammonia-Based SO2 Scrubbing Technology’s
Potential Applicability to Vectren’s A.B. Brown Generating Station.”
Summary of the Report:
Trimeric investigated the alternative of retrofitting Vectren’s A.B. Brown coal-fired generating
units with an ammonia-based SO2 scrubber technology that could eliminate or materially reduce
the wastewater discharge from the scrubbing process and produce commercially saleable
agricultural fertilizer as a byproduct of the process. For this investigation, Trimeric gathered
information about A.B. Brown Station and about ammonia-based scrubbing technology, reviewed
publicly available data, and held several conversations with engineers from Marsulex
Environmental Technologies (MET) and Jiangnan Environmental Technology (JET). Trimeric also

visited three operating coal-fired plants with ammonia-based SO2 scrubbing technology installed
and operating.
Trimeric found that ammonia-based scrubbing is a commercially-available technology that can
achieve high levels of SO2 removal. The technology can produce a saleable fertilizer byproduct. If
implemented, an ammonia-based scrubber could eliminate the concern that Vectren has about
complying with U.S. Steam Electric Power Generating Effluent Limitations Guidelines (ELG)
regulation. The technology has been successfully deployed in Poland and China at coal-fired power
plants at a scale comparable to the A.B. Brown units and using similar equipment design to what
would be used at A.B. Brown. Other technical aspects of the ammonia-based scrubber were
evaluated, including process availability/reliability/maintenance, ammonia and ammonium sulfate
handling safety, effect on the generating plant’s water balance and byproducts, impact on ability to
install carbon capture technologies, effect on other air emissions, and a preliminary economic
analysis. With respect to these aspects, no adverse information was identified in Trimeric’s
investigation that would be likely to prevent the ammonia-based scrubbing technology from being
a potentially viable candidate for an SO2 removal technology for A.B. Brown. As to mercury
emissions and particulate matter emissions, further investigation would be required to determine if
additional mercury removal processes and/or particulate control technologies, both of which are
commercially available, would need to be deployed along with an ammonia-based scrubber at A.B.
Brown to meet current emissions limits.
Reason for inclusion in the Task Force Report:
The Task Force did not have the resources needed to evaluate in detail, the technical and
environmental analysis of Ammonia based desulfurization as it relates to a coal fired power plant
in Illinois. Trimeric did perform this analysis, and the report will provide stakeholders access to
this information. The power plant that the analysis was performed for (AB Brown Generating
Station) is representative of some of the power plants in Illinois that the FGD Task Force is focused
on.

2. Additionally, to provide further clarity, we wanted to present a case study into the Task Force
Report. We used Kincaid for this example but can provide additional case studies for any of the
other coal plant in Illinois. All the generation and FGD cost data came from Form EIA-923. The
Form EIA-923 collects detailed electric power data -- monthly and annually -- on electricity
generation, fuel consumption, fossil fuel stocks, and receipts at the power plant and prime mover
level. The analysis is as follows. First, the data regarding the existing power generation, coal
consumption and SO2 removal costs are provided. Next, the economics of the ammonia based
desulfurization unit is presented. Finally, the additional cost savings and overall economics of the
system are presented.
Existing Power Generation, Coal Consumption, and SO2 removal costs at Kincaid
In 2017, Kincaid generated 4,666,728 MW hours of electricity from a total coal consumption of
50,418,601 MMBtu. The plant burned low sulfur Powder River Basin coal, and removed the sulfur
dioxide from the flue gas utilizing dry sorbent injection. EIA provides the sulfur removal costs in
2017 as $9,778,000.

Vistra Comments to the FGD Task Force
Vistra and IL Coal
As the owner of 9 coal-fired power plants in Illinois and owner of 5 additional coal-fired power plants in
Ohio and Texas, Luminant, a subsidiary of Vistra, is continuously evaluating fuel supply options with the
goal of finding the best mix of coal that will allow it to operate its power plants as efficiently as possible
while meeting our environmental obligations. This approach, combined with the competitive market, is
the best option for providing low cost electricity to consumers.
Any energy policy for Illinois needs to factor in not only the importance of IL coal but also the importance
of Luminant’s 12 power plants (9 coal, 3 gas) to Illinois’ economy, electric reliability, and energy
affordability. Vistra provides over $2 billion in annual economic activity in Illinois, produces enough
electricity to power ~ 4.2 million homes, supports over 1,000 direct and 9,000 indirect jobs, serves over
700,000 retail customers, and supports the economy of over 80 Illinois counties via its Luminant
generation and Homefield Energy and Dynegy Energy retail business.
Vistra’s Luminant coal-fueled generation fleet in downstate Illinois is, except for Kincaid, in the Midwest
ISO (“MISO”) market, which is dominated by regulated utilities. These regulated competitors are allowed
to receive in-state and out-of state subsidies (regulated rates) to cover their costs of operations while
Vistra competes against those same companies in a common marketplace. Further, the MISO market
design does not adequately compensate capacity for its reliability contribution. In the past 18 months,
20% of downstate Illinois’ coal-fueled electricity capacity has shut down, due to this inequity and
inability to recover its costs of operation. Thousands of additional downstate MW of capacity are at risk
and moving closer to retirement each and every day. Vistra stands ready to work with policymakers to
develop an energy policy that works for all of Illinois. In Illinois and every other state and market where
we operate, we are committed to providing electricity to customers in a safe, efficient and cost-effective
manner, which can involve both investing in our existing plants as well as in modern and fuel-diverse
sources of generation.
Western Powder River Basin (PRB) Coal and IL Coal attributes and price
• Currently PRB coal, with significantly less sulfur content, costs ~$12.50 per ton compared to
~$40/ton for Illinois Basin coal.1 On a Btu basis, PRB coal is ~$0.71/MMBtu and Illinois Basin
coal is $1.79/MMBtu.
• Depending on market conditions, PRB coal prices can range from $9 to $15/ton. Illinois Basin coal
prices can range from $30 to $50/ton.2
• In 2017, SNL Energy estimated the shipping cost of IL Basin coal at ~$10/ton and PRB at
~$22/ton, which is in line with current market conditions. Coupled with the prices above, the
delivered prices would be $50 for IL Basin coal and $34.5 for PRB coal.
• Factoring the cost of transportation and the higher Btu content of Illinois Basin coals, PRB coal
delivers for $1.96/MMBtu and Illinois Basin coal delivers for $2.23/MMBtu.
• In Ohio, there are advantages to using Illinois Basin Coal as PRB gets more expensive to transport
and Ohio does not have as strict environmental regulations as Illinois. Many Ohio plants can take
advantage of lower transportation costs since they receive coal by barge instead of rail.
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Illinois Basin coals tend to cause higher operational and maintenance expenses that need to be
factored into any decisions.
Illinois coal does have a higher heat content, which would require less coal to be used to produce
the same amount of electricity. However, even taking the heat content into account, the cost of
Illinois Basin coal is higher than PRB coal in Illinois.
The higher heat content of Illinois coal may provide lower carbon emissions than PRB coal;
however, the wet scrubbers required to capture SO2 emissions from higher sulfur Illinois Basin
coals use additional electricity (parasitic load) at the plant, impacting overall unit efficiency. That
is, the parasitic load, along with the release of additional CO2 caused by wet scrubber technologies
may offset a portion of the reductions in CO2.

Vistra’s Commitment:
• Vistra will continue to evaluate opportunities to find competitively priced coal options and
technologies that facilitate the ability to use the coal as a fuel source. Vistra and Dynegy have met
with and continue to meet with coal suppliers and those offering new technologies.
Illinois tax policies discriminate against coal used for electricity generation:
• Vistra pays ~ $20 Million in sales tax per year on coal used in Illinois.
• Coal is the only electric generation fuel sourced taxed in Illinois as natural gas is exempt and
nuclear fuel rods are leased.
• Electricity generators, regardless of fuel source, are also prohibited by IL statute from using the
tax incentives commonly used by manufacturers for materials used in producing the final product.
• Prior to 2003, generators also received a sales tax break on the installation of pollution control
equipment.
• The cost of coal and the shipment of that coal is a cost of doing business and is reflected in the
prices that we charge for the electricity that we sell into the competitive electricity market.
Federal and State Environmental Policy and Vistra’s obligations
• Federal Clean Air Act requirements, and other federal action, on SO2 and NOx emissions, and ICC
disallowance of scrubber costs, pushed Illinois generators towards PRB coal decades ago.
• The Illinois Multi-pollutant Settlement (MPS) Rule imposes various restrictions on SO2, NOx, and
mercury emissions that are stricter than federal requirements, limiting Vistra’s ability to operate
its fleet economically or consider the use of Illinois coal. The IPCB’s proposed revisions to the
MPS rule would allow for the economical operation of the fleet and help preserve as much of the
fleet as possible but would not solve the underlying economic challenges caused by the MISO
capacity market and low energy prices. Federal policies impose additional constraints at some
units.
• Vistra’s predecessor Dynegy invested over $2 billion in scrubbers and other emissions controls for
its Illinois fleet in the last 12 years to meet federal and state regulations, and has cut emissions by
~90% since 1998.
• Dynegy’s prior investments in scrubbers/injection systems at 5 plants allows Vistra to average
compliance over the fleet and meet its multiple fleet wide state and federal obligations without
having to install scrubbers at 4 other plants.
• Installing additional scrubbers at 4 plants, where not needed for environmental compliance,
would cost hundreds of millions without any current mechanism to realistically recover the costs.
For example, installing scrubbers at Edwards Power Plant is approximately $300 million alone.

2

Vistra’s Comments on Peabody Energy’s Submitted Comments to the FGD Task Force:
1.
2.
3.
4.

No Comment
Vistra largely agrees with this point.
Vistra largely agrees with this point and has used IL coal in Ohio units when competitive.
Vistra would point out that the fuel adjustment clause is no longer relevant since the utilities no
longer own generation. I would add that coal, regardless of the sourced location, is the only fuel,
used for electric generation that is taxed in Illinois, through sales and use taxes, placing coal-fueled
EGU’s at a competitive disadvantage with other generators using fuel rods or natural gas. Vistra
pays approximately $20 million per year in sales/use taxes on coal used in Illinois. EGU’s are also
prohibited by IL statute from using the tax incentives commonly used by manufacturers for
materials used in producing the final product . Prior to 2003, EGUs also received a tax break on
the installation of pollution control equipment.
5. Vistra generally agrees with this point. Duck Creek has also received the same award as Coffeen as
the cleanest burning plant on SO2 basis.
6. Vistra generally agrees
7. No Comment
8. Regarding price, generators would typically have an incentive to use the cheapest fuel source.
Vistra would encourage the use of independent price sources and the price of delivered price of
coal.
9. Generally True
10. Generally True
11. No Comment
12. Would agree that the cost estimates seem low, perhaps more of per EGU, than plant
number. When Dynegy evaluated its fleet in 2015-2016 timeframe, on a plant-by-plant basis, to
determine the total cost of conversion (what it would take to burn ILB coal), in terms of CAPEX,
upgrades, chemicals, increased maintenance, liquidated damages from existing contracts, etc., and
determined a range of approximately $100,000,000 to $1,000,000,000, from least expensive to
most expensive plant. Even then, you would need to find a competitive coal contract. Even on
presently un-scrubbed plants the estimated equipment costs exceeded $300,000,000 per
plant. Dynegy and Ameren spent over $2 Billion for scrubber and mercury control installations
collectively, on 7 EGU’s, at four plant sites for MPS compliance. The challenge of recovering those
costs out of a competitive energy market, combined with the broken MISO capacity market, has
led to systemic challenges that threaten much of the EGU fleet in downstate Illinois with
retirement.
Vistra’s Comments Regarding JET Technologies / Case study on Kincaid Power Station:
Luminant’s operation group recently met with JET representatives to hear a presentation regarding their
technology and business model. The Luminant development group will review the details of JET’s
proposal and make an independent assessment about the feasibility of their proposed options,
technologies, and economics. Luminant was not involved in the “case study” reported by JET. We cannot
comment on the accuracy of their estimates or the feasibility of the study at this time. Kincaid is
currently in compliance with all environmental regulations and with all components of its Consent
Decree and is prepared to do so indefinitely.
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5/25/19
Personal note added:

With proper planning our City can make a transition to cleaner energy with littleor no impact on
CWLP employees who will still be needed to operate the Utility. With a reduced demand for
water it may be possible to avoid building a second lake allowing the Utility to focus it's efforts to
improve the water quality and overall condition of our existing lake. Renewable energy for
Springfield is closer than ever!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Bill LaMarca

, Springfield IL 62704

5/27/19
Personal note added:

With older units responsible for creating the energy needs in our community, now is a good time
to invest in renewable energy. Please make plans to develop a sure path to using more non-coal
energy methods. Thank you. - Dan Frachey
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Dan Frachey

Rochester IL 62563

5/26/19
Personal note added:

We won't have a future if we do not start using renewable resources.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Patricia Hunt

Springfield IL 62704

5/31/19
Personal note added:

We only have one planet and we are running out of time before we do irreparable damage.
Please be a part of the solution and give the future generations a chance to grow up in the world
that we did.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Courtney Fritchley

Springfield IL 62704

6/1/19
Personal note added:

We only have 12 years to stop the use of fossil fuels before we can’t stop the destruction of our
planet. Please make the right decision and switch to clean and renewable energy.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Blake Andonov

Springfield IL 62702

5/26/19
Personal note added:

We need to transition to green energy as rapidly as possible!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Patricia Miller

Springfield IL 62707

6/1/19
Personal note added:

We need to stop raping our land for energy that is easily produced in any number of ways that
are polution free. Thanks for listening...Sincerely, James Kelly
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
James Kelly

Springfield IL 62704

5/26/19
Personal note added:

We need clean energy.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Pleasant Plains IL 62677

5/27/19
Personal note added:

We need clean air for envorement
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
John Evangelista
Springfield IL 62701

5/29/19
Personal note added:

We need all the help we can get....especially when you a senior citizen.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Benita Longoria
Springfield IL 62703

5/31/19
Personal note added:

We must take action to preserve our environment for future generations! My children deserve a
clean energy future!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Buttell

Springfield IL 62712

5/28/19
Personal note added:

We have to look to the future not the status quo. Things change we have to adapt not look back.
Thanks
Ernest DeFrates
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Ernest DeFrates

, Springfield IL 62711

5/25/19
Personal note added:

We have enough hazardous chemicals created as a byproduct from the coal plant sitting near
our drinking water supply already. The coal plant is a danger to everyone's health, including the
workers there. The existing solar and renewable programs need to be expanded, as they are the
way of the future. And building infrastructure for more local renewable energy would be even
more efficient than bringing it in from neighboring states.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Jill Krippel

, Springfield IL 62702

5/20/19
Personal note added:

We have a responsibility to ensure a sustainable future for our children and grandchildren.
Thank you so much for undertaking the IRP and moving forward toward renewable energy.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Beverly Bunch

Springfield IL 62704

5/29/19
Personal note added:

We can take a leading role in Springfield for the rest of the state moving to more cost effective,
cleaner and growth oriented power sources. I support the effort to retrain workers; they will
need it anyway, as coal declines nationwide. I will be thrilled to see CWLP further invest in
renewables and move away from coal.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
J.B. George

, Springfield IL 62704

5/27/19
Personal note added:

We are in the 21st century and we know so much more about our changing environment now.
We surely should only plan for renewable energy and a regression from fossil fuel power
generation. Springfield has made a start with its solar source, please continue to expand in that
direction for the sake of our town and planet.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Jim Manes

., Springfield IL 62704

5/25/19
Personal note added:

We are at a desperation point where significant changes must be made. Clean air is a gift to our
future generations.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Michelle Phillips

, Chatham IL 62629

5/29/19
Personal note added:

Use as much data as possible, from both sides of the issue, to make the best long-term decision.
Please make the environment cleaner. Listening, thinking, planning are necessary in making
good decisions. Good luck.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Paul Robertson

, Springfield IL 62711

5/31/19
Personal note added:

To me, its seems ridiculously odd, even suspicious, that Springfield CAN find money, for
polluters, and sports arenas, yet can find NO money, to bring grocery stores back to the north
end, NOR to provide electronic tracking, for ALL bicycles, in the city.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Norman Hinderliter

Springfield IL 62702

5/25/19
Personal note added:

Those old coal units contribute to climate change and cleaner sources need to be developed.
How about homeowner incentives for solar’
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Mary Kay Stevens
Springfield IL 62712

5/26/19
Personal note added:

This is vital that CWLP step up and plan for the future of an environmentally safe and healthy city
and community. Make our children and future generations proud that CWLP and its citizens
cared enough to DO THE RIGHT THING. The time is NOW.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Deborah Rummer

, Springfield IL 62712

5/20/19
Personal note added:

This is very important to the future of our city!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Lori Kirchman

Springfield IL 62704

5/25/19
Personal note added:

This is our chance to stop polluting the air we breath. When I leave Springfield I can stop taking
my antihistamines. Without them I have hard time breathing, but only in Springfield area. And I
wonder every time driving on I-55 and seeing the two pipes with their never-ending white
stream of clouds, if they are to blame.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Svetlana Gershburg
, Chatham IL 62629

5/24/19
Personal note added:

There is no reason why this shouldn't be happening! oil companies need to go. It's 2019, we
have 12 years or less to make a change or we won't have a planet!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Madison Reeves
, Pawnee IL 62558

6/1/19
Personal note added:

The use of renewable energy sources is important to me because as I look to the future and the
possibility of not having a place were my children’s children can breath fresh air truly terrifies
me. As for the here and now I would like my environment to be as free of pollution as possible.
Renewable energy resources are one way to achieve that environment.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Valerie Prather

, Springfield IL 62704

5/31/19
Personal note added:

The Faith Coalition for the Common Good supports the recommendations of TEA. We ask that
units 1 and 3 be replaced with clean and renewable energy. We support labor unions and
minority workers, both of which should benefit from this project.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Shelly Heideman
, Springfield IL 62703

5/15/19
Personal note added:

The Energy Authority studied nine different scenarios, and every scenario showed the best
option is for CWLP to retire their three oldest coal units in 2020. Because renewable energy is
becoming so cost effective, they also recommended that CWLP move towards renewables and
continue their energy efficiency programs. Please follow these recommendations to help keep
our city clean for years to come.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Scott Sunderland

, Springfield IL 62704

5/16/19
Personal note added:

Thank you for your courageous consideration of the TEA recommendations, which could
promote the improved health and livelihood of Springfield citizens over the long term. An IRP
informed by TEA's findings is a truly exciting opportunity to own our future by envisioning
something new and sustainable for residents and employees alike. CWLP's energy audit program
and recent forays into supporting solar energy demonstrate the dedication of your leadership to
a better world for all. I'm sorry I am unable to attend Monday's meeting to share my full support
for the TEA's recommendations and CWLP's efforts in person.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Anna Cianciolo

, Springfield IL 62704

5/24/19
Personal note added:

Thank you for your consideration. It is important to consider the workers at the plants but to
more importantly think of the long term repercussions of burning coal. Do better for your
grandkids.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Philip Brown

springfield IL 62702

5/31/19
Personal note added:

Thank you for caring for the future generations.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Mindy Youngberg

Springfield IL 62704

5/29/19
Personal note added:

Thank you CWLP for choosing to go with renewables. This earth has been through enough,
nobody is working to fix the ozone layer but efforts in no longer causing it damage is much
appreciated! I’m sure you can find a way to make things very profitable and efficient. I don’t
have kids yet but your efforts can see to it that there is still an earth left when I do, I would
prefer with four separate seasons, but an earth at all is what’s important. Thank you again
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Phillip Dean

, Springfield IL 62704

5/27/19
Personal note added:

Stop polluting and start providing real clean energy!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Trina Diedrich

, La Grange IL 60525

5/28/19
Personal note added:

So we all can have cleaner air. Our kids a and our grand kids. People with health issues like
Asthma. And the elders be a health.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Karen Lasseter

., Springfield IL 62712

6/1/19
Personal note added:

Save the planet!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Kelby Trowbridge
., Chatham IL 62629, Chatham IL 62703

5/28/19
Personal note added:

retrain workers for the clean and renewable energy so no one will be left behind.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Patricia Haynes

Springfield IL 62703

5/29/19
Personal note added:

Renewable will also improve our air quality. It makes sense with today’s economics.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Bryce Rawers

Springfield IL 62704

6/2/19
Personal note added:

Quit gouging folks.....solar and wind!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Joseph Williams

, Springfield IL 62704

5/27/19
Personal note added:

Please use renewable energy. It is time to get rid of the smoke stacks.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Cheri Vogt

, Springfield IL 62712

5/30/19
Personal note added:

Please now in this time when the human race is seeing the results of our consumption of fossil
fuels please be courageous and strong and do the right thing to find environmentally safe
solutions.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Kristal Perry

Pleasant Plains IL 62629

5/26/19
Personal note added:

Please move towards clean energy.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Danise Keltner

Springfield IL 62712

6/2/19
Personal note added:

Please move Springfield in a positive direction and keep our energy sources as clean as possible.
Thank you for all your hard work.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Hilary Schneider

, Springfield IL 62704

5/27/19
Personal note added:

Please more wind more solar.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Guy McCoy

, Springfield IL 62702

6/3/19
Personal note added:

Please make sure our wonderful city is clean! Please think about the future of your children and
grandchildren.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Lori Kirchman

, Springfield IL 62704

5/27/19
Personal note added:

Please invest in renewable energy sources so that we can leave future generations with a home.
If we do nothing, our planet dies. This is an urgent, pressing matter! Please do the right thing!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Jami Canavit

Springfield IL 62703

6/2/19
Personal note added:

Please invest in our grandchildren’s future.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Julie Ponder

, Springfield IL 62703

6/1/19
Personal note added:

Please invest in clean energy. Also be cautious about side effects of wind energy on birds and
bats.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Mary Peura

, Springfield IL 62704

5/26/19
Personal note added:

Please invest in clean energy for all of our children and grandchildren.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Emily Lane

, Springfield IL 62704

5/28/19
Personal note added:

Please implement clean, renewable energy. Climate change is here and it cant wait.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Eddie DuBois

Soringfield IL 62704

5/31/19
Personal note added:

Please help us prevent our further generations from having to clean up the mess we have
created for them.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Anthony Ramirez
, Springfield IL 62702

6/3/19
Personal note added:

Please help to insure the future for our children and grandchildren. We need to move quickly to
combat climate change.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Susan Ansell

, Springfield IL 62704

5/25/19
Personal note added:

Please help make Springfield a leader in renewable energy in our state. Our children’s futures
depend on it! Thank you!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Tockey
, Springfield Illinois 62702, Springfield IL 62702

5/24/19
Personal note added:

please go solar, its the way of the future. delays are counterproductive, why not be at the
forefront of health and safety NOW’
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Megan Craddock

Springfield IL 62702

5/31/19
Personal note added:

Please ensure our future and legacy of our town and let’s get clean energy!!!!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Joel fahey

Springfield IL 62704

5/27/19
Personal note added:

Please don’t be the group who doesn’t do the right thing, go green!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Alex Wahba

Leland grove IL 62704

6/1/19
Personal note added:

Please do clean up the environment and or city and make changes.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Yvonne Ewing

, Springfield IL 62711

5/26/19
Personal note added:

Please create a plan for safe renewable energy for the sake of our grandchildren and all who
must live on this planet long after you are gone
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Nancy Long

, Springfield IL 62711

5/25/19
Personal note added:

Please consider these recommendations, for the sake of our families and future generations.
The time is now.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Catherine Smith

, Springfield IL 62703

5/26/19
Personal note added:

Please choose a renewable energy source for our community. It’s time to shut down the smoke
coming from the stacks. It’s not a great way to welcome visitors to our community.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Victoria Schmidt

Springfield IL 62704

5/27/19
Personal note added:

Our planet is suffering in so many ways!
Please be conscious of it and all of the life here!
Please think of future generations and the challenges they will face, and please take steps to
make their job easier and their future brighter!
Thank You!!!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Kelly Hughes

, Auburn IL 62615

5/31/19
Personal note added:

Our planet and current and future citizens depend on investing in renewable, clean energy.
Please create a plan which calls for retiring our coal fired plants. Renewable energy is our future
and a good investment for all. Please be forward thinking in your decisions.
Karen Munoz
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Karen Munoz

, Springfield IL 62704

5/27/19
Personal note added:

Our families AND yours need to move towards renewable and energy efficient ways of meeting
our needs. Please listen. Retire coal.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Annie Ruby

Springfield Illinois 62702, Springfield IL 62702

5/27/19
Personal note added:

Now is the time to lead in clean energy
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
john spears

, springfield IL 62704

5/15/19
Personal note added:

NOW IS THE TIME TO DO THE RIGHT THING THE ONLY THING THAT WILL MAKE A BETTER
FUTURE>>>WITHOUT FOSSIL FUELS.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Mary Shaw

, Springfield IL 62707

5/27/19
Personal note added:

My family will be living here for the rest of our lives. It would be nice for me to think that we did
something that would make their lives cleaner and safer and contributed to the well being of the
planet. Please consider moving away from coal to renewables.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Ben McKinney
, Springfield IL 62704

5/30/19
Personal note added:

Moving away from coal and toward clean energy is so important for our future -- our public
health, local environmental quality, financial stability, and above all our contribution to climate
resilience. Time to retire our oldest coal-fired units!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Lynn Fisher

Springfield IL 62704

5/27/19
Personal note added:

Make a plan that is guided by intelligent application of information and move at last into the
future for the sake of our dependents.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Linda Kelly

, Springfield IL 62711

5/26/19
Personal note added:

Let's move forward with clean renewable energy sources!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Barbara Bradford
, Springfield IL 62704

5/24/19
Personal note added:

Let's make Springfield a leader in clean energy. Clean energy is the future! Let's take this
opportunity to work toward that future.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Linda Green

., Springfield IL 62704

6/2/19
Personal note added:

Let's look to the future and not the past. Thanks for all you do and consideration of our balance
with the environment.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Ian Wick

, Springfield IL 62704

5/30/19
Personal note added:

It's a small step towards a larger picture that needs to be addressed by all the world. If we don't
drastically change our ways were going to drive ourselves extinct.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
William Rose

, Springfield IL 62704

5/26/19
Personal note added:

It’s time CWLP invested in their electrical grid. That is what should have happened when they
built the last unit. Instead they just created a environmental liability that cost taxpayers over a
half billion dollars. Times have changed. Stop thinking about generating power. Smart companies
today are investing in electrical distribution and then buying much cheaper power.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Bruce Johnson

, Springfield IL 62712

5/30/19
Personal note added:

It’s sometimes a head scratcher with the climate crisis we are having that not going 100 clean
should already be a given.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Scott Cross

, Springfield IL 62704

5/24/19
Personal note added:

It’s important to the health of our citizens in central Illinois as well as the ecosystems in our area
that we focus on renewable energy. The Earth’s natural resources are so important!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Cole Jurgens

Rochester IL 62563

6/2/19
Personal note added:

It is vital Springfield makes a great leap forward and move to clean energy.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Jim Ladd

Springfield IL 62704

6/2/19
Personal note added:

It is time to move into the 21st century and make clean energy a serious priority for Springfield
and our families, now and into the future. Please, please, please retire the coal-fired plants and
replace with renewables that will take us into a healthier future. Thank you!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Meredith Brown

, Springfield IL 62704

5/25/19
Personal note added:

It is time to look to the future and follow the recommendations made to the CWLP. No more
coal!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Christine Stahly

, Springfield IL 62711

5/31/19
Personal note added:

It is time for us to participate in saving our planet! We need to bring clean and renewable energy
to Springfield.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Cortney Smith

, Springfield IL 62704

6/3/19
Personal note added:

It is important to start investing in more efficient energy now so that future generations will not
be cleaning up our mess. Although it might not always be the easiest path, it is the right one.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Emily Kraus

, Springfield IL 62703

6/3/19
Personal note added:

INVEST IN CLEAN ENERGY!!!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Sophia Ashebir

, Springfield IL 62704

6/1/19
Personal note added:

Increasing our renewable energy utilization is the responsible thing to do.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Cyrus Winnett

Springfield IL 62711

5/15/19
Personal note added:

If I have a comment on CWLP operations, it is the fact that, when the new-on-line payment
center went on-line, customers established accounts were wiped out, and people had to reregister, from "scratch". Add in the fact that the new system REJECTED Direct Express payments,
and this is my biggest "peeve", about how the utility operates.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Norman Hinderliter

, Springfield IL 62702

5/31/19
Personal note added:

I've always wondered why CWLP hasn't done more to move toward renewable energy. Now is
the time! Make the residents of Springfield proud! Thanks!
t
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Bybee

, Springfield IL 62704

5/24/19
Personal note added:

I'm not sure the retirements are so urgent as to be 2020, but it's great to hear a plan is in
process. Personally, solar looks promising.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Donald Stanfield
, Springfield IL 62703

5/30/19
Personal note added:

I would love to see even cleaner energy used in my hometown!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Emily Wollet

, Springfield IL 62712

5/25/19
Personal note added:

I would love to know that my energy provider is using significant amounts of renewable energy.
It would make the choice to own an electric car much more feasible knowing that I wouldn't
have to install my own solar panels to power it.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Justin Dingle

, Springfield IL 62702

5/30/19
Personal note added:

i would like to make a difference for cleaner air for the generations to come
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Laura Chamberlain

, Springfield IL 62702

6/3/19
Personal note added:

I worked like CWLP to quickly move towards green/renewable energy sources so that the air and
water will be safe for years to come.
Not only for myself, but for my son, future grandchildren, and all my relatives, friends, and
community members.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Heather Dykes

Springfield IL 62704

5/16/19
Personal note added:

I was considering a house near Stevenson Drive. But due to the fact I have Asthma and COPD, I
cannot live that close to CWLP.
So many people suffer from lung diseases. You would think we would have advanced past fossil
fuels by now.
We know coal is a carcinogen, we know miners get black lung.
Let's do something to improve this city!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
C Davis

Springfield IL 62702

5/27/19
Personal note added:

I want to be parent and the idea of bringing a child into a world where they will not get to live a
full and purposeful life terrifies me.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Reanna Ward

, Sprinfield IL 62704, Sprinfield IL 62704

5/21/19
Personal note added:

I want to be buying clean energy from CWLP and not pay for a process that pollutes our air and
potentially our water in Lake Springfield
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Eliot Clay

, Springfield IL 62704

5/31/19
Personal note added:

I want to add that I grew up in the "Lakelawn" neighborhood, and my parents still live there. This
is one of the neighborhoods closest to the power plant. For health and safety, I want people who
live, work, and play close to the power plant to have less proximity to fossil fuel pollutants and
waste products. As someone who pays to participate in CWLP's solar power program, I would
like to see the whole community use clean energy so it can be more economical for all of us.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Amanda Kozar

Springfield IL 62712

5/27/19
Personal note added:

I truly feel this is important because the use of coal and the emissions released can have a
detrimental effect of the health of those that live in the areas surrounding the lake. It particularly
affects those with asthma. Thank you so much for your consideration!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Marissa Robins

, Springfield IL 62704

5/30/19
Personal note added:

I think it's really important that we think about how energy use effects climate change and to
take steps now.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Nancy Amerson

, Springfield IL 62704

5/30/19
Personal note added:

I support solar and wind energy I would like to see the city develop energy based on those two
options.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Katherine Kuffner

, Springfield IL 62704

5/29/19
Personal note added:

I own property and have my business in Springfield. The coal lobby is already pushing Council
members to wuestion ALL FOUR studies that reached the same conclusion as TEA. CWLP has
delayed this knowing for 4 years what was coming. Implementing the changes now is crucial for
the future.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Donald Hanrahan
, Pleasant Plains IL 62677

6/1/19
Personal note added:

I installed solar panels 3 years ago. Knowing I am helping save the environment from the burning
of fossil fuels is an amazing feeling.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Brian Hoffek

, Springfield IL 62702

5/24/19
Personal note added:

I have lived in Springfield my whole life and it is dire that this community is provided the
opportunity for a future with clean air and water and for the lives of our children. The coal plants
create toxic waste that seeps into our water that will be there for future generations. We have a
solution of switching to solar energy, that may take time and moving around jobs, but is that not
worth it for clean air and water and most i.portantly our health’ I encourage you greatly to follow
the recommendation and make a difference in the quality of life in our hometown of Springfield.
Thank you.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Celeste Durham

, Springfield IL 62702

5/25/19
Personal note added:

I have lived in Springfield all of my life, and have been a CWLP customer myself for 43 years. It is
past time that Springfield changed to clean energy! Let our city be a leader in cleaning up the
climate of our state!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Bridget Mahoney DePriest
, Springfield IL 62704

5/26/19
Personal note added:

I have lived here 25 years, and am hoping to see Springfield make the right choices when it
comes to the environment.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Denise Church
, Springfield IL 62704

6/3/19
Personal note added:

I dont know enough about retiring specific units by a deadline but I do feel strongly about
implementing renewable energy immediately. We must make significant strides to do our part to
protect our little piece of this planet.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Linda Medlock
Springfield IL 62702

5/26/19
Personal note added:

I don’t know very much about how energy is made, but I do know I want the future to have
sustainable resources. Big oil companies lie frequently about the impact of their industry
because they have a vested interest in keeping the status quo, despite the fact that there are
despicable damages being made to the environment. Clean energy, when implemented
correctly, will allow for our children and grandchildren to live in a safe and healthy world.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Aaliyah Kissick

Springfield IL 62613

5/25/19
Personal note added:

I cannot stress how important this is. We must invest in clean energy. Coal miners can be
trained to work in this new area of clean energy and live safer and healthier lives. There is no
other way but clean. Do it! Show others it can be done! Make us proud!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Wanda Wilkey
Springfield IL 47802

5/29/19
Personal note added:

I believe that TEA's recommendations are a true step forward for the transitions that are
inevitable and a fully positive focus for improvement for our area.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Holly Seibert

, Springfield IL 62707

5/28/19
Personal note added:

I believe that it is necessary for Springfield to act quickly on the suggestions made in the IRP,
especially in regard to retiring the old units Dallman 1, 2, and 3. Additionally, we must focus on
renewable energy sources for our future. My whole family lives in Springfield, and I hope to
continue to make it my home after completing my graduate degree. However, the councils
attitude toward the suggestions made in the IRP and commitment to seeking out clean energy
sources will be a deciding factor in whether or not I actually choose to settle in Springfield.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Eva Santucci

, Springfield IL 62703

5/26/19
Personal note added:

I appreciate seeing your all beginng to invest in solar and was beyond excited when I saw the
solar farm by the Sangamon Valley Trail completed. Please continue to invest in our future
environment!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Austin Simmons

, Springfield IL 62711

5/24/19
Personal note added:

I am concerned about the earth and global warming, and our future generations.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Nina Killen

, Springfield IL 62704

5/31/19
Personal note added:

I am a young person wanting to grow and raise my family where I grew up. I want that place to
be safe for my kids and theirs. The earth needs to be protected and Springfield has the
opportunity to step up and do the right thing before it's too late.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Natalie Baker

Rochester IL 62563

6/2/19
Personal note added:

I am a Springfield resident. CWLP has waiting too long to convert to clean energy. Our local HS
schools and colleges should be training students and adults for clean energy jobs.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Ann charland

, Springfield IL 62711

5/25/19
Personal note added:

Hey, what we do now can make a huge difference for multiple lives and lifetimes
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Alexis Roberson

, Springfield IL 62704

5/24/19
Personal note added:

Go green with more Solar power & wind mills. Trash the oldest 3 coal burning pollutants for my
grandchildren! The air is free but not so with coal burning pollutants.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Teri Biddle

t, Springfield IL 62702

5/25/19
Personal note added:

Give credit to residential solar. Shut down the water intensive old plants and concentrate on
renewables
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Anne Logue

, Springfield IL 62702

6/3/19
Personal note added:

Fossil fuels aren't part of the future - investigating and investing in renewable energy should be
part of CWLP's plans for the future of our City and the people who live here.
In addition, add education, job training and jobs for the people who work in the fossil fuel
industry to help them find equal employment in the renewable energy industry.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Tracy Owens

., Springfield IL 62704

6/1/19
Personal note added:

For the sake of Springfielders and all peoples now and in the future, please take this message
seriously.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Kelvin Tse

Springfield IL 62712

6/3/19
Personal note added:

Flash flooding, the mid West is under water. Global warming is real..I'm poor and I know this will
increase my bill, but I want a future for our kids. The world is desperate need of repairing.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Rita Salemme
, Springfield IL 62703

5/28/19
Personal note added:

Exploration of Clean Energy should be city's priority.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Ankur Nagrecha
, Springfield IL 62711

5/28/19
Personal note added:

Enough is enough ... let's create a conduit for nature's naturally occurring source of CLEAN
environmental energy. Mother Earth and her atmosphere need us to participate in the best
avenue for all concerned, a nontoxic way of supplying energy for us now and our children's
future.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Kimberly Steskal
, Springfield IL 62704

5/25/19
Personal note added:

Dear decision makers,
I am a lifelong Springfield resident. At the age of 10 I was diagnosed with asthma, the same week
as there was a PPM spike detected from the CWLP plant according to the EPA's public records.
Today, I am earning a double masters in Environmental Science and Environmental Policy, in
hopes that I can make a difference that might help protect the children of tomorrow from the
illnesses associated with the burning of fossil-fuels. Increasing Springfield's commitment to
renewable, clean energy sources such as wind and solar would both protect human health and
take much needed action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Thank you for taking my thoughts
into consideration.
Your customer,
-Callie Smith
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Callie Smith

, Springfield IL 62702

5/25/19
Personal note added:

Coal power plants are becomingly increasingly uneconomic and unviable for the long term health
of people and our environment. We need to start phasing out coal and transition to sustainable
energy and train people on installing solar panels and wind turbines to assist with job loss while
this transition is occurring.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
scott marlow

, Springfield IL 62704

5/28/19
Personal note added:

Coal power is a thing of the past. As a planet, we must all reduce carbon emissions to zero to
prevent total collapse of our environment. The natural disasters plaguing our country are a direct
result of man made climate change and it is critical for the sake of future generations to do
something about it now. We cannot ignore this catastrophe any longer. We cannot rob our
children and grandchildren of a future because it is convenient to remain idle.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Chris Obrien

Springfield IL 62704

5/28/19
Personal note added:

Climate change is the biggest issue facing our time, I want to have a comfortable future on this
planet. Please take steps to ensure this is possible- with clean energy!
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Emily Bermingham
, Springfield IL 62712

5/29/19
Personal note added:

Clean energy is the only answer for our next step in Springfield Illinois. Thank you for planning
ahead.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Delinda Chapman
, Springfield IL 62712

5/26/19
Personal note added:

Because all people have way to much high bills like me have over 875 on my bill
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Moore

, Springfield IL 62703

6/1/19
Personal note added:

As the state capital, we have an opportunity to set an example for the rest of our state what
clean energy can do for our community. I am a fourth generation Springfield resident, and I'd like
to keep our city appealing for the next generation, including my children. Thank you for your
consideration of this matter.
Katherine Pilbean
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Katherine Pilbean
, Springfield IL 62704

5/30/19
Personal note added:

As hard as it may be to turn away from coal it is vital to the long term health of our city, state,
country and the planet moreover. Every bit helps. I believe we can make Springfield a much
more environmentally conscious city and this is a step in the right direction.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Zachary McCoy

, Springfield IL 62703

6/1/19
Personal note added:

As a young adult watching what is happening in the world right now, I’m often times scared to
have children. This is devastating as being a good father is my greatest goal in life. We need to
switch to both more renewable and cleaner energy sources.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Trevor Akers

, Springfield IL 62703

5/31/19
Personal note added:

As a resident of Springfield, I am pleased to support the conversation that CWLP moves further
along the path of using cleaner options
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Martin Woulfe

, Springfield IL 62704

5/30/19
Personal note added:

Additional benefits accrue by closing all three recommended units. They use significant amounts
of water - up to 30 percent of all raw water. We will no longer "need" costly Hunter Dam.
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Donald Hanrahan
, Pleasant Plains IL 62677

5/15/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Sam Mostoufi

, Springfield IL 62712

5/15/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Scrafford

, Springfield IL 62703

5/15/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Allison Fry

, Springfield IL 62703

5/20/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Susan Allen

Springfield IL 62704

5/31/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Vladimir Lytchakov

, Springfield IL 62712

6/1/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
John Haley

, Springfield IL 62704

5/24/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Charles Cross

Springfield IL 62704

5/24/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Randolph Roller

, Springfield IL 62704

5/24/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Naureen Brackett
, Springfield IL 62703

5/24/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Kami Kern

, Springfield IL 62711

5/24/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Ewbank
, Springfield IL 62702

5/25/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Jill Bomstad

Springfield Illinois 62702, Springfield IL 62702

5/25/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Davina Fouke

Springfield IL 62702

5/25/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Brandon Holliday
Springfield IL 62702

5/25/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Wyatt Leber

, Chatham IL 62629

5/25/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Taylor Stovall

Springfield IL 62712

5/25/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Nathan Harmon
Springfield IL 62711

5/26/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Madison Hannah

, Chatham IL 62629

5/26/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Doug Locker

, Springfield IL 62707

5/26/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Walker

, Springfield IL 62712

5/26/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Susan ODaniel

, Springfield IL 62704

5/27/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Stephen McCormick

, Springfield IL 62704

5/27/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Daniel Flattery

, Springfield IL 62711

5/27/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Katharine Eastvold
., Springfield IL 62704

5/28/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Andrea Stonecipher

, Springfield IL 62711

5/28/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Racheal Matthews
Springfield IL 62711

5/28/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Leslie Boston

, Leslie IL 62704

5/28/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Rhea Milburn

, Springfield IL 62703

5/28/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Zach Musselman

, Springfield IL 62712

5/28/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Linda Sharp

, Springfield IL 62702

5/29/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Lydia Hicks

, Rochester IL 62563

5/29/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Randolph Roller

, Springfield IL 62704

5/29/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Charles Cross

., Springfield IL 62704

5/29/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Carrie Kennedy

, Springfield IL 62704

5/29/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Verotika Conrad
, Springfield IL 62712

5/30/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Nick Throop Sandercock
, Springfield IL 62704

5/30/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Julie Doetsch

, Springfield IL 62704

5/30/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Addam Kinsel

, Springfield IL 62702

5/30/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Roberta Ruben
Springfield IL 62701

5/30/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Ray Ellis

., Springfield IL 62707

5/30/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Leslie Hague

, Springfield IL 62711

5/30/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Noah Becker

, Springfield IL 62711

5/31/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Adrianna Hughes

, SPRINGFIELD IL 62704

5/31/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Erin Jones

, Springfield IL 62703

5/31/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Karly Schmitz

., Springfield IL 62703

5/31/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Ginger Lloyd

springfield IL 62702

5/31/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Carl Buoy

Springfield IL 62704

5/31/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Michael Fodor
, Williamsville IL 62693

5/31/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Blake Detherage
Springfield IL 62701

5/31/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Tim Beck

, Sherman IL 62684

6/1/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Damek Liedtka

, Springfield IL 62702

6/1/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Tena Haile

Springfield IL 62702

6/1/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Caitlin Davis

, Springfield IL 62707

6/3/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Judy Adkisson

, SPRINGFIELD IL 62702

6/3/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Chris Kessler

Springfield IL 62702

6/3/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Matt Craven

, Springfield IL 62704

5/17/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Hemzacek
, Willowbrook IL 60527

6/1/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Caitlin Zoschke

., Caitlin IL 62704

6/1/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Katherine Akers

, Springfield IL 62703

6/1/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Kody Green

, Springfield IL 62703

6/1/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Thomas Duerr

, Springfield IL 62704

5/27/19
Dear CWLP:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment about City Water, Light, and Power’s first ever
Integrated Resource Plan. This is an important opportunity to weigh in on the future of our city’s
utility and the legacy and impact our decisions today make for future generations.
As we look to the future, the cost of renewable energy is dropping and the cost of running older
coal units are going up as shown in The Energy Authority’s presentation on May 6th. It’s
important for CWLP to take TEA’s recommendations to increase energy efficiency and
renewables and to retire units 31, 32, and 33 by 2020 seriously. As reports by Synapse Energy
Economics and the Power Bureau have shown - Springfield residents have been paying dearly for
these units for far too long.
Please make a plan of action to follow TEA’s recommendations and retire units 1-3 and replace
them with clean and renewable energy. That action plan must also include thoughtful
engagement with workers at CWLP and the labor unions who represent them. These workers
have played an important role and cannot be forgotten or left behind as we move towards clean
energy.
Sincerely,
Sean Denny

Springfield IL 62704

